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for young and old to learn the differ¬

ing behavioral codes of society is enhanced by the
presence of individuals who act as models for that con¬
duct.

If they are also heroic or creative models,

potential

the

for individuals to be heroic or creative will

be enhanced as well.

Therefore,

the availability of

heroes as models does much to insure a society that
functions more uniquely and independently.
this reasoning in greater depth,

To examine

the researcher learned

about the personal heroes of nine creative people and
the affect of their heroes upon their lives.
The study was conducted using in-depth interviewing
as qualitative research.
initial questionnaire,

Based upon the results of an

nine individuals were chosen and

asked to talk about the heroes in their life.

iv

Upon

analyzing the recorded information,

there appeared

to be a

distinct connection between the course of a participant's
life and the heroes he/she selected at an early age.

There

also appeared to be a number of significant types and groups
of heroes,

each functioning in a different manner.

The ultimate value obtained from having heroic models
was the synthesis of their substance and beliefs within
the mental and emotional structure of the individual,
so that he/she absorbed and became those heroes within
themselves,

assuming the qualities of whom they prized.

The liaison between hero and admirer,
emotionally and mentally rewarding.

when realized,

The results of the

sampling seem to indicate that people tend to model the
hero to whom they are devoted,

so that a personal hero

serves to enhance and refine the creativity of their
life performance.

This suggests that with the assur¬

ance of a sufficient supply of hero-models,

individuals

will have the opportunity to discover personal heroes
more easily,
dia,

and that an understanding between the me¬

education,

and society will celebrate them as a

creative endowment for a more creative society.

v
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GLOSSARY

CREATIVE PERSON: An individual who exhibits originality and
independence in thought or action while assuming responsi¬
bility for those actions. The value of creative acts is es¬
tablished by the self and not the world. Ideally, she/he is
open to experience, non-judgmental, comfortable with ambi¬
guity and one whose uniqueness is the consequence of train¬
ing and/or mastery of that creativity (Crutchfield, 1963;
Ghiselin, 1963; Guilford, 1959; Henle, 1963; Rogers, 1957;
Sternberg, 1988; Torrance, 1988; Wallace, 1989).
HEROIC PERSON: The traditional real or fictional hero is an
individual of superior creative, spiritual and physical
strength, responsible for goodness and virtue, an independ¬
ent with values that are timeless (Hook, 1955; Schlesinger,
1960; Wecter, 1963).
On a universal scale, the contemporary real or fictional
hero is an independent leader or event-maker. She/he may
have an unusual skill or ability and may challenge tradi¬
tional behavior by seeking to institute change, occasionally
with behavior that appears eccentric or unorthodox, and as¬
sumes responsibility for those actions. She/he is creative
in that she/he exhibits originality and independence in
thought or action. The contemporary hero of humble at¬
tributes is easily overlooked. He/she may be heroic in a
more private or personal way in that he/she fulfills all
that is required of a universal hero to one or a small body
of admirers. (Fishwicke, 1972; Hook, 1955; Rank, 1914).
MODEL: An individual whose behavior is observed and imitat¬
ed; an exemplar to admire and/or emulate (Amabile, 1983;
MacKinnon, 1978).
CREATIVE HERO: In many instances the words creative and hero
overlap, both being independent and productive in concept
and life style.
Ideally, the creative hero is an eventmaker or leader who brings all his/her unique and exception¬
al creative qualities forward to dispute and alter ways of
thinking. She/he displays the characteristics that determine
creativity in an individual (Perkins, 1981). On a more unas¬
suming plane, a hero may be anyone whose character is spe¬
cial to someone, thus the hero of a child may be vastly dif¬
ferent from the hero of an adolescent or adult.

•

•

A

Vlll

POP HEROES:
These are heroes of popular or mass culture,
that is, what is accepted as admirable on many levels of our
society. These heroes may include rock stars, enter¬
tainers, sports figures, film personalities even mediacreated cartoon characters (Fishwicke, 1972; Hopkins,
1972; Wecter, 1963).
CREATIVE LIFE: At its most ideal, an evolving system in
the process of continual change and refinement with a
creative growth toward personal and/or worldly goals
(Fromm, 1957; Gruber, 1989, Wallace,'89).
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OUTLINE OF THE
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dal,

found the

of

1989).
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"grow"

in his/her

and

in the

1

certain

indi¬
life.

History has

of heroic bent.

non-violence

early part of

in

the cen¬

image of Jesus

formation of his

to the youth,

the

individuals

individual
spirit of

is

from

chosen by the

creative

year old Jean Piaget chose the
for the

That

character of

is unique

reflect an

imitation,

a model

that

a time-honored phenomenon.

of models

merited

and risk.

influenced that person

presented us with many examples
whose choice

rich with experi¬

and values

who contribute to what

Hero-worship

Gandhi

are

may be discovered within the

men and women whose

vidual,

the

"the

future

self

idea made

(Vi¬

flesh"

and his commitment
idea on earth"

(p.191).

uniqueness of his
On a

"was to work for the realization of that
Piaget's achievements reflect the

inspiration.

less dramatic scale,

a beginning author was asked

what developmental circumstances contributed to her success
in a male-dominated business world.
around me when I was
became my model.

little,"

"I had no role-models

she replied,

She was everything I wanted to be and I

modeled myself after her."

While less

choice of hero then Luther and Piaget,
theless remains
formative
upon the

"so Wonder Woman

instructive.

The

impressive in her
her selection never¬

importance of heroes as a

influence prompts a study of them and their affect
lives of people.

Importance of the Study

Models are an efficient means

for individuals to under¬

stand the behavioral codes of society.
true

This

is especially

for young people who initially look to the immediate

environment and the experience of
guidance.

In their absence,

in physical

and emotional

family and friends for

secondary models,

more distant

proximity may be used.

These might

include models marketed through the media or through enter¬
tainment,

the arts,

A model then,
self

sports or societal

sponsorship.

becomes the standard from which an ideal

is carved out of the chaos of growth,

2

and frequently,

it continues in that capacity as a expression of achievement
in adulthood.

When there are many models available,

cially in early life,

espe¬

the opportunity to discover and devel¬

op responsible and productive life skills multiply,

simply

because there are more models to choose from.
Recognizing that,

what if the models that are available

are also creative or heroic?
that an individual,

It is reasonable then to expect

in an attempt to mirror that hero,

manage his/her life,

or profession or outlook in a more

dependent or exceptional manner
Therefore,

(Simonton,

in¬

1977).

because the heroes that are discovered early

may become models
becomes

will

for future behavior,

important.

research in this area

The benefits derived from such mirroring,

when honorable and transformative,

are the

imprimatur that

must be stamped upon the hero as a pattern for creative
growth.
Heroes must also be studied from the perspective of con¬
temporary society.

The power exerted and the ubiquitous

presence of the heroes of mass culture demands that they re¬
flect more than the superficialities of contemporary life.
Unfortunately,
are

while popular heroes are favored,

those that

lesser known or who are associated with creative and

more theoretical

skills are ignored.

In many instances,

becomes more acceptable to celebrate the sports figure,
pop performer and cult leader,
mental

than the artist,

activist or humanitarian.

3

it
the

the environ¬

The latter group frequently

fail to
cause,

inspire a great majority of young people,
being propelled by the media,

perhaps be¬

youth places a higher

premium upon a safe and more peer acceptable non-conforming
conformity than upon that which challenges or is unique.
the eyes of certain people,
creativity or intellect,

In

those who differ in degrees of

or who are in possession of special

abilities or think independently may be considered unfair
and suspicious enactments of the maxim that maintains that
all people are created equal.

Therefore,

yond their station by appearing too
er,

1960;

Toynbee,

1964;

Wector,

none should go be¬

"different”

1963;

Hook,

(Schlesing-

1955;

Rank,

1914) .
This paradigm might be reversed if those who reflect a
less conventional or less popular way of thinking are placed
in a highly visible,

public and positive perspective.

They

would be given fair recognition through a media that must
market an accomplished image to match that of the heroes of
mass culture.
Another method might be to activate a system of teaching
that challenges and provokes more creative thought,
as a model
will

for the population that it educates.

feature some

insights

serving

This study

for change and what may be imple¬

mented to insure teacher models who sincerely subscribe to
an educational

system that uses creative models to produce

4

creative results.

Chapter 11 will be directed towards sug¬

gesting a brief social and educational blueprint for this
action to occur.
I place an importance upon that critical time and state
when a hero is selected or "received1'.
upon,
the

Discovering,

acting

and internalizing a model assumes the receptivity of

individual.

Further subjects

for research might be the

conditions that make a person receptive at any particular
moment,

and the means with which that person becomes unob¬

structed in outlook,

confident,

ability to receive a hero.

and trusting in his/her

An examination of these issues

provides a particularly significant foundation for parental
and pedagogic insight.
According to theorists,

a productive life

is an evolving

system in the process of continual change and refinement
(Wallace,
of this
flux,

life,

Gruber,

then,

1989,

Fromm,

beliefs and passages.

into adult life,

ture individual,
evolving
heroes,

1957).

The examination

is the charting of an entire system in

of environment and nurture,

events,
well

1985;

of shifting tastes,

Therefore,

when heroes persist

adjusting to fit the needs of the ma¬

it is an affirmation of a continued and

individuality which occurs with the reception of
and is a subject that also must be examined further.

In the past,
rangement.

the study of heroes has been a

Much research is devoted to the

heroic models

lop-sided ar¬

importance of

in the context of specific and extraordinary

5

accomplishment
1978;

(Ochse,

Zuckerman,

1977),

1990;

Goertzel

& Goertzel,

1962,

but little has been done to document

the presence of heroes as affective models
more ordinary individuals.

in the lives of

The pertinent literature

fre¬

quently encompasses those who are at the extremes of crea¬
tive performance.

Geniuses,

the eminent,

recognized are accounted for,
tional qualities

the published,

the

while those with less sensa¬

lanquish in an obscurity bred of minor or

unappreciated actions.
in more modest ways,

Their accomplishments are revealed

which,

when compared to the celebrated

may appear unremarkable and small,
tive expressions of themselves.

but are still construc¬

Though theorists concede

that many unassuming individuals have,

through their behav¬

ior proved their lives to be productive and distinctive,
concentration of

literature

the extraordinary.
a reminder of the
the role of heroes

is

Essential

the

indeed heavily on the side of

as these studies are,

they are

less than significant value attached to
in lives that do not mirror the extraor¬

dinary .
The

framework of the study therefore,

will cover the fol¬

lowing .
1.

Who are the heroes of certain creative people and what

are their experiences with them;
lieve heroes

to what extent do they be¬

influenced their lives?

6

2.

What need instigated the reception of a particular hero

and at what critical point did this reception initiate a
change in attitude or direction?
3.

How accessible and diverse were heroic models?

4.

What heroes continue to be discovered even through adult

years?
These issues unduly command my attention because,
educator,

I believe the teacher assumes a definitive role as

a heroic-model
tent,

as an

in the classroom.

Therefore,

to a great ex¬

the results of this research are studied from the per¬

spective of myself as teacher and as a specific member of an
educational community.

Daily,

I

find myself concerned with

the absence of the spirit of the traditional hero who,
the past,

has anchored and supported young people

task of growing up.

in

in the

I hope to learn how this heroic spirit

may be absorbed into the pedagogical core of those who are
in daily contact with students,
ents,

adult friends,

anyone

not only teachers but par¬

in a position to

"educate" by

example.
And finally,
promote

since education becomes the means to actively

independence and imaginative,

productive behavior,

how may a population be educated to celebrate and endorse
creative endeavor with the same enthusiasm and interest as
is devoted to the activities of heroes of mass culture?

7

Design of the Study

The role of heroes

in the

lives of some creative

individuals may be well examined when in-depth interviewing
is employed as a method of qualitative research.
the

individuals

Briefly,

in this study were selected based upon the

results of an initial questionnaire administered to a popu¬
lation that was diverse in occupation,
and history.

background

The only commonality was my belief that their

occupation or way of
filled.

ethnicity,

life was

individual,

innovative or ful¬

The participants were asked to describe their expe¬

riences during the times that heroes figured prominently in
their life and then to elaborate on what those experiences
meant to them.
cal

Transcripts of the

in-depth,

phenomenologi¬

interviews of these selected participants were then ana¬

lyzed based on the questions described.

8

A

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

While the central

focus of this study is upon the experi¬

ences of a sampling of creative
heroes,

individuals and their

certain concepts about the nature of creativity in

personality,

life and occupation,

the uses of heroes and the

perception of society toward creative and intellectual

indi¬

viduals must be presented as a background for understanding.

Creativity as Product and Process

The disparate meanings that researchers have assigned to
what determines creativity in a person or product is briefly
described now in an effort to formulate a common perspective
between reader and researcher.

This will

include a brief

overview of the differing views of the creative process and
product,

the ultimate determiners of creativity and the

range of creative endeavor.
Judgment varies among theorists as to whether the creative¬
ness of

a thing is determined by the process that brought it

about or the uniqueness of the ensuing product.
tration on the former determines creativity,
in which work is pursued,
uative

judgments,

If concen¬

then the manner

the ensuing discoveries,

the eval¬

complete a series of stages that are in-

9

A

dicative of a creative process.
not a single event,

then,

a chain of events that modifies and

its surface continuously to reveal something unique

(Rothenberg,

1979).

These stages may be considered a suc¬

cession of creative acts that builds upon itself
(Stein,

becomes

but an entity that emerges through a

series of circumstances,
adjusts

Creativity,

1974;

Wertheimer,

1945).

Koestler

(1976)

infinitely
bypasses

the notion of stages of creativity and focuses on the union
of unrelated items that,

when brought together create new

insights or objects.
If process is accepted as a means of determining creativi¬
ty,

the study may comfortably rely upon life style,

ways of

going about tasks and general means of dealing with problems
as determinants of the creativity of the participants.
Theorists,

therefore,

who rely on the products of an

individual's actions to determine their creativity may be
more at ease with the participants

in this study belonging

to a body where there are visible results.

Those who are

product-oriented charge that something observable or tangi¬
ble must ensue even though they are in agreement that there
is considerable difficulty in separating them;
overlap in that the product is process,
teraction of the

there is

a result of the in¬

individual with an experience that con¬

structs the product

(Rogers,

1957;

Bruner,

1963;

MacKinnon,

1978).

10

A

This study follows the lead of those who waver between
product and process,

and who include outside observers to

complete the paradigm.

Depending solely on process to deter¬

mine the originality of something is frequently too ambigu¬
ous;

there is no objective means for identifying the result¬

ant process as creative.

With a product,

however,

appropri¬

ate observers who are informed about and are knowledgeable
in the field of the product can agree on its uniqueness
(Amabile,

1983;

MacKinnon,

Rogers,

1978;

1957;

Stein,

Crutchfield,

1963).

1974;

Whether the creative product is the
+as manifested in the process of

Bruner,

life of an individual

living,

or the tangible

products that result from a daily creative process,
purposes of this study,
who is
ty.

Chapter

3

in the field of creativi¬

the selection of participants as detailed in

reflects my training and skill.

Ultimately,
that the

for the

I become that appropriate observer

informed and knowledgeable

Therefore,

1963;

the study agrees with researchers who believe

inherent creativeness of

life

itself

mate source of creativity in men and women,
enterprising,

fertile,

is the ulti¬

and whether this

imaginative and inventive ability is

manifested in processes or products,

the contributions to

the vitality and continued growth of society is without
question

(Anderson,

1959;

Cattell,

Butcher,

1968).

Conse¬

quently,

theorists concur that creative output need not be

limited to those who produce traditional products of the

11

arts or intellect,
tions,

but may include a wide range of situa¬

from discovering a cure for cancer,

new recipes,

to making personal decisions;

the educational,

social,

to devising
it encompasses

economic and political atmospheres

where an individual may develop his/her full creative poten¬
tial

(Cattell,

Rogers,

1957).

creative

life"

the person is

Butcher,

1968;

Bruner,

1963;

The very substance then,

MacKinnon,

of the phrase,

1978;
"a

as used in this study may be taken literally:
in him/herself a creative product.

The research not only focuses upon those who manifest cre¬
ativity by virtue of product or process in a wide range of
pursuits,

but also seeks to consider those whose way of

is original,

(unique,

self-determined),

adaptive

(independ¬

ent yet operating within the constructs of society)
alized

life

and re¬

(fulfilled).

The elegance and quality of products or way of

life is the

materialized image of how the creative person perceives
him/her self
to the

’’life lessons'*

vironmental
be

(MacKinnon,

and social

1964).

These

images may be traced

of childhood in which,
factors,

real or fictional heroes may

invoked to form the future personality.

12

among other en¬

Conditions Determining Creativity

A creative
process

of

nurture

and within
er draws

life may be

such a

and cultivation
system of

strength and

rather than

its

likened to

finement

(Wallace,

personal

and worldly goals

of

thoughts
to

of

life,

argues

such

a

as

only.

The

of

entire

to be

of
of

is

a
its

unexpected

itself

creative

is

an

change

a

system of

growth toward

the

not

in which

are

it

is

not

a

no means

to verify the

because

static but

creative

environment
events,

its

evolving

then,

in

the
such

in process
is

the

and nurture,

and of

unigue-

to measure

and outlined
life,

acts,

person chooses

impossible

spotted

and re¬

only the culti¬

products,

says Wallace,

is

process

garden¬

individual

flow

of
be¬

and values.

pendent

in mind,

upon the

provide

the

traits,

shaped through

theorists
tive

that

the

continual

is

There

that

and ongoing,

of

the manner

occasionally

system,

life

that reflect

testing;

examination

With this

are

It

life,

product

shifting tastes,
liefs

a

against

a way

an

but

continual

from the

that growth,

existence.

creativity of

quality of

of

A

process

1985).

examples

confront

ness

in the

in which the

constant refinement,

completion.

scheme

vation

is

satisfaction

evolving

a garden

observation

of

a

characteristics,

environment
composite
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and values

and heredity.

descriptions

individual.

personality

of

The
an

is
as

de¬
they

following

ideal,

crea¬

Rogers

(1957),

lus

both

cal

virtue

ing

in

for

openness

environment
the

things,

creative person.

ideas,

existence without

the

experience.

but

embraces

thoughts

the

He/she

all

to

with

is
an

experience

and within the mind

predetermined categories,

events,
of

in the

believes

he/she
as

baggage
not

For,

the

selective

equal

ardor of

is

prefers

to

criti¬
observ¬

see

at their moment

past to
in

stimu¬

a

instead of

they are,

of

and

adulterate

his/her vision

expectation

and

in¬

terest .
People

conduct

(perceiving)
tive

person

ner that

is

toward

receptive
(Rogers,

and

self

to

controlled

life

devoid

swaddles

him/her
concepts

from the

The

the

of

former,

The

of

and

piloting

The

life

crea¬

in

judges

constructs

an

a man¬

first,

orderly,

Obstructing

in him/herself,

unconscious

things

flexibility and

person who

"amazement."

individual

of

(judging).

characterized by

experience

threatens
of

closure

creative

and

experi¬

insulates

and any connection with belief,

1988,

that

life with the
uncertainty,

in the

person

trusted to guide
berg,

the

further believe

acceptance

fort

conclusions

aware

and perceptions.

Theorists
however,

the

either being

1957).

the

ence

lives

or coming to
tends

spontaneity
closes

their

to

face
an

him/her

Rogers,

1957,

of

openness

indefinite

a

conflicting
process

creative

Guilford,
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experience,
and the vague.

the withholding of

ambiguous
to

to

com¬

information binds
that must be

conclusion

1957).

the

It

is

(Stern¬
being com-

fortable with theory rather than fact,
until all the waters are tested

(MacKinnon,

willingness to attempt new things,
to chance,

a dive

from the world.

to take risks,

He/she

It is a
to respond

is his/her own person and

thoughts and relations

lished not by others but by him/herself
1957).

1978).

the creative person is unshaken by

the value of his/her acts,

Rogers,

judgment

into the deep.

According to research,
pressures

suspending

An

independent

judgment,

is estab¬

(Ghiselin,

1963,

a persistent faith

in his/her own worth define an interior point of evaluation
(Rogers,

1957)

nourished by a secure ego and sense of pur¬

pose and destiny

(MacKinnon,

person... knows who he
wants to achieve"
To Sternberg

is,

"The creative

where he wants to go,

(p.133).

(1988),

1978).

He/she

there

is a true

and what he

independent.

is passion in a creative life,

a willingness to surmount obstacles and allow the self to be
dominated by an object of commitment.
rance

(1988)

When people,

says Tor¬

discover what they are in love with and grow

with that object,

it is made a part of their life and they

welcome the challenge and commitment that is entailed.
Crutchfield
tive person.

(1963)

A true independent expresses his/her own con¬

victions and personal
the constructs of

aims,

society.

world and the person.
cut off

continues the ideal portrait of a crea¬

yet is able to operate within
There

is a connection between the

It would be his/her great loss to be

from the resources and richness of society,
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because

judgment,

acceptance,

praise from observers and authorities

validates and support his/her creativity.

Unique behavior

affects the world only on the condition of
with that world.

it having a bond

Those who operate in a personal or unexam-

inable vacuum do little to advance or support their endeav¬
or.

Camus says

it well:

stand instead of

judge;

ciety in which the
nourish your art,
blance to all"

"True artists scorn nothing.
if they take sides,

Under¬

do so with a so¬

judge will yield to the creator.

You can

your difference by admitting your resem¬

(as quoted in Crutchfield,

1963).

The special qualities of creative people and of a creative
life style may be a consequence of training and/or mastery
of that creativity
1989).

(Stein,

1974;

To the casual observer,

materialize unbidden,

Rothenberg,

1979;

Wallace,

brilliant insights seem to

but upon examination,

are frequently

affirmations of what was already known or experienced
ber,

1989).

People whose

(Gru¬

lives are involved with creative

activities have spent much time learning or preparing them¬
selves consciously or unconsciously for what they are doing;
it is a skill toward work or living that is bred of thought¬
ful practice and exercise.
exploration)
1989)

Chance

(for discovery,

favors the prepared mind,

invention,

said Pasteur

(Gruber,

whether that mind is schooled in a specific field or

open to
creative

life experiences.
life

Wallace's

is non-static,

(1985)

belief that a

evolving and growing is rein-
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forced by Pasteur's observation;
knowledge makes the fruits of

the continuous expansion of

insight and awareness more ac¬

cessible .

The Environment and Value System Affecting Creativity

According to the literature,

exemplary models of creative

people structure life around what is believed in and valued,
as opposed to passive acceptance of what life deals out.
They are actively in command of their life and will
tion the authority" of ready-made solutions.

"ques¬

The very nature

and strength of these beliefs and the independent involve¬
ment and self-sufficient manner of confronting the world
"create" the uniqueness that shapes their lives

(Perkins,

1981) .
In his study of architects,

MacKinnon

most creative of architects as the man
deed",

(1978)
(sic)

perceives the

of

"will and

defining will as the power of personality as an enti¬

ty based upon a theory developed by Otto Rank

(1914).

Rank measured the development of individuality and crea¬
tive potential through what MacKinnon calls a constructive
integration of a person's
death".

"fear of

life"

and "fear of

An optimum combination of the two produces a fully

functioning person.

The individual who fears life becomes an
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"adapted personality",
society,

conforms,

personal

identity.

in that he/she adapts to the will of

is dependent on others and realizes no

"The fear of death" defines those individuals who are ter¬
rified of being swallowed by society,
and individuality.
sive,

thereby losing freedom

They tend to become separate and reclu¬

and though highly creative,

are incapable of sharing

their unigueness with others.
Rank's concept of the
"life"

and

"death",

the man/woman of
own and is
She/he

ideal personality is a synthesis of

yielding the artist,

"will

individual,

and deed" who stands forth on his/her
assertive,

independent and unigue.

is not necessarily involved in

through a creative
personality.

or creative person,

"the arts",

internal dressing,

Creativity,

to Rank,

but has,

a secure and wholesome

is the bedrock for artis¬

tic productivity and life experience.
How creative persons survey their interior landscape,

the

image that is conveyed apart from and as a part of society,
is made flesh through creative work.

Their efforts become

the signature of themselves and are made visible through in¬
ventions and theories,
ness ventures,
marily,

play,

through art,

gardening,

ideas,

busi¬

chicken recipes and child rearing,

sum¬

the sense of purpose and independent control with

which life is accomplished

(MacKinnon,

1964).

Theorists be¬

lieve the quality and elegance of these manifestations may
be traced to the social

and environmental
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"life

lessons"

of

childhood and adolescence.

It is at the

two that an assemblage of attitudes,
muster to generate,

nurture,

juncture of these

values and aspirations

socialize and possibly materi¬

alize enterprises of the future.

Within this structure of

socialization may also be discovered the heroic models that
shape and support life.

The Role of Heroes in Image Making

In this section,

I wish to show how an individual who is

heroic in personality or accomplishment may function as a
creative/heroic model.

It must first be understood that mod¬

els are an essential component in the stew of developmental
traits that unite to characterize a child or adolescent.
When models are imbued with heroic/creative qualities,
become,

in many instances,

powerful symbols of what is with¬

in the realm of achievability in the future.
a model;

they

in many instances,

a relative,

Anyone might be

an older friend or

acquaintance become subjects for imitation or identifica¬
tion.

Models fulfill the ideal of what or how an individual

wishes to be perceived in the future.
to admire and emulate,
struction,

They become exemplars

the roots of moral support and in¬

the wise initiators into the vagaries and value

structures of the community,

the storehouses of information,

skills and customs

1983;

(Amabile,

1978).
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Ochse,

1981,

Levinson,

When a child identifies with some individual,

a parent or

person in power who is valued or loved or admired, he/she
fully connects with that person and in substance pronounces:
" I want to be like you.

If I were,

I would have you (and

your virtues) with me all the time and I would love myself
as much as I love you.

To achieve this,

I will incorporate

your qualities and your values and ideals.
judge myself through your eyes"

(Slater,

I will view and

1961 p.

113).

With

the selection of models, what emerges and is developed and
enriched is a genuine respect and value of one's self and
the profound belief in a personal worth.

It follows that the

astonishing power of a model, more so if the model is a
hero,

amplifies the responsibility of that model,

and espe¬

cially if he/she is a teacher.
That creative persons as educators provide models for emu¬
lation is not to be doubted.

There is considerable histori¬

cal evidence to indicate that many of our most creative art¬
ists and scientists are indebted to masters who enhanced the
development of their abilities.

Ochse

(1990)

and Zuckerman

(1977), when examining the lives of creative scientists,
cite numerous Nobel Laureates whose personal creativity,
transmitted through their students, helped shape future lau¬
reates

(Zuckerman,

1977).

Young scientists invariably men¬

tion teacher-models who inspired them with positive atti¬
tudes toward learning, methods of problem-solving and work
habits.
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MacKinnon
fidence

(1978)

values the teacher who promotes self-con¬

in her/his students while teaching them to deal with

'‘theory"

rather than

"fact."

Such an educator is dynamic,

devoted and challenged by his/her study,

providing an exem¬

plary model to his/her charges and arousing the imagination
to respond creatively to problems yet unsolved.
student thinks
ics,

there

When the

in terms of possibilities instead of specif¬

is motivation for further exploration and a se¬

cure sense of personal power that enables him/her to
tack"

"at¬

the unknown.

Torrance

(1981)

believes that the most creative occupation

is that of being a

"good"

teacher;

when educators are com¬

fortable with creativity and uniqueness,
plary models of
pedagogical

they become exem¬

independent thinking because their entire

"show"

revolves around activities that share the

pleasure of doing creative things,

enrich the images of self

and expand the imagination.
Torrance also argues that a passion toward something is
not a

luxury but an option that creativity allows.

in love"

as he puts

it,

with work,

occurs when teachers are secure
ty and self-worth;

an interest,

(1978)

anything,

in their own creative abili¬

they become heroic models to their stu¬

dents and pass these virtues on to them.
MacKinnon

"Falling

Torrance

(1981)

and

cite parents and the educational methods of

teachers as powerful

influences

development of the young.

in directing the creative

A teacher,
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invested with an ac-

tive,

creative character,

is able to produce that same sense

of discovery and exploration in her/his students.
While the environmental
ply of models

(MacKinnon,

setting may yield an abundant sup¬
1978;

Slater,

1961),

an innovative

educational climate that challenges provides strong creative
and heroic ones.

Toynbee

(1964)

warns us that conservatism

works against creativity and that an entirely new education¬
al construction,

literally and figuratively,

must be put in

place to accommodate creative individuals.
Simonton

(1988)

states that

"adulthood achievement is de¬

pendent on the availability of role models during the early,
formative years of a person's
cantly,
normal

he further reasons,

life"

as do others,

learning process potential

dance of models,

(p.412).

Butcher,

that,

if,

in a

is enhanced by an abun¬

then creative potential will be greatly en¬

hanced by an abundance of creative models
Catell,

Most signifi¬

1968;

Amabile,

1983).

(Simonton,

Cattell

1977;

(1968)

be¬

lieves that creative achievement results not from "intellec¬
tual tricks or classroom-acguired procedures",

but from

those activities that are a part of an individual's
from a system of values obtained by a

life and

living association.

"Creativity is perhaps best acquired by association with
creativity"
That
loving,

(p.285).

"association with creativity" means being part of,
wanting to be like,

modeling oneself after a charac¬

ter of heroic condition in which the still undeveloped per-
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son absorbs and claims the essence of an ideal within their
own personality (Rank,

1914).

The uniquely productive,

inde¬

pendent character of the heroic condition imply that more
stringent standards for emulation and future development be
advanced.
In the context of this study,

the image of an individual

who is both creative and heroic becomes an overlap of terms,
because independence and creative productivity in concept
and life are constant ingredients in the makeup of both.
The creative hero-model is an event maker or leader who
brings all his/her unique and exceptional qualities forward
to dispute and alter ways of thinking.

He/she displays the

characteristics that determine creativity in an individual
(Perkins,

1981).

most ideal,
some kind,
deed,

When heroes are "pure",

that is,

at their

they usually manifest an extraordinary talent of
a capacity for extreme originality in thought or

an ability to make sensational contributions to

his/her culture

(Arieti,

1976).

To summarize,

heroism

emerges through a distinctive catalog of virtues;
ence of spirit and thought,

personal determinism, willing¬

ness to be individual and creative,
experience,

independ¬

the ability to embrace

a spirit of inquiry; the litany continues.

To

those persons of more modest heroic assertion however, the
idealized criteria that has been cited may appear daunting,
but this study will show that there is a potential for ever¬
yone to recognize themselves within this colossal ideal.
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If

creative

and thereby heroic models were to become

monplace,

it

those who

adhered to

ther
in

is

and more

possible that the

startling,

greater numbers.

comment
els

creativity as
Conceivably,

hero

would

in

(1977):

normal

indeed

for

one,

the

nal,

and realized

(Rank,

1914)

The very

of

speaks

Because the

provide

future

notion

ing written
come.

for

creative

or constant,

life

in myth,

as

to

a

as

a

in

partic¬

some way

life that

in

of

heroic models

is

earlier,

origi¬

creative

turn will

act

script that

is

as

constantly be¬

unpredictability of what

a more

for they

comics,

When the

that

defined

that they

unique

chain-reaction

is

environments

and constructive models
of

intensified.

Simonton de¬

creative/

as

occasions when

beyond those with whom we
ures

such

is

populations.

to the

heroes

extremely useful,

life

generations.
the

or,

a

creative mod¬

increased number of

indeed contribute

and hopefully,

heroic models

of

implication

do

produced

growing person accepting

continuous

future

heroic models
adaptive

an

study describe

influenced them,

a

fur¬

supported by

the number of

atmosphere

It would be

this

as

of

support

But

individuals would be

constituent

creative

character of
insured.

reasoning may be

prospect

producing hero

ipants
that

a
a

individuals.

the

ideals would be
these

This

from Simonton

increases,

scribes

such

creative

com¬

dramatic

"...are
have

history,
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is

are

is

able to

neither certain

interest

will

idealized models

special

to

prove

over

and

identification—fig¬

creations

of

fantasy"

(Brun-

er,

1963,

p.17).

When there is conflict,

separation within the family,
distant,

indifference or

if adults are unappealing or

if attitudes are too narrow,

a child must settle

for a more remote identification with a model.

The model

might be an actual personality that is made distant by time
or circumstance or the product of fiction,
ideally,

be a heroic being of

culture.

Thus a collection of film stars,

plorers,

athletes,

tant heroes.
be chosen,

imagination.
dreams,

art or contemporary
civic leaders,

even more fantastic ideals may

heroes bred out of

The giants of myth,

fiction or

the stuff of fantasy and

the models that provide what reality does not,

come an enticing alternative to nothing whatsoever
Runco,
kohn,

1986;

Levinson,

1978;

McClellan,

1961;

be¬

(Albert,

Murray,

Kluch-

1969).

Fictional
ties

ex¬

or scientists are the seed beds for dis¬

In many cases,

that is,

intellect,

but should,

and unbelievable models perform their heroic du¬

in as genuine and valuable a manner as their earthly

counterparts and must be envisioned as accomplishing similar
ends.

They too exhibit creative although occasionally unor¬

thodox ideals,
factual
best,
son,

and because the selection of any ego ideal,

or fantastic,

"facilitateing)
1978),

illustrates the person at his future
the realization of the dream"

(Levin¬

they breathed the same air as more conventional

heroes.
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McClelland

(1961)

determined how fictional themes are ca¬

pable of transmitting attitudes toward success.
of the folk tales of different cultures,
ties furnish behavioral

In his study

heroic personali¬

lessons that instruct the young much

as pioneer epics chronicle the deeds and glorify the heroes
of our past.

A young person will connect with any symbol

that is believed deserving of emulation.

"They are

created...in response to patterns offered by the environ¬
ment—mythological,
perfect model

historical or living exemplars.

for emulation),

may be shown as a series of
heroes and their worship"
To summarize,

(In a

the history of the ideal

self

imaginative identifications of

(Murray,

Kluchkohn,

1969,

p.40).

the hero is a valuable source for creative

model-making in that he/she provide ideals to imitate and a
vision of a future self that is original,

independent and

fulfilled.
It has been alluded to earlier that many young people take
their cues from their social environment and choose heroicmodels sanctioned by popular culture.
plete the background of my research,
literature review will provide

In an effort to com¬
this final portion of

justification for the impor¬

tance of endorsing and perpetuating creative heroes
cation and in social organizations.
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in edu¬

Why Society Rejects Heroes

While this section discusses the rejection of an extraor¬
dinary type of hero,

the same reasoning that inspires this

rejection may also be applied to heroism of a simpler and
more ordinary nature.
There are many groups who find greatness or originality or
independence in any personality too difficult to bear,
cially if that character challenges,

presents unwelcomed al¬

ternatives to common problems or provokes deviation.
thing that smacks of change,
Schlesinger

(1960)

ability;

there

theorizes why this

who are seen as

is

Any¬

threatens.

cratic and egalitarian society,
equal

espe¬

is so.

In our demo¬

everyone is equal

and with

little room for creative intruders

just that:

ing violates the privacy of

trouble makers whose free-think¬
life

like a bothersome insect.

Forcing confrontation with experiences and events disturbs
the complacency of daily being so the excuse of an equality
of gifts becomes the great leveler and frequent reason to
neutralize greatness.
their smallness"
Toynbee
lieves,

(1964)

"Great men make small men aware of

(p.97).
maintains a similar opinion.

so high a value

Often,

he be¬

is placed upon conformity that those

who differ in degrees of creativity or intellect or who have
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unique abilities or exercise independence of thought,

are

considered an unfair and distorted interpretation of the
spirit of democracy.
Creativity,

Toynbee maintains,

its very productive nature;

disturbs the status quo by

it upsets the old order by in¬

troducing wrinkles into a system that has,
mind,

to the group

been functioning well.

What kind of hero-model does our culture demand?
(1963)

contends that in western democracy,

and action",
dividual,

the

Wector

"man of will

the MacKinnon profile of the most creative in¬

is always suspect.

The desire may be that the

heroic model not appear so independent and indomitable,

so

brazenly certain and confident of his creative destiny;
he/she should be more like the common group,
there would be more kinship,

in which case

more egalitarian sentiment and

less with which to be bothered.
The achievements of the hero,
greater value than the ordinary,

while acknowledged to be of
must be accessible to

everyone's comprehension and conform to the concept of the
group.
honest,

America admires,

(1963),

the loyal,

humble-before-duty individual with character more

important than
(that)

continues Wector

intellect and devoid of the

is yeast in the dough of society"

whose commitment to

"hard work,

tenacity,

er than originality of tongue and pen"
celebrated.
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"creative spirit

(Toynbee,

1964),

enterprise... rath¬

(Wector,

p.485)

is

The independent implies dissent from the group;
equals conflict and conflict equals division.
vision levels society,

dissent

Absence of di¬

producing a fuzzy togetherness that

effectively cleanses the system of creative disturbance.
Problems then,
individual,

are solved by the collective instead of the

insuring no one travel beyond his/her station

(Schlesinger,

1960).

This description fits MacKinnon's profile of Rank's
"adapted man" who conforms to the will of society and em¬
braces

its dictates and norms.

In MacKinnon's study

(1978),

the least creative of three groups of architects was found
to be self-abasing,
pression,

tolerant,

responsible,

anxious to leave a good im¬

and dependent upon the good wishes of

others for their opinion of themselves.

With conventional

standards of performance and thought whirling about,

the

most creative architects exhibited the characteristics of
the heroic ideal,

parading the

tions that MacKinnon suggests

list of creative configura¬
is indicative of Rank's

man/woman of will and deed.
Arieti
doers,
ing.

(1976)

believes that because America

greater value

is a nation of

is placed on performance then on creat¬

When one considers our technological

efficiency,

it is

not difficult to agree that ideas are viewed as non-produc¬
tive when compared to the concrete and bullish presence of
"things"

that "do something".
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When heroes drown in an atmosphere of denial and non¬
recognition,
restricted.

the multiplication of their numbers is severely
Such a narrow and inflexible attitude reveals a

genuine apprehension of self-discovery,

the

"fear of

life"

that Rank describes.

The Creative Hero and Society

When the rejection of heroes
and only models of
mulgated,

is a continuous phenomenon,

lesser or even negative virtue are pro¬

options become

limited.

By contrast when creative

exemplars are allowed to proliferate through a tolerant and
inquisitive society,
1.

More models are secured for others to emulate

1969;
2.

four consequences may be observed:

Stein,

(Kroeber,

1967).

Followers and students become models themselves

ever-widening upward spiral

for others to imitate

in an
(Selye,

1960).
3.

Standards are set for creative excellence

Selye,
4.

1960;

Toynbee,

(Kroeber,

1969;

1964).

Knowledge is built upon and transmitted for future gener¬

ations

(Kroeber,

rance,

1967;

1969;

Ochse,

Amabile,

1983;

Arieti,

1976;

Tor¬

1990).

The Roman historian Valleius Patercullus
served that distinct periods

(19 BC-30 AD)

in history gave rise to out¬

standing achievers whose creative offerings appeared over
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ob¬

the same period of time,

clustered together in a sort of se¬

rious talent and genius cartel

(Kroeber,

1969).

This may be observed in the blossoming of the arts and
science during the Renaissance and the spate of technical
discoveries of the 19th century.

Bodies of brilliant per¬

sonalities flourished at certain times,
of

intellectual

and artistic lulls.

followed by periods

That they materialized

unevenly and at intervals convinced Kroeber
lus)

that the powerful

(and Patercul-

influences of culture did much to

censure or celebrate their distinctness.
Groupings of creative

individuals come about through the

presence of exceptional role models,

says Kroeber.

these exemplars were allowed to multiply,

When

standards of ex¬

cellence along with models for emulation and identification
were furnished in which students,

followers and populations

discovered convenient and welcomed opportunities to build
upon their knowledge and accomplishments.
vals of

Conversely,

inter¬

inactivity indicate an opposing trend in which the

absence of models brought about creative lags.
In a particularly rich period of clustering,
gracefully thanks his predecessors:

"If

I have seen further,

it is by standing on the shoulders of giants"
1990).

Ralph Waldo Emerson,

lations,

Mills:

(from Ochse,

believing genius nurtures popu¬

tells us that great men exists

be greater men,

Isaac Newton

and Schlesinger

(1960)

in order that there
quotes John Stuart

"the amount of eccentricity in a society has general-
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ly been proportional to the amount of genius,

mental vigor

and moral courage it contained".
That creativity can be cultivated through association with
exemplary models

is a belief sustained by Amabile

(1983)

when she suggests that styles of thinking and working,
thetic sensibilities,

aes¬

self-confidence and creativity may be

enhanced by their presence,

and that observers,

those

in

succeeding generations who are exposed to the standards of
heroic models may be

influenced by the productivity of two

preceding generations,

so persistent and enduring is their

influence.
Arieti

(1976),

commenting on the progressive nature of

creative productivity,

makes an analogy to Sisyphus.

A per¬

son does not eternally begin his task at the foot of the
problem like the mythical
where others
others,

left off;

Sisyphus and his boulders,

creative people,

roll the stones up,

but

on the shoulders of

climbing infinitely towards a

continuous expansion.
Twenty-five hundred years ago Plato said that what is hon¬
ored in a country is cultivated there.
Plato;

Hans Selye speaks for

"the man of creative mind must be accorded a privi¬

leged position,
agement,

not as payment,

nor because he needs encour¬

nor even to help him in his work,

but as the most

effective means to have to demonstrate our appreciation of
human values to the next generation"
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(1960 p.146).

Plato's statement anticipates Kroeber's

(1969)

warning:

when society is uninformed or unreceptive to those distinc¬
tive persons of ability and originality,
is

if what is honored

less than what may contribute to personal and creative

growth,

then society will choose lesser individuals as hero¬

ic models whose accomplishments will not serve to advance a
culture.

If society,

superior level,

continues Kroeber,

is maintained at a

then the number of productive creative indi¬

viduals will be above average.

"That which is cultivated

with the highest zeal advances to the highest perfection"
(p.18).
When,

according to Toynbee

(1964),

the vision of society

is so narrow as to be unreceptive to the novel rummagings of
creative populations,

the message of those populations is

lost.

Arguing against what he terms

ism",

he defines the correct function of democracy as that

which extends

"equal opportunity to all

of unequal capacities"
disregarded,

"misdirected egalitarian¬

(p.4).

for the development

When creative potential

is

its need diminished and energies are directed

toward reinventing and belaboring new versions of the same
values,

we effectively remove choice from the future.

ditional

A tra¬

excellence that focuses on perpetuating the past,

swindles the future out of creative history making,

believes

Toynbee.
Hook

(1955)

expresses similar sentiments:

of unique thought,

without the core

perception and taste that creative popu-
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lations provide,

the heroic models with whom people may

identify and emulate are lacking,

and what remains

is a pale

belaborment of existing values.
Creativity and freedom are corded together,
Rothenberg

(1979),

fying the latter.

according to

the former being witness to and exempli¬
Every free and independent thought is an

individualized expression of creation and in this does free¬
dom resemble it.

He believes that,

like creation,

consists of the paradox of separateness
ently create)

liberty

(when we independ¬

and connectedness or bringing together

nizing our symbiotic relationship to society).

(recog¬

"We are nei¬

ther free nor independent unless we observe our contacts and
connections with others and nature"
ness and individuality
A culture
deviations

and also our separate¬

(p.380).

fosters creativity,

believes Stein

(1967)

when

from traditional thought are tolerated if not

welcomed and conformity in politics,
does not exert god-like control.

science or education

He continues:

does the

culture encourage the individual to seek new experiences on
his/her own,
ers,

etc,)

tions"

or do the bearers of culture

"spoon-feed the young...(with)

(p.116)?

posed to be,
life to
Arieti

(parents,

teach¬

ready-made solu¬

Are contemporary models what they are sup¬

that is,

outstanding individuals modeling a

insure that heroic character in others?
(1976)

and Torrance

(1967)

believe that."talents

will develop most frequently and to the highest level
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in the

fields that are given heroic character"

(Torrance,

When tests were administered to various cultures,

p.185).
Torrance

discovered that choices of occupation by children from var¬
ious cultures was determined by what was esteemed in that
culture.

What was valued and nurtured was given emphasis.

Arieti believes people want to imitate what they value and
if they value those individuals and things that serve to
further their creative and intellectual development,
the potential
and culture,
ess

for more of the same is secure.
says Arieti,

then

The individual

are part of a great circular proc¬

in which each is mutually dependent on the other.

The

productive person of unique and creative disposition would
languish into inactivity without the nourishment and support
from the community.
support itself,

The community in turn,

to nourish and

must be receptive to the creative individual.

The interaction of the two yields a collective growth in
which all members
great men

(but)

(Arieti p.
because,

310),

interact.

it behooves culture to maximize creativity,

hances that trait,

a society that honors and en¬

is more likely to bring it about.

what a culture celebrates and esteems also be¬

comes the model
cases,

"Culture does not make

offers the possibility of being great"

according to him,

Therefore,

Since

for identification and growth.

While

mass-produced heroes do supply direction,

tion is out of balance;
the sciences operate

if models

in the arts,

in conjunction with the
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in some

the situa¬

education and

familiar per-

sonalities

of

giants

identify the more

(to

nity to

see

quently,

sports

facets

of

to
the

same

creative

productive

And conversely,

els

for

static,
Kroeber,

an opportu¬

forms.

Conse¬

devoting themselves

sampling the

lesser

new

(as

is

honored

to

Hook,

creative

non-advancing

is

and creative

identification

1969;

and

is

if

the

sole¬
situ¬

they value

state

of

1964).
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less

If

society

then the number

above

average.

than what may
then

society

heroic models whose
a

culture.

accom¬

(Kroeber,

Without the thinking and

populations
lacking

be

growth,

advance

1955).

are

Toynbee,

as

1976).

level,

individuals will

serve

1964;

(Arieti,

creative

individuals

not

that

secure

superior,

to personal

Toynbee,

perceptions

a

if what

plishments will
1969;

in many complex

populations

is

of

choose

is

further their development then the potential

at

will

there

imitate what they value,

is maintained

contribute

obvious),

and entertainment

diminishes.

People want to
serves

rock music

reality

familiar without

ation now)

for more

of

the danger of

ly to the

what

figures,

provide,

hero

and what remains

existing values

and mod¬
is

(Hook,

a
1955;
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The

concept

of

an

an

artist

all

of

heroes

individual
and

has

an

been

educator

embracive qualities

creative
such

as

persons,

and

of

of

their

of

There

I

the

while

limited

observed

part of my belief
in

the

a

sages,

but

ing

young
in

an

less

The messages,
pop

singers,

behavioral

I

in the

life

for years.

As

never doubted the

and the

flexibility of

suspected that heroes

important component

the

teaching

choices

of

actuality
to

than

in the

vations,

but the

were

the

only measure

tive

to

in

a
or

of
for¬

a

I

became

student's

series

of

life.

very

large,

right thing"

as very

obvious

for products.
of

the

collection

of

teen

sports

figures

mes¬

advertis¬
This

structure

in¬

trou¬

display.
idols,

illustrated

themselves were worthwhile obser¬

personalities
of

a

in

school,

supposedly designed to

the unchanging

These

high

"doing the

transmitted via

codes.

of

a market

actors

a

heroes

intended,

secure

rockers,

in

installation

audience with

proclaimed,

bled me

arts,

creativity

commercially prepared displays,
struct

feature

character.

Simultaneously,
aware

supportive

subsequently

individuals might be

mation

a

delivering the

heroic

that popular culture was
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information

accomplishment;
suggested.

no

alterna¬

Each billboard hero
forged

from the media.

sumed the
tion was
a

selected to bear

not able

a

culture

"education1'

local

services
So,

leaders

or the

it was

tigation

of

perceptions

I

heroes
of

in

lives.

school,

visual
not

exit without

other than what mass

Why were teachers,

from the

Such

sciences

par¬

or public

represented?

an

creative

educa¬

those who will

figures

not without bias that

began the
of

an

study by
initial

lation that was
ground,

effort

I

embarked upon

to discover,

an

what combination of

Did the

presence

of

inves¬

through the

people,

engaged

individual,

choosing

in

The

heroes

events
contrib¬

administered to

occupation,

an occupation

innovative

and themes

based upon the

ethnicity,

a popu¬

back¬

only commonality was my belief

in

analyzed transcripts

into profiles

individuals

questionnaire

diverse

and history.

that they were

then

lets

provided.

not

as¬

in any way to their uniqueness?

results

was

hero

or those

arts

maneuvered their
ute

education because

education beyond high

any concept of

and

through the media,

making continuous

audience,

exposure to

life directive was

equally persuasive heroes.

exhibition,

captive

their

"life"

to provide

selective

demands upon

ents,

culture,

responsibility of

narrowly

continue

Mass

a

or way of

life that

and continually expanding.
of

the

interviews,

and constructed this
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I

organized them
paper.

The Use

of

In-Depth

Interviewing

Interviewing

is

a democratic process

(Seidman,

that the value

of

every

the worth of

individual.
ner,

I

was

personal

When

depth

selection
and

the whole.

sense

Because
as

I

is

the

events

through

themes

piece

reality of

that

of

film,

provided

that may be

of

and
In-

that

does

to

not

measurements

this

and

of

success,

us

a more

are

familiar,

and mature

intellectual

information
future.

observe,

shared with other

extraordi¬

reflecting

Many of

in creative
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the

life.

with the growing

for me

is

how another navigated

that determined their

a window

it

the understanding of

in value,

Infrequently however,

in this man¬

significant.

individuals who were

increased

and

telling

shaped his/her

celebrated people

heroic models

views

a

and

in

every

adventures,

importance

and realistic viewpoint.
literature

of

fields.

as

the

compared with traditional

tangible

history,

that made the

interviewed

their perspectives

years

a

reconstructed

and contemplation of

testimony

It

through the

the

reflect upon

interviewing affirms

individual's

nary

experiences were

able to

their order

story reflects

1991)

The

analyze

creative

focus

on

inter¬

and unite

people.

Selection of Participants

Participants were selected so as to ensure inclusion of
persons with characteristics relative to the context of the
study.

Therefore,

because this study was based upon a broad

interpretation of creativity as described in Chapter 2,

the

individuals represented a wide spectrum of disciplines and
living style,

with profession and background reflecting cre¬

ative and productive actions.
was the result of

My selection of participants

a personal observation of behavior and ac¬

complishment and may without doubt,
about objectivity.

Granted,

raise some question

while there must be some spirit

of adventure and trust on the part of the reader and the re¬
searcher,

I also believe a background in the arts and a pro¬

fessional

study of the meaning and content of creativity are

fitting qualifications to determine which candidates are
suitable for inclusion in the study.
My connection with the participants was professional,
cial or academic in that
ments personally,

so¬

I was aware of their accomplish¬

or through publications or performances.

The selections were confined to the valley area as

it pro¬

vided a rich concentration of men and women whose actions
typified the standards of this study.
Ninety persons were sent questionnaires to determine
whether they could recall the heroes,
and present life.

The

if any,

of their past

information gleaned from this sam-
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pling may be found in Appendix D.
heroes

in both categories,

From those who recognized

nine individuals were selected

based on willingness to participate and the greater acknowl¬
edgement of:
1.

diversity of heroes

2.

distribution of heroes

3.

diversity in the participant's

in their life to the present
life style and profession.

Interviewing Process

Since the purpose of phenomenological
enable the

interviewer to witness a life in an open but con¬

centrated manner,
general

interviewing is to

the nine participants,

issues of the study,

early years

in which heroes

riences with heroes

familiar with the

were asked to describe those
figured in their life,

in their life today and finally to think

about the meaning these events have for them.
method,

the expe¬

Through this

I hoped to discover the connections that would make

the research significant in the context of the concerns I
was examining.
Each participant was

interviewed and recorded three sepa¬

rate times on audio tapes
minutes.

The

in sessions that lasted about 90

interviews took place once a week and to insure

privacy and emotional

security,
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in the environment of the

participant.

The absence of a hierarchal

setting would con¬

tribute to an evenness of mind and a level of understanding
and trust between participant and interviewer.
The question of equity

(Seidman 1991)

was implied in an

explicitly written consent form that detailed the roles of
interviewer and participant.

In this way,

the participant

was aware of the purposes and processes of the research.
The written consent form also clarified the rights of the
participant and the researcher,
might occur.

and addressed problems that

The anonymity of the participants was protected

through the use of pseudonyms;

all names used in the study

are fictitious.
Each interview began with one of the following questions:
1.

Tell me about your life when heroes became part of it.

2.

What is your life

3.

What have these experiences meant to you?
I

like now with

(or without)

heroes?

can only admit that the occasional uncertainties of the

process contributed much to the feeling of participating in
great and unexplored events.
research,

In the spirit of this type of

questions remained minimal while the researcher

trusted instinct and process,
narration.
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yielding completely to the

Analysis of the Work

Because of the enormous amount of material,
were condensed into a vignette or profile

interviews

(Seidman,

1991)

that distilled the essence of the story without loss of the
speaker's tone and words.
is that of the speaker,

Now while the abbreviated version

the composition of profiles was

structured by my research.

I

selected those sections of text

that were most compelling in the sense of meaning,

coherence

and connectiveness between the individual's experience and
the context of the study,

thus revealing my direction and

sensibilities.
While composing a profile,
sual or

I began to excerpt certain unu¬

interesting passages that lent themselves to organi¬

zation within various categories;
nections within the categories,

from the patterns and con¬

different themes emerged.

It

was essential not to read the transcript with a predeter¬
mined set of categories

in mind,

a difficult task since my

research agenda clearly defined the fundamental thought pat¬
terns already present.

Bearing that in mind,

I worked with

the biases that came and ultimately concluded that the study
would be a synthesis of meanings;

what meaning I make of the

narrative and what meaning the participant makes of the ex¬
perience .
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CHAPTER 4

AN INTRODUCTION TO HEROES

I can recall times in my life that I'd be confronted with
a problem or an issue and I might say to myself, late at
night, going to sleep, well, how would X have dealt with it,
and that's a hero, that's what it means to have a role mod¬
el, certainly a hero.
Bryan Wieland

Clarification of Terms

In Chapter two,
"hero"
it

and

I

presented the meanings of the words

"creative"

in a traditional

is difficult to continue

and academic sense;

in that particular interpretive

vein because a more eloquent and fair immersion into the
spirit of the study demands an adjustment to textbook mean¬
ing.

Therefore,

in an effort to further contemporize what

has been presented in the Review of the Literature and to
make it work within the framework of the interviews,

the

concepts of creative hero and model must be seen through the
eyes of the participants.
reader the importance I
terpretations,

In so doing,

I

impress upon the

am attaching to their personal

in¬

as opposed to what we might believe to be

correct and academic descriptions.
To very briefly review what was detailed previously,
very nature of the word creative refers to a thinking,
productivity,

the
a

a sense of style in subsistence that is unique
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and personal

for that individual.

At its most ideal,

crea¬

tivity is characterized by a valorous and independent ap¬
proach to life performance and productivity,

coupled with an

open reaction to new experience.
For many,

the

initial tendency is to view the act of being

creative as the result of product making,
from the
case.

literature review argue that this

Furthermore,

is not always the

to connect creativity only with the arts

and not with style of
or performance

though passages

living or method of conducting oneself

in one's profession narrows the interpreta¬

tion considerably.
The text book definition of the contemporary hero refers
to a creative and independent individual who,

as a leader or

event maker,

that is,

challenges traditional behavior,

thinks for him/herself unfettered by convention.
terests of this study,

however,

ing the experiences of

individual participants

est sense,
and

hero"

and because I am interpret¬

then,

and translate them synonymously;

is

a

"creative

The hero is creative

liberal understanding of the word,
that follow,

"creative"

becomes a redundant expression which should be

described as simply "hero".

creative

in the broad¬

I combine the substance of the words

"heroic"

In the in¬

this

in the most

and in the interviews

interpretation will be used.

Thus when

freely interchangeable with that of hero,

and creative fuse and become one.
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hero

I also wish the reader to

understand that for reasons of clarity and efficiency,

the

word "hero" becomes genderless and is employed for both men
and women.
When I use the word model,
model,

it is

in the context of a hero-

one who exists as a standard of excellence in the

eyes of a receiver or observer.
ically mean

The word model will

automat¬

"hero" unless context indicates otherwise.

The

receiver or observer is one who recognizes and acknowledges
the presence of a heroic model.
Model

is not to be confused with role-model.

did happen that in this study,
this was not always the case.
see the exemplar as
late,

While it

heroes became role-models,
The participant did not always

someone whom he/she would wish to emu¬

and in a few cases,

individuals took great care to in¬

dicate that the hero was not that.

While he/she may have

admired a person as a hero and that hero became a model
standard of a particular kind of excellence,
however,

or

he/she did not,

perceive the hero to be a role-model,

therefore

dictating performance or style.

Ordinary and Not So Ordinary Heroes

There may be difficulty in reconciling the hero choices
of participants with the super-personalities that many call
to mind in response to contemporary definitions of heroes.
Frequently,

people

identify heroes with those skills or ac-
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tions that are universally acclaimed.
study,
part,

however,

als,

have chosen heroes who are,

ordinary citizens.

known figures,

The members of this
for the most

It is true there are some well-

but the greater number are private individu¬

and while assigning a classic definition of hero to

these choices may seem absurd at times,
have selected those who,

the participants

in their opinion,

sincerely reflect

some aspect of the more traditional definition.
And while

it is probable that those whom the members of

this study celebrate as heroes would merit little regard
from the casual observer,

I

am always reminded that such

heroes sprang from the eye and mind of the receiver follow¬
ing a very private and passionate

journey of discovery,

and

as such must be accorded a fair and equal recognition.
Without hearing them speak,
to feel

it is difficult for a reader

and appreciate the intense regard study members com¬

municated for heroes,

but it is equally impossible for me to

convey through my writing,

the quality of sincerity and can¬

dor that gave energy to many stories.

I became transported

in a clarity of enchantment to half-remembered lifetimes,
sometimes painful,

other times startling,

in which the sim¬

plest tale assumed the dream-like quality of the story¬
teller's tent.
Indeed,

study members,

ences and disciplines,

drawn as they were from all

experi¬

presented an unrestrained-but dis¬

tinctive cross-section of personal
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events

for mutual

explo-

ration.

Each interview transformed itself

ventive session and I
narratives,

into a species of

into a kind of

judge,

in¬

for their

decidedly rich both in content and meaning,

made

it difficult for myself as listener and evaluator to decide
which was the more compelling and which the more suitable
for inclusion.

Thus I become the arbiter of sensibilities,

mentalities and

experiences.

This was especially true when childhood heroes,
of courage,

skill or love,

the giants

resurrected the quiescent loyalty

of their admirers through an intense and steady assault upon
their memory banks.
of the unexpected;
quent.

Observations emerged with the excitement
the ordinary metamorphosed into the elo¬

It was at these times that adventures of the partici¬

pants became my adventures,

and because I accepted accom¬

plishments and impossibilities as heroic gospel based upon
the strength of their spoken word,

the unremarkable hero

equaled if not surpassed the celebrated.

Participants Describe Heroes

The ease in which a hero springs fully developed and actionready through the eyes of a receiver suggests a rich poten¬
tial

for viewing people.

of discovery,

A glimpse of anyone may be an act

an experience.

Who knows where or in what

person a promise of heroism will be revealed,
ordinary,

for the most

even when viewed through transient eyes may assume
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a heroic structure.

That structure,

however,

will be impos¬

sible to recognize unless observers are willing to be aware
and risk the

"seeing"

for themselves.

As illustrator Ben

Rothstein observes.

I can find a guru among auto mechanics.

You don't

know whom you're going to scratch and what you'll
underneath.

Granted you might find nothing;

find

but

there's always something special here and
there.

Ultimately,

it is the willingness to discover and communi¬

cate with the nature of another,
opportunities of the moment,
yield an expansion of

being unafraid to seize the

being open to whatever will

individual

spirit.

stretching enables anyone to be the
be,

curious about what is different,

the heroic,

and therefore

Not remarkably,

internal

individual he/she should
thus

in the company of

individual to him/herself.

the participants voiced a very consistent

concept of what it means to be a hero.
principal

This

and Alice Holland,

views on the subject;

Anna Pekarski,

business woman,

school

have similar

Anna speaks first.

The word hero for me involves the word courage and
when I think of the artists that I have as heroes
also ones who have been ground-breakers,
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it's

because it al-

ways takes courage to be an artist,
breaker,

to create a new art form,

the established form,
(Another thing)

but to be a groundto step away from

you have got to be courageous.

I see as a pattern in

(heroes)

is great

commitment and this generative quality... they enable
other people's work or lives to continue either in a
metaphoric or actual,

real way.

And from Alice Holland:

..Heroes,

to me don't do

(heroic things)

to be heroes;

heroes are more often people with courage who are doing
what has to be done.
they're all

Perhaps that is the main thing;

courageous,

they all have values.

They're

not afraid to be different....They tend to be very nor¬
mal people.

I have no illusions about heroes and hero¬

ines that they're somehow god-like or super human or
above the ordinary.

Their moment is above the ordinary

but they're ordinary people.

School Health Coordinator Pam Ricardo's concept of heroism
is slanted differently.

The one word that comes to mind when I
my heroes

is honesty....I view

that live honest lives,

(heroes)

look back...on
as being people

meaning that they approach life
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with a directness and purpose and they have goals and
to me that's the true meaning of honesty....I equate a
leader with being a hero,
themselves;

someone who is honest with

they have weaknesses,

they are not pompous;

they see their strengths;

they're honest with their

dealings with the people;

they are the dreamers,

visionaries,
tom line.

they're also pragmatic;

the

they see the bot¬

Those are the leaders and those are the

heroes...

Retired Professor Bryan Wieland echoes Alice.

I guess I've always

found heroic a person who voices

the unpopular opinion;
when I
fall

there were periods in my life

succumbed to the establishment and attempted to

in,

so I have great respect for people who

didn't do that...(with)
sense of

(going)

all these

(heroes),

just

there is a

out into the unknown and... searching

for something,...I

feel

it takes courage to break from

tradition and to experience the new....I think it takes
courage to reach out and search and to look at the new
and to be open to the new,

and not to be constantly

evaluating the new in terms of one's own
traditions.
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To

study members,

hero

appears

cept.

interpretation

to conform to

The heroes

visualized as
lifetime,

the

to the

academic

acknowledged

personal

icons

reflect these

that hero

immediate

It

choices

needs

in the

of

is

the

I

wish to present

possible,

I

have

a

interviews.
interviews
This

five

decision was

ences

to

specific

of

as

nine

based on
themes

almost
in my

and subject

Chapters

broad

and complete

five

the

a

through nine

from a general

the

a

individual.

After much personal
of

in greater,

convincing testimony,

divided chapters
garnered

con¬

interviews however,

are utterly personal

Because

themes

archetypical

and chosen over the course of

Construction of

specific

the

and traditional

same qualities

overwhelming dimensions.
opinion,

an

of

debate,

overview of
I

chose

participants
strength of

that were most

to

study as
into
all

the

shape

the

into profiles.
repeated

forceful

refer¬

and pas¬

sionate .
Each
is

subsequent

chapter therefore,

represented by one

richest

information

valuable

part of

chapters

presenting

the

themes

that touch

under

the

focuses

participant whose

on

a

particular

individual

examination,

peripherally upon

also

alternative
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theme

that will

the whole.

sketches
they

a

and

story provides the

issue

understanding of

on

supply a

While

relate directly to
include
facets

anecdotes
of

the

participant's
addition,

life which will better define his/her image.

In

chapters are enriched with excerpts from other

study members whose comments provide parallel or competing
information relating to that same theme.
The themes of chapter five,

six,

and seven categorize hero

types beginning with the hero as a member of the family or a
friend.

Again,

while the individual profile I chose was

strongest in this theme,

it is not to say that the remainder

of my contributors diminished in value.

While they had much

to say about this particular group of heroes,
use their testimony in the form of excerpts,
observations

in and out of the main profile.

I choose to
weaving their
As

judge,

I

made decisions on what would serve this paper best.
Subsequent chapters deal with the hero as educator and as
public and fictional

figure,

interviews on that subject.

again using the most forceful
The remaining profiles,

ing chapter headings of a different nature,
cussed further on.
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utiliz¬

will be dis¬

CHAPTER 5

HEROES

IN THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT

Parents as Heroes

Among the members of the study,

about half acknowledged

parents and family as heroes of their childhood.
cases,

the recognition of

maturity,

In some

a parent as hero was delayed until

and in one instance,

the interviewing process did

much to bring this recognition about.
The narratives of study members

implied that parents and

relatives were completely unaware of their affect on the
lives of the participants.

It is not that they would have

been surprised or even a bit flattered,

but that the very

concept of being so heavily endowed with recognition was ab¬
surd.

To many of that generation,

being a model of any kind

was an expected service that family performed.
The profile for this chapter is that of Pam Ricardo,

a

Junior High School health teacher and an advocate for issues
of public concern in that area.
each interview because

I used her class room for

it broadcast a friendly and unpessi-

mistic concern with adolescent affairs without the conde¬
scending moral veneer that is usually associated with it.
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Posters stressed awareness of
resolution of conflicts,
"isms’' of race,

sex,

age,

individual differences,

facts about AIDS,

the

and all the

and gender.

My heroes growing up,

as for many people,

parents if they are good,

kind,

are your

loving nurturing par¬

ents and I was blessed to have exactly that kind of
parent with both my mother and father.

They gave me

two things that have stayed with me all my life:

the

creative side of me definitely is a reflection of my
father's side of the family and the fact that I was ex¬
posed to a
the

lot of people who were creative,

ideal of creativity,

a sense of

of honoring creativity;

it was

valued.
My great grandfather was a portrait artist,
child growing up and living
my grandmother,

just in the next town I saw

the artist's daughter numerous times

and she was part of our weekly lives.
house and

(seeing that)

(laughs).

type of

And going to her

her living room and dining room

were filled with portraits.
museum

so as a

It was like going into a

And I was brought up in awe of that

situation.

My father was a great story teller and that is very
important with children and I wonder some times now as
a teacher whether parents ever tell
kids,

because

stories to their

I remember my folks at dinnertime telling
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us stories about their past and past relatives.
again,

And

instilling that value of respecting and honoring

certain things like creativity and people who produce
beautiful things.

My grandfather,

violinists on my father's side.

my grandmother were

My father would fill

me with stories of himself going to bed at night lis¬
tening to his mother and father and a couple of other
people playing a string quartet and

just laying there

and being able to drift off to sleep with this
music.

Some how I

lovely

incorporated that in my life.

my mother's side of the family

(there was)

From

a different

kind of creativity in that I had a sense that they were
people who were very strong,
ly,

not only perhaps physical¬

because they were very hard workers but strong of

character,

a creativity of carving out a life in Ver¬

mont where my mother came from.

Her father was a

blacksmith and created a utilitarian type of object and
(was)

creative from the point of view that her father

along with my dad built the house that they are cur¬
rently living in from an old one-room school house,
tore

it down,

moved it,

built it back up.

Also from my

mother came the value of education and I can close my
eyes and hear my mother's voice forty years ago sitting
at our Sunday dinner table saying the world is going to
change only through education;

we've got to educate

people...and her belief that it was so important.
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Even

though she herself and my dad were not college gradu¬
ates.

I think that always bothered them....

From my mother,

her interest in education probably

came from her innate intelligence;

my mother is a very

intelligent woman and very pragmatic.
ing us

(being a converted Unitarian)

liberal view of education.
their times
racism,

in terms of

sexism,

Her way of rais¬
was to have a very

My folks were ahead of

looking at social

issues

like

and I clearly have memories of my par¬

ents talking about these

issues

long before the 60's

and the revolutions that were going on at that time.
My mother took the more left political view.
because now when I
conservative

look back at that they were far more

in that time then I would call myself now,

but definitely for their times,
they were
When

I

It's funny

when I was growing up,

liberal....
look back,

grandmother,

a person that was heroic was my

my father's mother and she was the daugh¬

ter of the artist

(and in addition)

her maiden sister

who lived in the house with the family.

This great-

aunt took a totally different course in her life.
There are

lovely portraits of both my grandmother and

my great-aunt that their father painted.

She never mar¬

ried and lived with my grandmother and became a career
woman in 1910.

She was the office manager for a

firm in Boston,

traveled the world with her female com-
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law

panions,

bought the finest of things;

my great-aunt

would not tolerate anything that was not of good guality.

She had gorgeous

jewelry,

mink coats,

credible woman and what I think happened
this hero

(was that not only)

childhood,

(to)

me with

was she a hero in my

she was a growth hero;

and look back on her,

was an in¬

as

I've grown older

she becomes more of a hero.

I

recognize now what I did not then as a child that she
spoke her mind,

very straight forward;

mendous presence,

she had a tre¬

this posture so that when she walked

into a room,

everyone would know that Great-Aunt Eva

was present.

When I

women at that time,

look back and think of the lives of
she lived the opposite;

where she wanted to go,
remarkable woman....I

nothing stopped her.

she went
She was a

remember that I would be sent up

by my grandmother to get

(my aunt)

up in the morning.

She needed extra time because she had to give herself
insulin.

She was very open about that and allowed me to

sit there with her,
white,

and to this day I

love blue and

anything blue and white I'm attracted to because

her bedroom was blue and she loved beautiful
linens and the guality of

laces and

light coming in to this bed¬

room window of the summer home and everything so crisp
and

just talking away about her trips to Europe.

...1 was accepted at a college that would give me art
training and my parents didn't have the money to send
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me.

They had sent my next oldest brother to school;

dad did not have a lot of money.
phone company.
problems,

my

He worked for the

Because of my oldest brother's medical

they didn't have anything for savings;

thing went for his care.

Still,

every¬

even though their

heartfelt feelings were that I could have equal educa¬
tion,

they still bought into if you had any money for

college it went to the boy.
ously my future husband,

Frankly,

I was dating seri¬

a high school

sweetheart,

and

they knew and I knew we would be married shortly after
high school.
What they could afford to send me to was a training
school where you can get a
died,

In case my husband

or divorced I'd have a way of making money

(laughs).

We settled on the fact that I would go to

dental assistants school.
gry,

job.

I

felt ripped off.

and therefore because of the anger,

I

I was an¬

felt it was

a lost cause and I understood he didn't have the money
and I didn't want to put them into the poor house,
again,

my way of dealing with that was to withdraw,

go o.k.,

fine

I'll

to

just do this.

...The other hero is my very closest,

dearest friend,

probably the sister I never had,

my friend Betsy whom I

met when I was

We have remained fast

in the

8th grade.

friends even though we are miles and miles apart.

She

and I

She

are very different but very much the same.
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was a role model

in her tremendous sense of humor,

sense of confidence in herself.

a

She was the kind of

person that when she walked into a room everyone would
say WOW,

here she is!

"isn't it great;

And I

followed along saying,

I'm friends with her"

and enjoying

that.

She definitely knew most about me as a sister

would.

She's a teacher,

woman;

she teaches

she is a tremendously creative

5th grade in Utah.

and valued about her was what)

(What I

she could get away with;

I couldn't even begin to describe her humor.
had a wonderful

admired

sense of humor.

She

just

She could get away with

being humorous and outrageous at any given moment and I
loved it.

She was the class clown and the teacher

loved her.

She wasn't sarcastic;

she didn't do put-

downs;

she was

just genuinely humorous.

itive,

but I never felt competitive with her;

no need to be;

She was compet¬

we were very much on egual

there was

footing.

We

both recognized our differences and we have our differ¬
ences today....We recognized that we were different on
some

levels and

just liked that about each

other...(people that are)
equal

status;

meaningful to me are on an

it's not that competition.

joyment of uniqueness,

It's an en¬

of being equal to me....

(Right after Lizzie was born)

I became so interested

in issues of child birth education
my heroes was my neighbor Karen.
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(so)

another one of

She was the hero-role

model,

a wonderful mother,

she was

birth from the non-medical,
view;

interested in child

non-anesthesia point of

she breast-fed her children,

she interested me in

breast feeding my children and supported me.

She was a

teacher who left to raise her children and then went
back;

so she was a role model that way.

...My role models... were a great influence
life and in some ways I
ing them back.

look at what I do here as pay¬

I thought so highly of them and what

they did for me that in my own way,
doing what I'm doing now.
self

in my

to honor them,

I also think that I

I'm

find my¬

feeling that I'm coming to the end of that pay¬

back,

that I've closed the circle.... I've given a dec¬

ade of payback to these people in my past whether it's
my parents as teachers,
mother Bertha,

my great-aunt Eva and my grand¬

the art teacher;

back all you people;

all right,

I've paid

I've given ten years of my life

and I do believe teaching is one of the finest profes¬
sions you can be
...I
people.

in.

also see myself wanting to stay involved with
I'm sure I know how that will play out.

Part

of me says

I've come to the end of my role as helper,

nurturer.

I want to become a wise old woman;

people to say,

here comes Pamela;

ways of thinking but they're

she's got some wild

interesting.

I may not

help them but I'm there and they've noticed.
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I want

Pam Ricardo's sincerity confirms the gratitude she feels
towards parents and relatives for their continuous support
and comforting system of values.

Descriptions that unravel

with the calm of a bedtime story are a compound of nostalgia
and the gentle humanity of their ways.
heroes,

their inherent belief

man worth contributed,

dition.

ceptable.

to her uniqueness,

her

her interest in the individual con¬

but because they also represent an une¬

approach to life that is easily understood and ac¬
The perception of them as heroes equip her with an

early working model of performance;
act with the young;
life.

beauty and hu¬

Pam admires and honors her parents not only for

their principles,
quivocal

in creativity,

as she states,

personal way of seeing,

The goodness of her

Heroes

this

this

is the way one must

is the way one must conduct one's

like Pam's parents that model

most abstract range of behaviors

a broad and al¬

I would like to call

life

heroes.
How much of this recognition is seen in retrospect and how
much a special memory is

impossible to tell.

My sense is

that for Pam it is both.

But while Pam's parents and rela¬

tives provide instruction that is powerful enough to insure
an enduring belief and dependence on their modeling,

I per¬

ceive them as the bits and pieces of a greater whole which
will be realized later,
college,

because,

when Pam wants to go to

the figure of the model mother,

the advocate for

education and believer in schooling for women is dismantled
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and Pam feels rightly "ripped off".

For Pam at that age,

there is not yet a complete system of heroes in place to
suspend her disappointment for,

as will be shown,

models

that complete the nucleus of her heroic entity become evi¬
dent at a later date.
But how does Pam reconcile events?

One moment she cele¬

brates her mother and her ideals and several paragraphs
er,

without an apologetic tone,

tend the school

states her inability to at¬

of her choice because another brother must

be educated first.
longer painful,

lat¬

Pam,

relating events that perhaps are no

respects

in retrospect the substance of her

parent's beliefs,

and at the same time submits to circum¬

stances:

little money,

there is

with health problems.
now.

there

is an older brother

The parents remain heroes then and

The adult Pam is able to separate what was truly impor¬

tant from the trivial.

She admits several times within the

interview that she is not a competitive person;

so while she

may view her parental heroes as models of all that is crea¬
tive

in her life,

I believe she must await others to model

the competitive edge that will develop the fully mature,
creative person that she represents now.
It is revealing now to contrast Pam's view of her parent
as hero with that of Ben Rothstein,

an illustrator whose

profile will be used later in this study.
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For me,
my

my

earliest hero or

father....When

about the
plies;

age

of

he was

I

first

6...he

in the

role model

and paints

most

like he

started bringing me

saw the

it was

home

all

this

look

and he'd help me

this

feeling

this,

and

I

like,

I

awe

he

jealousy or
It was

certainly

with but there was
of

not

somehow

I

getting the
job done
it

passed

and

to do

do that?

feeling

of

And

inadequacy,

just how did he do

it

was

lot

disciplined to begin
in me

along;

start,

but getting the
respon¬

job done particularly

if

you were

someone

and having to do

so that was

the
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a

from him

of

for

right,

about disci¬

sense

him....Certain things were
that he

to

so much the work ethic,

sibility,

and do

and watch

to do that....

inculcated

finishing what you

thing

able

learned a

job done,

getting the

al¬

it....

don't know whether

idea

It was

fact he'd bring

over

pencils

any

I

and pen¬

could get the pencils

never

From my dad

the

that he

how was

do

a

draw something and...(there was)

it,

I

sup¬

certainly admired

loved the

stuff....He'd come

can't do that.

I

I

do

and how can

pline;

and

couldn't get the

How did he
there was

had

with pads

and books.

talent....He

whatever

of

art

at

advertising business... and once

and water colors

I

certainly

started drawing which was

week he'd come home with a big bag,
cils

was

always

some

important to

not necessarily positive
emphasis

that my dad put on

drawing rather than on creativity and expression in
some ways hampered me.

There was always this feeling

that I had to be as realistic as possible or as accom¬
plished as possible.
after...in some ways

Perfection was what one was going
it interfered with what was ex¬

pressive in the art work.
very good,
as

I've always been technically

but I don't know if

I would have

Unlike Pam Ricardo,

I've been as expressive

liked.

Ben Rothstein's perception of his

heroic parent is confined to a narrower basis for appraisal;
he

is someone who possesses a fine technical

skill,

separate

and distinct from the entire person.
There

is no broad model

of

life-conduct,

no abstract ideal

of human behavior short of the responsible work ethic neces¬
sary to the complete implementation of that skill.

Ben's

father represents an artistic accomplishment that to the
precocious child is almost beyond comprehension.

He admits

there were few virtues to balance this ferocious technical
skill.

My father had no other attributes other than what I
saw as heroic.

He was a very pompous,

overbearing,

difficult man in most ways who mellowed out as he got
older but his way was the right way and the■only way.
It was not easy to be

in that family with him....
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The years spent working for his dad were fraught with com¬
petitive torment as contemporaries to whom Ben felt he must
measure up vied for illustrating assignments.

Unlike Pam

Ricardo,

The story of

Ben is competitive and self-assured.

his heroic father is felt from the perspective of the child
he was,

and only upon adulthood does he reflect and accept

what his hero lacked.
stein,
Ben's

But it does not matter.

as a powerful hero and a powerful
life and career,

artistic excellence,
skill.

He

"grows"

Mr.

formative device in

the son through devotion to

instilling confidence in his superior

is what I will call

a skill hero.

If Pam Ricardo lacks the spirit of competition,
Rothstein personifies it,
shit",

Roth-

describing himself as

Bernard

"Mr.

Hot-

made brazen with ability and rejoicing in competi¬

tion .

(At the High School
be the best;

of Music and Art),

I had great talent.

ter draughtsman,

I was always the bet¬

that's for sure....In my

I won the All City Draughtsman medal,
medal,

junior year,

the St.

Gaudens

for best student draughtsman in New York....I

was really proud.
won)

I competed to

The following year...(someone else

and I came in second,

and I remember how disap¬

pointed I was....At Pratt...I thought I was

just fabu¬

lous and of course all the Music and Art students who
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came into foundation year,
about us,

we all had this arrogance

everyone else was a little lower

down.

Ben gauges his artistic faith through continuous competi¬
tion.

The crucial

standards that the parental model set

forth dictated most of Ben's future performances until matu¬
rity.

I believe

it must have been a difficult task to con¬

tinually substantiate one's value as it might be seen
through the

judgment of another.

By Ben's own admission,

while it was a skill he embraced eagerly,
plete model

for performance,

freedom to express,
not until

it was an incom¬

since certain things,

like a

were not necessarily passed along.

adulthood that other heroes are recognized and re¬

ceived to swell out the standards provided by his dad.
with Pam,

It is

As

future models will come together and complete the

missing strands of development that will

form the mature and

creative Ben.
Though more abstractly,

business woman Alice Holland hon¬

ors a parent for a singular skill.

Unlike the practical of¬

ferings of Ben Rothstein's father,

Alice Holland's mother is

a hero for a quality which,

according to the participant,

was recognized only recently.

Perhaps,

story,

in the role of emotional ar¬

Alice perceived herself

chivist,

in telling her

straightening out events and publicly acknowledging

the heroic respect with which she regarded this parent,
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for

Alice Holland's mother raised a daughter and a son as a sin¬
gle parent,

against great odds,

at a time when divorce was

rare and educated women found it difficult to attain certain
professional positions.

I

started recognizing about 10 years ago what

mother)

had done in her own very quiet way;

ways we appear to be very dissimilar.

(my

in many

It's a hard

thing to take when your mother doesn't see your vulner¬
able side,

only sees your strength,

but is aware of her

own vulnerability and seemingly unaware of her
strength.

She overcame odds;

the 40's was a man's world;

in a sense a librarian in

there were very few head

librarians that were women... after my parents were di¬
vorced,

she got this

job in New Hampshire and supported

us because there wasn't a dime coming in from my fa¬
ther;

she also taught me that I could do anything I

wanted to.

I never ever,

ever felt put down by my

mother for being a girl....She very quietly held the
family together,
of courage;
in the
bed;

my brother and myself.

It took a lot

it took a lot of courage to get a divorce

1940's.

The family said to her;

you lie on it.

doesn't come home,

you made your

What do you do when your husband
doesn't provide for the family...it

must have been very difficult to move to a strange
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city;
live?

she knew no one;

(where do you)

She has a lot of courage,

find a place to

and she lives alone

now at 83 ....

I do not know whether Alice realized how closely the
chronicle of her life mirrored that of her parent.

At no

point does she ever openly draw a parallel between her
struggles and those of her mother's even though any chance
observer would find them almost identical.
parent of three young children,

Alice,

a single

without help from a husband,

moved to a totally alien community,

found employment and

worked her way up to being the independent woman and entre¬
preneur that she

is now.

These successes validate every be¬

lief she has in her mother's system of
personal philosophy.

life management and

More significant is the affect that the

maternal heroic model exerted upon the construction of her
individuality.

Alice models her parent's modeling.

Interestingly enough,

like Pam Ricardo's parents,

Mrs.

Holland was also unable to provide the education that Alice
wanted,

and like Pam Ricardo,

she

is very angry but does not

resent her mother for what could not be supplied.
Alice sees the entire picture of circumstance,
trating as

it must have been,

ent as hero overcomes these
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and as frus¬

the greater belief

(now)

Instead,

in the par¬

minor inconveniences.

The reality though,
lege

(and)

when it came time to go to col¬

where money became a necessity,

was a slight blurring of the
my brother.

lines,

This was upsetting,

then there

then it all went to

but at the same time,

mother's attitude was you can do anything you put your
mind to,

and I believe that.

The key phrase is the

last:

"and I believe that",

being a

summary of the behavioral code that has sustained Alice and
which she has assimilated through the modeling of her hero.
Heroes have the power to begat more of the same in their re¬
ceivers,

and so on in subsequent receivers,

chain of

faith.

mother's

life

the

Alice illustrates this;

in one seamless

she lives her

in hardship and in triumph,

and like her,

does

"anything you put your mind to."

There is a connection here between Alice Holland and Bryan
Wieland,

a retired philosophy professor whose focussed pas¬

sion is the study of Socrates'

writings.

behavior reflects a parental hero,
repairman,
nomad,

but mirrors

As with Alice,

his

an itinerant grandfather-

it metaphorically.

Bill

is a mental

trying to fix things of the mind and self through his

scholarly wanderings.

His current pursuits approximate the

roving life of the childhood hero.
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My granddad was one of the persons
hero figure.

He was a railroader,

I put down as a

a worker,

on the B and 0 Railroad and then later on,
chine

(repairer)

he was a ma¬

where he traveled and went around and

fixed these engines.
braska,

a fireman

to places,

He'd take a trip to Wyoming,

Ne¬

camps where they were pumping oil

and he'd fix the engines,

the motors,

whatever they

call the things that bring the oil up....There didn't
seem to be anything that he couldn't deal with or cope
with mechanically.... I

admired him greatly for that...

I always had this tremendous
to wander,

to go,

(emphasis)

to get out,

urge to travel,

to go to different

places....I think that's one of the reasons I used to
respect my granddad so much;
man....(and later on,
reason I've been very,
guestion of

he was a traveling

Bryan continues)

...That's the

very interested in the general

international understanding,

refuse to understand each other.

or why people

You know,

there's a

sense that everything I've done professionally,
writing,
guestion,
derstand.

my

my research has been directly linked into that
trying to figure out how people know or un¬
It's the

journey,

the search.

The explanation as to why parents are heroes emerges guite
pragmatically from Jack Holberg,
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a musician and composer.

Jack reasons:
parents,

his parents are heroes because they are his

period.

Therefore,

No other consideration.

when Pam Ricardo's parents reflect a gentle

world of creativity and tolerance,

and illustrator Ben

Rothstein's dad models a finely trained skill,
assuming unreasonable roles,

they are not

according to Jack.

He believes

all parents should be regarded as heroes because that is
their function and responsibility:
young.

In fact,

childhood,

to exist as heroic to the

the description which follows of a secure

suggests a period of emotional comfort in which

"family values"

in the most traditional sense of the word

prevailed...

What makes them,

my mother and father so special,

inexplicable in a way,

but they were my parents;

were the ones that were there all the time.

is

they

They are

the closest thing to male and female that I was looking
at.

They would be role-models but at the same time

they were heroes

in the way in which they dealt with

particular adversities and ways
aged,

in ways

in which they were bringing us up.

never guestioned the ways
us up;

in which they encour¬
I

in which they were bringing

I thought they brought us up very nicely and

certainly if

I was aware of that,

then the lesson was

being learned and experienced at the same time....I
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didn't think of my father in terms of admiration or re¬
spect when I was growing up,
was a role-model

but he was a hero and he

for me because he was my father....He

was a hero to me because I was his,

you

know....

Jack acknowledges a fairly comfortable,
But what truly makes his parents admirable,

safe household.
certainly heroic

is something that Jack does not categorize as heroism at
all;

he perceives

it as a standard bit of equipment that all

parents should display,

and that he was not overly fortunate

as much as others were unfortunate in that they were not
sheltered and nourished beneath the parental wing.

When

Jack's parents become aware of their son's precocity and
passion toward music,

they respond with a support and en¬

couragement that become an intrinsic component not only to
his

future creative development but to his ultimate summa¬

tion of parenting.

Mothers and fathers bolster and encourage

because that's what parents are supposed to do.
sees reason to separate this bit of
neric corral of

Jack

information from the ge¬

"parents as heroes".

My parents supported us very much;
my dad was convinced

I'm not sure that

(of my intentions).

the music as we were growing up.
that.

Hence,

I had bands and all

When we went to music school
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He enjoyed

I wasn't convinced

that he was convinced that this is what we were going
to do.

It was a learning process for them to come out

to our concerts and hear this type of music,
jazz,

things that were especially foreign.

especially
He use to

drive us around when we couldn't drive...to all the
jobs and that was
emphasis)

in 9th,

doing that;

10th grade.

He loved

(great

he would clean out the van and

take the plumbing stuff out and we'd pack all our stuff
in there and he would drive us around.
great contact to have with him;

That was a real

it was something he

could do with us kids.
My mother thought
loved that we were

(what we did)

was wonderful;

she

in music...my gram would come in;

into this past year,

when she will be 89,

them would come to concerts religiously

up

all three of

(emphasis).

They would drive up to Eastman any time we had a con¬
cert;

it was like an eight hour trip one way.

My moth¬

er actually drove a couple of times with my grandmother
to Eastman to hear a concert and drove back that night;
I mean eight hours to see a concert and drive eight
hours back.

Absolutely absurd,

they would do.

The support

crazy,

but that's what

(that was there)!

Jack Holberg describes parents who are as wide-eyed and
exhilarated with his music as he
fever has

infected them,

is,

and,

as

if his musical

they are responding with the same
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thrill.

Clearly,

ously cherished,

while these events are savored and obvi¬
Jack does not refer to them as specifically

contributing to his musicianship,
importance,
their

but transfers

nor does he diminish their

it to another context.

job and did it well.

They did

The following is a description

of what Jack perceives to be a formative inheritance from
his dad.

...I do look at him as a hero because I understand
that a lot of what he does
acting with people;
way through.

(is that)

he enjoys

inter¬

often times...he has to smile his

I'm not as good at it as he is...but I see

what he does and what I do as being the same thing

just

about because even though he's a plumber and I'm a mu¬
sician,

I

find my love for my work to have been the

same type of addiction as his work is for him;
in which he approaches his work,

the way

the way in which he

has to deal with people and the way in which he finds a
connection with people.... People like him beyond what
he does as a plumber... some of the people out there
like me beyond me being a musician,
and I think that if

which is very nice

I get a part of that,

good thing to have.
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that's a very

Since his dad was away from home frequently,

Jack finds

this opportunity to speak of some negative qualities that
have influenced him.

...Because he wasn't with me,

I'm trying to fill

that gap in my particular existence with my kids,

in
but I

still see the value of what he stood for and what he
did.

I see the work ethic;

tribute to the house even if

I

see what he did to con¬
I didn't have the type of

contact with him that I would have liked to have had.
I'm trying to have more contact with my kids and still
do what he's doing.
things that

Looking at my father,

I can find

I would like to improve for my own,

on what he has established;

based

the overall thing is that

they were very right and the different types of things
that the average,
have,

perfect family would want you to

to me is not as

important as the family unit,

ac¬

tually representing something in the big total
picture.... My father represents positive perceptions of
things despite any negative things.
was worrying there,

(thinking)

I

I grew up I

that things were nega¬

tive because he was away so much,
could have been better,

(When)

feeling that this

that could have been better and

still do some of that and it's me,
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but on the other

hand,
this

when I

look at the big picture,

is positive here,

I try to say that

so I think I emulate him that

way.

Like Pam Ricardo and Alice Holland,
end.

Jack is loyal to the

Despite certain feelings of discontent,

despite nega¬

tive thinking associated with an absent parent,
"the big picture"

as he puts

it,

in which the whole,

tire parental package is the most important,
notions of gloom or need.

Jack sees
the en¬

overlooking any

What counted was the finale:

they

did the best by him and any complaints are valueless since
he is satisfied with their efforts.
Whether in retrospect or in the immediate,
of participants

in this study specifically named parents as

their first heroes.

These perceptions suggest that parents

are and should be the first models,
ations,

a good number

as noted here,

and in the best of situ¬

the heroes of their offspring.

The

remainder of participants did not choose to mention parents
in that context but as players in the environment of their
story.
personal

Perhaps parents were not perceived as critical to
development as the more powerful models who hap¬

pened along.
One member declared his parent to be a

"non-parent".

father who conformed to none of the ideals that a child
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A

would wish or believe a parent to have,
influence,

even in a passive sense.

becomes a negative

This will be discussed

in chapter 8.

Relatives as Heroes

In the course of her profile,

Pam Ricardo designates

grandmother and great Aunt Edna as
women become models of

"growth" heroes.

Both

independence because of the unre¬

strained manner in which they confronted their times.
recognizes,

applauds,

complishments,

and as a child,

but it is not until

cally the years

is

creative woman that I

interview,

she relates,

and specifi¬

independent and

that she understood and was

able to absorb their courage and spirit.
in life,

in awe of their ac¬

adulthood,

in which she becomes the

Pam

To a certain point

she was the non-competitive,

submis¬

sive daughter who went from father's to husband's house
without an overt struggle because,
rect action for that time.

it appeared to be the cor¬

The lessons learned from a self-

governing aunt and grand-mother do not immediately assist
her,

because they are neither recognizable nor powerful

enough at that particular moment in her life.
that Pam relates

The

"growth"

is not the sudden discovery of a relative's

worth contemporaneous to and parallel with her own strug¬
gles,

but that her personal heroes comprise a portion of a

larger construction,

and that they,
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along with others,

will

come together
will

in

a mosaic

develop the

hero that

fashioned

present.

tion,
of

I

aunt

all

individual

and grandmother were

recognized
past,

mental
This

and

that

The ultimate

arrival

of

a

life up to

this

amalgama¬

creativity and self-reliance

put on hold,

to be used when

When

future

or potential

heroes were

receptive moment to unite with those of

appears

the whole harmonized to produce the

emotional

"whole"

interviews.

ideal

recognized and when other heroes would emerge

at some
it

the

tripping through her

accommodate the

trigger their use.

the

of

form an

and developed her present persona was

believe the

the need was
to

To

heroism to

Pam Ricardo

blend of many models,
the

of

hero,

prosperity that

as

I

have

is visible

described,

I

in Pam now.

am calling the

su¬

per hero.
Similarly,
and
of

when guite

environmental
heroism

belief
would

in

a

Pam Ricardo,

consultant,

particular

in them as
fortify

young,

part

of

Sigune

relatives,

personal

does

not place

upon

his heroic

this

brate the
her

own

reality that yes,

person,

she

is

she

is

independent,
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unlike

from a very

They help her to understand what
from conventional

However,

gualities

early

separation

heroes that

on hold but

and

be her

of

uncle

recognizes
age.

acts

biologist

and retained

arsenal

and develop her to maturity.
Sigune

a

recognized two divergent types

set of
a

Girard,

she perceives

to

behavior and to cele¬
different

in that

she

and her uncle-hero

is

is

proof enough against any who might attempt to thwart these
beliefs or actions.

But I contend that this uncle will not

be the sole formulator of her future.

One thing that I always felt when I was little and
(in High School)

was that I was totally different from

everybody else....I had this
experiment... put on earth
such an ego trip.
Part of

fantasy that I was this

(laughs);

I mean this was

Why did I think I was different?

it was that I

never felt that other people

shared any of my concerns;...it was as if they were un¬
thinking ... it was as
were told to do;
they would do it;

if they were

just doing what they

whatever the tenor of the times was,
they

just weren't thinking for them¬

selves and I think this was an extreme,

major thing.

I'm trying to remember what happened politically,
during the McCarthy era

(in my last years in grammar

school or during high school).
the

My family was wildly to

left and my uncle had lost his

job as a New York

public school teacher and was accused of being a commu¬
nist.

This was very dramatic because there were 6 or 8

teachers who were singled out and...it was wild;
were posters

there

in the New York subway systems that these

teachers should not only be fired but killed;

my aunt

and uncle got threatening letters and there was an in¬
credible amount of hatred;
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and one of the things that I

grew up with,

I realize now,

looking back was my mother

saying to me,

now don't say anything to anybody;

now

you have to keep this a secret....My uncle had written
a book about the New York City schools;
done it under a pseudonym,

he may have

and pointed out from his

view point the heroes and anti-heroes of political
freedom....When he did lose his
ical hero of the

left;

job,

he became a polit¬

he was the head of the teacher's

union and was famous for being very witty and he gave
great speeches and he also started to write a whole
series of books that he continued to turn out on dif¬
ferent topics until he died,
He went back to school

fairly young,

at one point and he was sort of

good at whatever he had to do.
he was blackballed,

around 50.

After he lost his

and he could not get any

job,

job,
any¬

thing of any sort which happened to a lot of those
people during the McCarthy era.
I think that this aunt and uncle acted as
They were happy,

they were creative.

(heroes).

He and my aunt

had this fabulous marriage where they were both incred¬
ibly handsome and very well matched in fact so much in
love with each other,

that I always thought that there

was no room for my cousin... because they were so total¬
ly focussed on each other....

You know,

I think I sort

of can look back and understand something of my nutti¬
ness as a child because I don't think my parents had a
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very happy marriage.... For a

long time I

rather die than get married.
like a trap,

felt I would

I saw marriage as being

a pit where you were chained to somebody

who was unsuitable,

and then,

one thing that was help¬

ful was that I did have that aunt and uncle that I was
close to.

Two things happen here;

Sigune understands her differences

and is relieved to have a model uncle whose independent and
outspoken defiance of convention reinforce a belief
own distinction,
parents

in her

and she is able to stand back and view her

in the light of this same couple who not only model

heroic behavior but also that of a secure and happy union.
Her description of marriage as a

"pit"

is offset by the com¬

forting realization that at least her models

in heroism not

only exemplify the spirit that she admires but also are hap¬
py people.
As an adult,
busting,

Sigune pursues a career of biological myth-

mirroring the actions of her heroes,

does not marry until

late.

and notably

This action is undertaken only

following her meeting several minor heroic couples who mod¬
el,

as she pronounces towards the end of our interviews,

"successful marriages."
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Friends as Heroes

Of the individuals interviewed,
friends as heroic.
ship,

only two recognized

Perhaps the very proximity of a friend¬

chosen on the basis of a similarity of tastes or expe¬

riences,

makes for a blindness of vision,

so that the friend

is too much with or like the participant for him/her to rec¬
ognize heroic qualities.
In any case,

Pam's friend Betsy represents the more ab¬

stract heroic ideals

in which confidence,

a great self¬

presence and a degree of outrageousness that did not offend
play a major role.
It is

interesting to observe that the strong influence and

heroic example of

friend Betsy superbly modeled those exact

qualities that Pam lacked:

the competitive edge,

able defiance of authority,
tation.
room:

the accept¬

the outspoken and witty presen¬

Pam coat-tails it when Betsy would walk into a

"...I

followed along saying,

isn't it great;

I'm

friends with her...."
The non-competitive Pam is never bothered by the competi¬
tive Betsy.
Pam,

It becomes obvious when they are young that

living in Betsy's aura,

be competitive for her.

And as an adult,

need to compete even though,
sequent heroes,

has no need to be;

Betsy will

Pam still has no

thanks to the influence of sub¬

her sense of aggression and contest is more

comfortably developed.
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She was competitive,
her;

but I never felt competitive with

there was no need to be;

equal

footing.

we were very much on

We both recognized our differences and

we have our differences today....
some levels and

We are different on

just like that about each

other.

The recognition of their differences extends even to the
most outstanding difference of all,
lesbianism,

which,

Betsy's admission of

in any other friendship,

might have

impoverished or destroyed it.
Again,

it is the recognition of differences and a rejoic¬

ing in those differences that sustains Pam's love and belief
in Betsy's role as a hero.
of Pam who,

It also enhances the character

garlanded with an appreciation of dissimilarity

and the support of a friend,
herself.

becomes a heroic character to

This heroic character modifies and sustains Pam's

educational philosophy also,
and human relations,

because,

as a teacher of health

the same beliefs are pressed into serv¬

ice within her curriculum.
The enduring quality of their association testifies to the
emotional rewards Pam receives from a heroic character,
as such,

Betsy becomes another bit of the mosaic that will

coalesce to form a composite or super hero,
it,

and

as I have termed

whose presence will guide and shape the individual Pam.
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Whereas Betsy represented a more abstract behavioral
standard,

Pam's

friend Karen illustrates a later and more

practical model.

This is not to suggest that a heroic model

that represents theoretical

ideals

is better or worse than

the model that represents the concrete.

It is what the par¬

ticipant is needful of at that moment and what he/she is
willing to recognize.
In this

instance,

Pam has added another necessary and

suitable hero to her inventory for that time,

but it is one

whom she recognizes as a combination of role-model
Karen's actions become a way to act,
She is also an ideal heroic model
ethics,

and hero.

a model of performance.

for the future because her

skills and ways of handling situations may be suc¬

cessfully drawn upon to build the human Pam wishes to be.
In a way,

the efficient hero Karen may be aligned with a

childhood idol

of

illustrator Ben Rothstein.

This hero,

guintessential model of skill and dedication,

the

is revered

without guestion.

Dick Cufari,

to this day in my mind and without any

reservations was the finest draughtsman I've ever met,
whose knowledge of anatomy was so complete that he
could draw any figure of any type in any position from
any angle and do it absolutely perfectly with the mini¬
mum number of

lines....He was absolutely perfect in his

ability to draw.

The man was amazing;
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the man was a

genius without question....For some reason,

though he

wouldn't relate to other people particularly,

he took

me under his wing and whenever I'd come down he'd say,
com'on over.

I'll show you how to do something.

Or I'd

sit by his side and he'd be working and he'd explain to
me what he'd be doing and why....He was without ques¬
tion my hero;

not in any sense as a person,

as a per¬

sonality because he was almost not a
personality.

Dick Cufari
ous source of

is another skill hero,
information to

a reliable and continu¬

MgrowM the future artist.

is able to extract as much as he wishes from Dick,
ambition and a sense of competition,
ors the source.

The business-like,

Ben

and with

he recognizes and hon¬
fact-gathering context

of the relationship may be likened to the consultation of an
oracle;

crucial

information is dispensed to the exclusion of

intimacy or personality.
Heroes of skill were pivotal models to Ben Rothstein in
his youth because they enabled him to act upon their exam¬
ples and become a successful and well-known illustrator.
disputably,

In¬

an involvement in commercial art was to be his,

and the narrow focus upon this future demanded the reception
of those models who would assist with this decision.
with the hurdles of a career successfully negotiated,
is a mellowing,

Later,
there

and Ben's heroes represent more abstract vir-
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tues,

though the threads of practicality continue to intrude.

As he matures,

he recognizes a very important person.

...I have one other hero who is a friend.
is Lou;

he's younger than I am,

brother....I

fell

in a sexual way;

almost like a younger

in love with him;

I don't mean that

he is without question the most crea¬

tive man I know.

He

is so incredible;

solving a problem using known methods
(creative),
out.

His name

if you say that
in new ways is

it is exactly what he does day in and day

He will take the most mundane,

everyday thing and

find new ways of using it that are extraordinary in
terms of achieving a special

affect.

Anything;

it's

just amazing how his mind works.... He's so curious
about everything.
other part

That's

(is that)

he

just one part of Louis;

is so wise,

so grounded in love

of humanity and a kind of real point of view.
airy fairy;

he's a practical guy.

be with him is forever a
company.
feel
be

is

He's no

But whether you talk

about theater or life or crime or whatever,
of view are so brilliant,

the

so salient,

his points

so human that to

joy in terms of being in his

Just the way he talks about life I constantly
learning

like him,

is dynamite;
I can say:

(for me).

he's who he

As a hero,

is;

he's

I don't want to

just someone I think

one of the few people I've come across who

God,

I really think this person is fabulous
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on so many levels.... Being in contact with him is like
sustaining me from some reservoir that he has....What I
learn from being in his presence is the beauty of
another human being and what I
beautiful

I

admire.

find about him that is

It isn't often that you come across

someone that fulfills the qualities that I'm looking
for

in someone that I

love and Louis has that,

of the qualities that I

so many

suppose I would like myself to

have.

Hero Lou complements the skill heroes of earlier times,
that all

in

of them represent what will begin to structure the

mature Ben.
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CHAPTER

6

TEACHERS AS HEROES

It seems like within this one woman (Crista Macauliffe)
came together a lot of my heroes.
Her signature was "I
touch the future; I teach."
That went right to the heart of
what I do, because as a health educator, I do touch the fu¬
ture .
Pam Ricardo

In an

ideal

society

of
a

environment,

learners.

Students

day

in

concentrated

the

latter questions,

plines,

examines

portion

of

and

classroom

years

of

human

listens,

he/she

is

potential,

share

a microcosmic

are

contained each

symbiotic relationship
advises,

a young existence.

and control,

is

and teacher

and generally hopes

power

matter may

the

In

to

commands,
regulate

return

for

12

and

grant of

or more

the understanding of

study time with the behavioral

civilizing principles

disci¬
an enormous

for this

responsible

where

in which

life-tech

subject

patterns,

information essential

in

society.
The

contemporary task of

the mere

transmission of

one where work,

education

information,

media bombardment,

the

compounded exigencies

of

the

general

has

cietal
the

and

tone

of

life,

intellectual

educator.

Teachers

frequently goes beyond

peers

because

external

shifted the

assume
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the

in

burden of

role

is

distractions,

and economics,

responsibility more
often

our culture

total,
both

and more upon
of

parental

so¬

substitute,

and within that capacity become involved with the

sensibilities of their students,

devoting more than the con¬

tractual number of hours to a total humanizing effort.
the exception of parents,

educators are in the best position

to perform these services because theirs
contact,

With

is a most exclusive

one that allows for an explanation of the topo¬

graphical maps of our society,

thereby setting and demanding

standards for the future.
While the role of surrogate parent may be one which an in¬
dividual
er,

in education does not wish to assume,

it is howev¬

impossible to avoid when the demand for parent,

confident,

and teacher becomes a continuous plea.

friend,
Few enter

the profession now without realizing the encompassing nature
of their role;

however,

while people become teachers because

they enjoy the educational
tails,

process and what that process en¬

many are unaware or fail to understand or appreciate

the powerful

role they play in modeling.

captive audience,

The nature of the

the innate trust with which students en¬

velop their teacher,

the acceptance of their teachers as the

daily caretakers of their lives
permission to shape minds,

is

in exchange for tacit

to manipulate behaviors,

to im¬

part rules for success.
The short term triumph of these efforts

is reflected by

productivity and in a form of civilizing or integration of
the

individual

subtle.

into society;

Educational

the long term results are more

judgments usually are accepted as final
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and irreproachable.

Students who apply their knowledge and

skills within their future environment do so as extensions
of the teacher's teachings.
tor as an heroic model

Therefore the effective educa¬

is a kind of educative insurance

against those ways of operating that will

stagnate or con¬

strict independent thought and the transmission of knowl¬
edge.

It becomes most apparent that while many educators re

alize the need to blur the distinction between teacher as
information distributor and teacher as
al and psychological

sounding board,

and fortify their personal

life-tech profession

they must also broaden

creative skills so as to attain

these ends most productively.

The

legacy of their wisdom

through a heroic modeling will thereby remain intact and
constant.
The drift of pedagogical hero-making,
or in their teachings,
ences of

either in teachers

may be examined through the experi¬

four participants.

Their educational encounters

produced distinctive emotional or mental responses,
being influenced or repelled,

molded or isolated,

either

horrified

or uplifted by a particular teacher or group of teachers.
The disclosure of these imperfect and perfect experiences
reveals the extraordinary influence of the teacher as hero
or anti-hero to his/her students.
Jack Holberg,
music

composer,

is an accomplished

band director and professor of

jazz musician.
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He holds

"court

every day in an office that is a litter of music stands,
speaker boxes and student disciples,

the latter sprawled on

desk tops and chairs.

I was brought up in a neighborhood atmosphere so that
there were a lot of neighborhood kids
I

I could be with.

also remember my grandmother and mother constantly

singing songs,

so that the music was always there.

My

mother played piano and my father kind of played tuba,
and percussion.

I don't remember my mother playing

that much in the house;
musician.

she's guite good for an amateur

She could read very well and she had a great

sense of pitch;

my father on the other hand had no

sense of pitch and yet one of the times he took me to a
reunion... and he was one of six tuba players.
the bleachers and I was only about 6 or 7;

I sat in

I can remem¬

ber him taking me to that... that's because that was
something I was doing with my dad,
the

as opposed to with

family or the types of things we used to do with my

mom and gram,

like go over to market on Saturdays....

My parents supported us very much...my mother thought
(what we did)
music.

was wonderful;

she loved that we were in

I was taking piano lessons from age 6 to 12,

and I was a good classical pianist.

I could tell be¬

cause when we would go to recital programs,
the only person out of the age bracket;
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I would be

it would go

from youngest to oldest and I would end up being next
to last and I knew I was pretty good at what I was do¬
ing and I enjoyed it.
(A friend and I)

were sort of the rock kids.

second grade we had our own band,
Dave Clark;

I would play piano,

a paper drum set or something;

did Beatles'

In
tunes,

he would play guitar or
we always rehearsed at

his house and dream about how we would be these stars.
So I'm playing classical piano from age 5 to 12,
first grade to 5th;
fantasy things,
buses;

then

Reg and I are playing these rock

banging our lunch boxes,

singing in the

the two of us were the musicians.

The music contingent in the grade school program was
excellent.

It had a great combination of very learned

and role-oriented people.
ter a
Mr.

I know I modeled myself af¬

lot of the music teachers...I remember meeting

D'Amico;

he was cut from a different cloth from all

the other people.

They were all

was probably one of the most

nice.

he

jazz oriented person I

have ever met up to that time.
played trumpet,

so prim and proper;

He had a goatee,

he

he talked in a different slang but very

He was very nice.

In 5th grade we would get ex¬

cused from our regular classes and go down into the
boiler room to take

lessons.

Right from the beginning

I had an aptitude to play the trumpet.

I

loved playing

the trumpet and he would play with me down there.
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Mr.

Cagliuso was my elementary school band teacher;
have trumpet lessons with Mr.
go to Mr.
pet.

Cagliuso.

One day,

D'amico and then I would

I was playing third or second trum¬

even being a 5th grader,

was wrong;

Mr.

pet players

for something,

I knew something

Cagliuso got on one of the first trum¬

seem enough to get mad,
come and play for us.

I can't remember,

and suddenly he said:
Even in 5th grade,

it was a sly way of putting me up there.
played better than the rest of them.
but

I knew I

suddenly,

just knew I did.

in 5th grade

rest of them.

I

it didn't
Jack,

you

I knew that
I knew I

I wasn't cocky,

He put me up there and

I was playing first with the

just loved it.

Looking back now,
ticular,

I would

what made me

singular attention that I

love it was the par¬
felt they were giv¬

ing me and they were.

That type of one on one atten¬

tion to me was vital.

You give a group lesson,

you're

not giving them the singular attention that these guys
all gave me.

You really felt as though they were in¬

terested in your particular achievements,
lar contributions.

your particu¬

Everybody was going to be important

to the group and I remember the way in which band kids
looked up to their band director.

They're not their

parents but they're another type of parental

figure yet

at the same time they can carry on conversations with
that person they can't carry on with their parents,
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sometimes

because

Plus

person

this

they need
is

somebody else to talk to.

guiding you through probably the

first thing that you

are trying to create

It's

a wonderful

thing about playing

ment

or

you yourself

sound
body
ton
of

singing;

in time
else.

or

and you have to

It's

any of

are

creating a

instru¬

particular

stupid synthesizer but¬

other types

of

non-interactive type

things.
I

stopped

pet.

playing piano when

thought the

trumpet was

popular types
wasn't mad
it

at the

of

tunes

at her.
time,

started taking trum¬

pop type

terrible.
and

She

I

of

tunes;

wanted to

taught me

about that

a

lot;

subdivide
and

she

I

I

she

play more

she didn't want me to.

knowing how to

She was meticulous
was

I

My piano teacher thought that was blasphemous;

started to want to play more

I

didn't know

the beat,

pushed me;

etc.

she

great.

In those
personally

formative years,
aware

don't think

I

of

what

I

don't know if

(she)

sensed that.

going to go to;

She never

was

the

and one

like;

"one

and two

how are

you today,

and you'd do your thing.
D'amico,

I

could

share

a
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was

doing

She was

was

er

a musical

interact that with every¬

not pressing a

those

on your own.

was

for me;

always

as
I

a teacher

let down her guard;

and two
Jack?

When

I

I

and".

Always
would go

I

she

It was nev¬
you'd come

in

into Mr.

conversation with him.

He was

much more of a human entity to me.
what she did though;
time

(in my life)

because that's what that area of

needs.

He challenged me

She was right to do

I still think that today.

in a different way.

slouch off on me or my playing,

He didn't

but he was relentless

in providing different kinds of challenges that I was
conscious of as opposed to her setting all of them and
me trying to

just stay along with that.

if you talk with my folks,
say that Mrs.

tion;

I think she

I wouldn't know as much as I know

I hadn't taken piano,
I

she would probably

Luchesne was very important.

was very important.
now if

my mom,

I'm sure that

that's the real

founda¬

could not have played the trumpet as well

hadn't taken piano.

I could not read as well.

if

I

I could

read better than anybody when I got into the fifth
grade.
more of

And I
it;

loved reading it.

I

just wanted to do

the only reason I could do that was because

of all the time that she spent with me and all the time
my mother spent with me getting me in that foundation.
Those men

(Mr.

Herrick and Mr.

D'amico,
Cooney)

the trumpet player;
played great;

Mr.

Cagliuso,

were heroes.

Ray Wright,

Mr D'amico was

I really wanted to be like him.

he would take five of us

Mr.

He

in a brass quin¬

tet and we would go and play at this restaurant and we
would play outside at Christmas time,

on the roof.

had a quintet of eighth graders that could play.
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We
They

played better then some of my college kids I have
now....He would take us for ice cream afterwards;
know what I mean.

You don't do that now.

with my guys as much as we can.
thing,

I do that

If we go and do some¬

then we'll go out and get something to eat or

something.
Mr.

you

They look for that type of attention....

Cagliuso was my band director and when I wanted to

put together a band in 6th grade,
rangement for the band.
trumpet,

clarinet;

The band was French horn,

it was

from "Hello,

still have the arrangement.
any money.

he wrote me an ar¬

Dolly";

'Cause he didn't ask me for

I had the bug for arranging;

grader and he said:
where you start.

here;

here was a 6th

here's an arrangement;

here's

And Mr.Cooney gave me some arranging

lessons when I got into high school;
band director.

and I

he was the

So it was my trumpet teacher,

band director and Mr.Cooney,

jazz

my early

who was also the trumpet

teacher and my High School band director.

We would go

down there

we'd get

in study halls,

a number of us;

down there and he'd be in his office and say,
we're gonna read.
with us.

this,

And he'd get out music and he'd read

They would be there every summer;

there all the time.

O.K.;

they were

It wasn't like I've got to do

I've got to do that.

If you had a study hall off

you'd go down there and play your instrument and they
would play it with you;

it was
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just a constant nurtur-

ing situation.
volved there,

Plus,

all the students that were in¬

not all,

but there was a

the crop at that place?
players.

large cream of

there were guys that were great

If you wanted to stay on the ship,

it wasn't

like I'm the greatest thing since sliced bread,

it was:

I better know how to play my instrument and I better
know how to play it pretty well.

There was a standard

involved there and it was a standard that was always
being tried;

the idea was to escalate that standard so

you keep on reaching and you get to a point of ability
that you don't realize how good you are compared to a
lot of the other places.
...I was the
rus,

lead trumpet...I also sang in the cho¬

I played bass for one of the things,

boy's chorus;

I was

I

sang in the

involved with everything.

There

were a

lot of other people who did the exact same thing

I did?

played in every one of those?

of talented people in that group.

there were a lot

I'm not sure it was

just necessarily talent but it was the way in which
those guys got the talent to fruition.
competitions
er bands.
that.

in those days?

you had festivals with oth¬

You'd have exchange concerts and stuff

We've won awards too,

in then,

There were no

but those bands that I was

the reward was playing it well

and the audience,

for yourself

not getting some sort of plaque.
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like

We were
with one

good

another

conduct us
tured

sight

and that

through

it.

gave me my

first

record?

the Junior

chorus,

chorus

and things

like

he would be

the

He would be my

role model

in music

I

for me

in the

was

the

work,
was

of

of

at what he

couraged me

He

all

a

lot;

he

Night Visitors"

know why,
In

and

college

Wright

I

far as

these

8

that

outside

of

the

instrumental

to

12

I

was

all

actually

production

of

for that.

I

I

sung
as

a vocal

thought

it was
one

a

coach.
time,
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he

time.

I

He

en¬

"Amahl

and

was Amahl.
He
I

could do
don't

He was my

arranging teacher;

to

play¬

saw at

and that was

everything to me.

able

family

really neat.

person,

would want to be

ex¬

music

keyboard.

play one

adult

to me,

the

put

a

I

had great con¬

at the

I

in which he was

I

could do
on

and

an ensemble

but playing all

to

my

for the

a hero because

took me

semble director,

way

first,

He

and he was

thing that

As

He was

and

there was

another hero

played the chimes.

opposed to

really worked with me

everything.

going to

that.

played piano

Sunday;

church.

of

first person

not only directing,

amazed

the

(as

saw him every

one

I

I

that.

tact with.

ing) .

teachers were)

Herrick was

in

perience,

(the

We had all

Mr.

jazz

and we knew how to play

Our musicianship had been nur¬

and cultivated.

My choir teacher,

was

readers

and

I

control

he was

just

Ray
jazz

en¬

every¬

admired the

everything,

every

aspect about him.
soft voice,

He was able to do it with a very

and I never ever hear him yell.

get mad but never yell.
for us.

Never.

Saw him

He never played his instrument

He was a trombonist,

every point he needed to;

but he got across

he could play a little bit of

piano...you always demonstrate for the person what it
sounds like.

I

found that so fascinating that he could

elicit what he wanted from us through the way he would
verbalize something.
sic.... (Ray)
directing,
the way.

It was his total knowledge of mu¬

would get up in front of us and do all the

but when we were on stage,

he'd get out of

And I do that with my group too....

Ray was everything that I wanted to be;

the only

thing that Ray did not provide...though he did after I
was there...is that he rarely kept his personal
things,
up;

his personal

life outside;

side of

he never brought it

you never felt you could get inside of Ray.

makes Ray tick as a person;
great director,

What

you knew what he was as a

but you never had a feeling what his

person was

like.

He didn't

These guys

joke with you

joke with you at all;

(but)

that was the door that

you could not unlock with him.
(It didn't detract from him)

but in some ways

it kept

it focused for us and we didn't have to deal with the
other things... Sometimes you felt like you were dis¬
tanced from him,

but for all the things he had to do,
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I'm sure it was very difficult to get his personality
up into the pecking order of what you were gong to talk
about.

It was always business and attention on you but

you never felt as

if you could really go to him and

talk about a problem.
(When Ray was very sick and they knew he was going to
die,

I went to see him)

and he didn't look like any¬

thing I remembered and he said,
apply for my

job.

I hope you're going to

Which to me was like,

that was more

than anybody could say...I didn't get the
that's all right.

job but

I wouldn't be what they wanted but I

was what Ray wanted and that made me feel very
good....He and I knew

(when previously)

my band actual¬

ly beat out their band that my band wasn't better than
his band,

but at that particular point in time it

worked and I could sense that there was a little bit of
envy,

but I know that he was prideful because I think,

I'm not sure....I was the first educator to come out of
his group that made a mark that was somewhat in compe¬
tition on a particular level that he was at.

I think I

embody a lot more of what he taught us as far as bal¬
ance;

he was at Radio City Music Hall,

and he didn't

want to do that anymore and he devoted his

life to,

not

to himself but in making sure his students were provid¬
ed for.
kids,

It was

like a father providing for all of his

making sure he gave them enough tools to make it
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on their own.

He passed an enormous legacy that a lot

of people would not even pay attention to because he
didn't pay attention to it himself.
...I can not consciously say "what would Ray do"
certain situations)

but after the fact,

why Ray was the way he was.
my

(in

now I understand

So I wasn't always

head to what would Ray do in a situation,

opening
but

what

would I do in a situation first and then find myself
going through the same situation....
(About being a role model),
nately

(the kids)

thing I
model,

(laughs)

unfortu¬

look at me as a role model.

like about it,
as

yeah,

if they choose me to be a role

I'm talking to you right now,

way I talk to them;

One

it's the same

my teachers never did that.

That

I'm there to make sure that they get whatever they can
out of their experience.
here;

they all want to be

ness'

sake,

all

I'm it,

I'm the only thing they've got
jazz performers;

for good¬

I'm the only person who's

living it

the time.

...I

feel

a lot of times,

looking at me from a musical

(the students)
standpoint,

are not

just

they're look¬

ing at me from how I'm bringing my kids up.

I never

knew anything about my teachers'

families.

These kids

here know about my whole family;

at first there was an

adjustment,

especially when I got married... because

some of the things changed,
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especially their perception

of me.

I thought,

fortable,

now they're going to be very uncom¬

especially now with the kids;

would come over for parties.

like when they

I would have

jazz ensemble

parties and they were pretty free spirited,
We're going over to Jack's house;
blah,

you know.

Jack's single,

blah,

that thing and then it was Jack and his wife now;

they became more sedate.

You know students,

want to look vulnerable;

they want to look like those

tough kids,

you know.

side or a soft side.

they don't

They don't want to show a weak
But now,

they love the kids and

they invite my wife over to the parties and
girl-friends babysit for us.
natural connection here;

(their)

There's much more of a

its very positive.

It's the

integration of everything and they see that I really
love the kids and my wife and they also know that
that's not always perfect.

They see that the personal

life gets on a collision course with what I have to do
here.
I'm not afraid to be
life model)

because

(an educational

I think it's

role model and a

important for them to

see what other things are happening;

it's not that you

reach a particular plateau and the struggles cease.
The struggles first of all never cease and in fact you
get more struggle,

but that's

just part of

living and

you've got to accept that and these are some of the
things that they're going to have to think about deal-
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ing with....(There's quite a few students slightly
younger then us and married with kids)

and it's amazing

how much it feels like there's an imitation process go¬
ing on with what we did.

And at the same time...it's

nice to see that they're succeeding at doing it.

And

that their enjoying their kids and what their doing.
...There were four teachers who
values:

Mr.

D'Amico,

Ed Cagliuso,

Wright.

I don't consciously think

(gave me)
Mr.

my guiding

Cooney and Ray

(about my heroes)

from day to day but it is something I reflect upon a
lot and it surprises me how much I do reflect back;

I

probably should have assumed I would know that at some
point those that have guided me...would ultimately
shape what I am about.
think I

But I do think about that.

already mentioned how much I

I

find myself find¬

ing my father to be more of a hero then I ever would
have looked at consciously.
...I guess
as a model.

(the groupies that are here)

perceive me

I don't know...I've got all kinds of

syncrasies about me that do not all

idio¬

fall on the posi¬

tive side of things but they know that I

love music and

that what I'm trying to do is not trying to harm them.
I'm trying to make them better at what they do and that
I have an ideal

or belief

in trying to make things bet¬

ter for them and better for my family,
to do things

you know...I try

for good reasons as opposed to devious
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reasons.

That's

believe

is

as

sort of

some

trying to

about

right
a

figure

father,

environmental

Jack's

musical

contributes

great pleasure
child-like

and

tem,

the

in his

an

it's

The

But

still

I

feel

part big

those because

in

able

to

addition

exposes

The

from early on,

friends,

there,

the

early talent.

an

music,
recogni¬

With such

agreeable

well-being,
joy,

in

recognize
to

an

fact,

is

and an almost
He

is the

and act upon his

energetic

freedom to

setting

for there

prowess.

frisk about,

one

illustration

not difficult to understand

abilities,

is

the

is

bounty of

permission to

however,

of

comfort:

psychological

and to try new things.

fortune.

all

enthusiasm for his musical

there was

chances

part uncle,

a Norman Rockwell

support of

success.

because,

for them

for what they're

grandma who

backdrop,

celebrated child who
abilities

like

and personal

to his

is wrong

I

am.

care,

acceptance

separate what

it....Some times

part teacher,

childhood reads

parents who

tion,

believe

I'm comfortable with

pleasant times

can

it and what they want to do person¬

part

Jack's

I

out what they want to do musically,

like

I

as

sounding board

and how they want to do

that's what

an

I

ally

brother.

the

far

from what

how they want to do

of

as

support

to become

explore,

to

sys¬

involved
take

to the bitter-sweet vagaries of
I

believe Jack's
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educational

de-

cisions were structured by a focused confidence in his musi¬
cal abilities and a supreme passion toward their develop¬
ment .
The combination of three elements:

parental

support,

a li¬

cense to explore and the recognition of his talent unite to
insure that the youthful Jack in elementary school
for excellence.
that model
for them.
ness,

is ready

He needs and is fortunate to discover heroes

a fine skill;

they are there for him;

I recognize it as chance,

he

is ready

perception and readi¬

a combination that occurs repeatedly in subsequent

profiles;
teachers

chance that there were such extraordinary heroin his school,

his readiness or need,

wanting their knowledge,
ception,

being open,

needing their skill,

alert,

that is,
and his per¬

receptive to the expectation of

heroes,

being a receiver.

When this triad of circumstance

occurs,

it would seem the prospects

for a hero-admirer rela¬

tionship are expanded.
Early educational

encounters only energize Jack more;

he

is alert to possibility because he has been exploring and
testing the waters all through elementary school,
rock fantasy things,
buses".

banging our lunch boxes,

"playing

singing in the

(Highest praise to parents who stand behind their

second grader in a rock band,

playing piano and drums and

rehearsing at homel)
Jack admits he
things".

loved school,

As might be predicted,
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enjoyed

"finding out about

given the quality of envi-

ronment and feelings towards himself,
heroes
able.

he discovered teacher

in the learning climate in which he was most comfort¬
In this instance,

a positive family underpinning and a

passion to be the best within a distinctive musical circle
may have endowed him with a receptivity to all experience,
and that subsequently fashioned an individual who would dis¬
cover or seek out many heroes easily.

Qualities of a Teacher Hero

In the course of our interviews.

Jack Holberg observed

three areas in which he believed his heroes out-performed
the more conventional teacher.
1.

He was

impressed with their musical skill:

at what they did,

composing,

they were good

playing an instrument,

or di¬

recting a band.
2.

He appreciated the personal attention aimed not only

in his direction but to all the members of the musical
group:

the extra time spent with students,

positional pieces,

the constant,

the special com¬

impartial nurturing of ev¬

eryone who connected through music.
3.

He was aware of and thankful

skills:

for their pedagogical

there was a total mastery in teaching,

an ability to

not only transmit information smoothly but to challenge the
student so that a foundation of musical wisdom as well as
knowledge was established.
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There were several participants whose learning experiences
also reflected the substance of Jack Holberg's observations.
In the following excerpts,

Biologist Sigune Girard and pho¬

tographer Nathan Hamel reveal their respect for former
teacher-models.

Sigune speaks first of a professor at Bar¬

nard :

He was one of these really incredible minds... someone
to whom no human intellectual
alien.

endeavor was laughable or

He was interested in everything.

As the reader will discover later,
Sigune's

because the young

interests always appeared to range well beyond the

confines of her studies,

she valued and still values her

professor's egalitarian pursuit of scholarly matters,

and

therefore does not deposit him into a single-minded pigeon¬
hole.

He was not

"only brilliant at microbiology or "only

was acquainted with zoology".

She experienced enough of

these narrow characters while growing up.

The observation

of his style encouraged and reinforced a belief
intellectual meanderings,

in her own

which for years she regarded as

peculiar and which will be discussed further on.
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In college,

Nate Hamel was substantially impressed with a

photography teacher,

Mr.

Merrit.

He would demonstrate different processes by showing
one of his prints.

(While)

he would paint the pigment

on with a bear hair brush...he wouldn't say a
word about the picture,
mouth hanging open,
friend)

Bill;

showing us

and at the same time,

I would turn and meet eyes with

(my

we couldn't believe the work this guy was

just so matter of factly...it was

tiful..it was extraordinary....(I know now)
someone who whispers through his
pered)

with my

just beau¬
that he's

life but that

(whis¬

work is very powerful.

Occasionally the startling ability exhibited by heroes
serves only to make an individual
shortcomings.
feelings of
sive skills.

As our interview matured,

Merritt's

perhaps even a sacred mastery,

impression that Nate left with me was of Mr.

his achievement.

Nate

of such performance,
modest perfection,
reasoned,

impres¬

They persist as an unattainable and vaguely an¬

as a visitor from other-worldly realms,

I

Nate Hamel expressed

inadequacy in the face of Mr.

noying example of excellence,
for the

aware of his/her own

Merritt

so remarkable was

is convinced he will never be capable
so he admits to the pursuit of a more

comparable to the best in this universe,

since Mr.

Merritt is so obviously beyond that.
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The personal
students

attention directed by teachers toward their

is many faceted in its perception by the students.

It may be as simple as an incident Principal Anna Pekarski
remembers.

Dance was her passion in high school and she

blesses the teacher who allowed a term paper to be other
than the traditional

"English Poets" or "Comparisons between

Shakespearean Characters",

and permitted a

mentation with dance as a theme,

literary experi¬

thereby allowing Anna to

find a more personal way to academic distinction.
Pam Ricardo recalls a momentous

instance of personal at¬

tention demonstrated by a teacher.

One day when we were doing block-prints,

I was

grabbing literally any piece of scrap paper to print my
block.
said:

(The art teacher)
wait a minute;

walked over,

looked at it and

hold on!...He gets rice paper

(which is very expensive and says loudly):
DON'T CARE IF YOU SMUDGE IT,
that

(I don't take a

(Another teacher)
said:

PRINT IT.

I

PRINT IT...He recognized

lot of risks in my work)...

recognized my interest in art and

I went to the public library and saw this book

and thought you would like to read it...It was
she'd given me a gift.

My God,

ing of me after school!
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like

this teacher was think¬

Incorrectly,
gogical

skill to be as critical to education as knowledge of

subject matter.
lenge,

many non-educators do not think about peda¬

But the ability to communicate,

to chal¬

to teach is a strength separate from knowledge of

one's field and for that matter,

the most skilled profes¬

sional does not necessarily make for an egually skilled edu¬
cator .
When Jack Holberg praises his hero-teacher Ray Wright for
his ability to extract from his pupils the necessary musical
sounds purely through discourse,
dinary fusion of the professional
fessional

as teacher.

he recognizes the extraor¬
as musician with the pro¬

Ray Wright is able to make the student

learn without raising a voice or even playing an instrument,
principally through the force of his character,
charisma,

an educative

the specialty of which Jack Holberg is ever in awe

and rightfully envious.
Nate Hamel

In a similar vein,

is amazed with Mr.

He was such a gentle,

Photographer

Merrit.

soft-spoken person and he obvi¬

ously had the ability to communicate with people and
me.

He's a man of very few words but I remember them

all....He was an extraordinary teacher;
that and he had this
was

everybody knew

incredible ability to teach,

just as good in teaching as he was

Ill

and

in photography.

Nate's treatment of Mr Merrit raises him far above the
landscape of ordinary beings.
as being of

"few words"

When he talks about his hero

and that he

"remembers them all",

he

sets a futuristic switch that impacts upon prospective
events.

Because the admirers of a heroic teacher also func¬

tion as the personal torch-bearers of their model's actions,
beliefs and reflections,

they continue as enthusiastic sup¬

porters of the social or professional

arenas of their heroes

when they become adults and independent of school.
Jack Holberg describes this
ther provides for his kids,
it on their own."

(pg.

"passing on"

as when

"a fa¬

giving them enough tools to make
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The

legacy of heroism then,

is

an enduring process which continues through each person to
whom that teacher affected.
of use,

It becomes,

with the refinement

yet a sweeter distillation of his/her skills.

The Student-Teacher Connection

When the skills of the educator as teacher
by Jack Holberg)
personal

advisor,

(as described

are coupled with that of the educator as
the division between information giver and

life facilitator becomes

less distinct.

At that

juncture,

the educational package may be perceived as one in which the
teacher assumes a role beyond that of the traditional.
Jack recounts the personal
strated,

it was,

When

attention that his heroes demon¬

for the most part,
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an attention within the

context of the discipline.

He found it important to mention

the need for a more intimate contact and a desire to under¬
stand what composed the inner nature of his teacher-heroes.
By this

last phrase,

ters of

family or personal

operational tools,
pline.

I do not mean discussing private mat¬
life,

their

their means of survival beyond the disci¬

For certain students,

special needs,

but what is valued,

perhaps those with problems or

whether for attention or the desire to belong

or be a part of someone they admire and want to emulate,
such revelations may clarify the mystery as to how what is
learned may be placed in a context of reality,
distinction between skill

and its application within the

framework of their environment.

It is their longing for a

teacher to reveal with equal time
fantasies and label behaviors.
what makes them tick.

understand,

in order to factualize the

To discover,

Conversely,

sponding to the student,

blurring the

as Jack says,

it is also the teacher re¬

being aware of needs and wanting to

within the greater circle of their relationship,

the student and what he/she may provide for the teacher in a
situation of mutual

learning.

I call the much-loved teachers from Jack Holberg's profile
one-way heroes;

they give generously of their discipline or

toward the musical well-being of their charges or even what
is socially correct for that student,

but may be reluctant

to share either beliefs or values or to interest themselves
in the growing pains of their student-admirers.
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To those

few who,

like Jack,

would prefer a more complete connection,

models who don't express
history,

and

in their

personal

clues

shadowy or two-dimensional

as may be perceived by young devotees,
gained that defines

are perhaps without

their vision of

existences

no solidarity

is

a complete hero-receiver

bond.
When

a

student

teacher-hero,

is

exposed to the personal

the means

intensity of

a

to uncover the distinctive core of

distinctive personality becomes

accessible.

There

no other context with which the

admirer might connect;

a

is usually

identifiable toe-hold for rumination beyond the class

no
room,

no means to determine what makes the hero-teacher think the
way she/he does.

Such revelations may be

advantageous be¬

cause then the hero-receiver bond may be upgraded to one of
a continuous
being,

the

creative

and evolving unity.

student

energies

Whether these

further
of

insures the transmission of the

the hero.

same

feelings

the part of the hero,

that

are

is,

present symbiotically on

in an association

the hero

is

dent,

another perspective to consider.

is

equally

In becoming part of that

that teaching
blessed as

the

may yield more
tions

is

influenced by and

learning,

student

in

of

and even a personal

part of the

a mutual

growth.
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is

as

learning venture which

he/she may gain

instruction,

stu¬

If one believes

then the teacher-hero

subtle rewards;

and methods

is

in which

insights

fresh percep¬

into new goals

It was

interesting to note which participants,

like Jack,

wished teachers had revealed more of their individualized
belief system.

Illustrator Ben Rothstein was mildly curious

about the personal operational system of his herofriend-teacher Dick Cufari.
er to Ben,

In my opinion,

if Dick was clos¬

there would be a sense of closure to the circle

of his success;

the

"passing on" would be complete.

Dick Cufari was happy I was

(at Pratt)

always kind of held back within himself,
could be.

but again he
as happy as he

I didn't think it was necessary

talk more to me);

(for him to

the relationship was the way it was

and I held him in awe and hoped one day I would be able
to

impress him with my own abilities....(But later)

think that Dick finally had to have a change.
left

(the studio to start his own business)

last time I ever saw him.
contacted anyone;
the

influence)

lancing,

When he

it was the

He never came back,

never

he may or may not have an idea

he had on me.

I beat him out

Once when I was

(of an assignment)

I

(of

free¬

and he re¬

marked that he'd heard I'd gotten the assignment and he
was proud of me.

While

That was nice.

it wasn't critical

for Ben to know about Dick's life

except that it provided a piece of the puzzle of the man's
genius,

it was another way to understand and to bond with
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him permanently.

Ben's desire was to someday impress Dick

with the passing on of a skill,
bequeathed to him.

the legacy that was

From the aspect of a satisfying finale

to one phase of a life,

it was both sad and puzzling to Ben

that Dick chose to guard his privacy when simultaneously he
seemed to care enough to devote time to Ben's education.

It

occurred to me that the connective and unifying part of
Dick's teaching was not as significant as his not continuing
the obviously fruitful understanding between them as Ben
grew up.

When he

faded out of sight,

Dick Cufari as teacher,

deprived himself of the recognition of his own heroic use¬
fulness .
Unlike Pam Ricardo and Jack Holberg,
Hamel
lege.

(chapter 8)

photographer Nathan

admits to no models in his

life until col¬

He suggests that the absence of parental heroes and

their guiding values contributed to a the formation of a
personality that was uncomfortably out of touch with reality
for a long time.

Of all the members of this study,

gently needed the moral

he ur¬

escort of more than a one-way teach¬

er-hero .
When Nate acknowledges the first
puts

it,

it is a teacher.

College

"legitimate" hero as he
instructor Mr.

provides extraordinary guidelines for professional
plishment,

but Nate,

est of a family,

bereft of support,

accom¬

love and the inter¬

wants more than technical
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Merritt

information.

(Mr.
still

Merritt)

was never very friendly to me and he

isn't to this day and I always use to think he

recognizes that I have some problems.... He doesn't want
me on his hands.

I always got this sense that either

he was not aware of what was going on or he's too smart
and he doesn't want to be involved.

He wants to teach

everybody and not single me out and be helpful to me in
that way;
den.

he'd be the photo-psychologist all of a sud¬

He could have been a lot more helpful by talking

to me more....

It seems almost impossible that Mr.
oblivious to Nate's need.

Merritt could remain

Perhaps there was no means for him

to understand Nate's problems unless Nate met him half-way:
verbalized needs,

consulted or asked for advice,

and there

is no evidence that he did that.

I'm a

little confused because even though I

liked Mr.

Merritt's photography and his soft-spoken manner,
humbleness,

we didn't talk very much;

as kind of odd,

have done

that strikes me

bonding so much when we never got to¬

gether or anything.
that was

his

I

saw him once a week at class and

it....Now that I'm teaching photography and
(it),

or something,
pretty fragile

you'd think we'd be really good buddies

but I don't know....I
(when

felt like I was

I was his student)
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and that he had

that intuition and didn't want to be involved with it.
Now I'm due to show him some work and talk to him a
little and maybe even be honest for once about things,
ask him about teaching and what it did for him...I've
decided that I have to tell Mr.

Merritt

(that he has

been a hero to me).

I do not know if Nate does.
in this

instance,

What is important is that

the teacher distanced himself from the

student as was his privilege;

Mr.

Merritt never "belongs" to

Nate with the intimacy of a family member,
ideal,

as remote as a figure in public life or the hero in a

film or novel.

While in no way am I diminishing Mr.

Merritt's usefulness
ence,

in the scheme of Nathan Hamel's exist¬

I can not help wonder what change he,

fidante,
Nate's

but remains an

would have affected

(if any)

as teacher-con¬

had he been a part of

life.

The Teacher as Two-Way Hero

The need to know the hero beyond the teacher role perhaps
may also be explained through a recognition of him/her as an
undeclared family figure.

In the

instance of Jack Holberg,

it is not that his parents were lacking in love or interest
toward him but perhaps that he needed to not only admire and
fuse with a hero in his most intimate and personal
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surround-

ings,

but to synthesize his smaller self within that of his

hero's,

perhaps

in the spirit of a friendly accomplice in

yet-to-be performed examples of heroism.
hero becomes,

like the knowledge of his own family,

an unlimited picture,
model

Knowledge of the
part of

cementing Jack within the realm of his

and simultaneously including the model within the pan¬

theon of his family heroes.
Knowing the machinations of an heroic interior also allows
the observer or receiver to

"claim" that hero;

that hero is

their's because they are privy to such information that dis¬
tinguishes that person from any other.

Therefore,

a fruit¬

ful connection between student and instructor does not de¬
pend upon the intimacies revealed about a private
upon the connections,
that are transmitted.

the exchanges,

the behavioral codes

he wants more than

just busi¬

And band director Ray Wright has everything

that Jack wants superficially,

but not quite;

the puzzle is

incomplete because Ray withheld some of the pieces.
could only connect with Ray musically,
cates,

but

When Jack Holberg talks with his com¬

position teacher at college,
ness at hand.

life,

which as he

Jack
indi¬

was not enough.

Towards the conclusion of his profile,

Jack recounts his

experiences with favorite teachers and contrasts their sepa¬
ration and reticence with the more familiar attitude he em¬
ploys with his students.

Jack believes that an openness

yields both a connection and integration that will prove to
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be an positive behavioral
according to Jack,
and on life,

example.

The role of the educator,

is to deliver information on a discipline

and in the meanwhile connect with his students

in a shared give and take of what may be pertinent in music
or their lives.

The teacher models what he/she knows and

believes and practices,
cipe,

it is hoped,

and in so doing supplies a total re¬

for perfection.

The teacher as hero is well

aware of his/her role.

In

this respect,

Jack Holberg is a surrogate hero-parent and

students will

learn what Jack Holberg learned incompletely:

what it is to teach,
of a community.

to be a musician,

a father and a member

His was not an inferior learning certainly,

but was without the benefits of a more universal education,
one that I believe is contemporary with the needs of today.
As an educator,

Jack corresponds to what I call the two-way

teacher.
I use this term to describe a teacher who transmits infor¬
mational

and life skills,

is aware of the needs of his stu¬

dents and may even be open to gracefully accepting something
in return;

it is a way for the heroic model to recognize

his/her heroic role through the feedback of admirers.

It is

a connection between individuals that the teachers of Jack,
Nathan Hamel
recognize.

and Ben Rothstein lacked or were unwilling to
In this relationship,

there may be

tinction then between teacher and student.
teaching as

learning;

both teach,
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little dis¬

Again,

both learn,

it is

both profit.

They are part of a mutual web of understanding,

benefiting

and knowing that what is accomplished is essential and time¬
less to both.

In the following,

Pam Ricardo describes her

experiences with a two-way teacher.

The art teacher,
fondly.

of all my teachers,

I think of most

I think of the lessons he taught me;

of the life

lessons

I

I think

learned through him that had

nothing to do with art per se but have remembered his
instructions and have applied those to the larger
framework of my life....He could see
couldn't see at the time.

in me what I

He was there at the times

when he needed to be persistent with me.

There were

times when he needed to be cautious with my feelings
and he respected that....(When I was about to graduate
college)

I decided to visit my art teacher... and I gave

him this gift which was a geode.

I

said it's not an

expensive gift but the meaning was that he was able to
see the
teacher;

jewel,
he

the good in me.

He was THAT type of

just didn't look at the rock on the out¬

side... (When I was about to leave,)
a big hug and he said:
and it was

"you know,

we gave each other

I really love you"

like this grace from God.

Since the two way hero-teacher models more than a disci
pline,

in return he/she harvests the gains through the expe-
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riences of the protege.

This

is not to say that the one-way

teacher is any the less effective but rather that the twoway teacher engages

in a deeper connection that may not be

present in the other.

However,

is that in most instances,
realm of

the reality of the situation

educators operate within the

information-giving to the exclusion of the niceties

of attention-giving and advising;
igencies of paperwork,

large class sizes,

the ex¬

duties and the constricted allotment

of time conspire to perpetuate even less than what the one¬
way teacher is able to provide.

The Teacher as Savior

There

is a narrow division between the teacher as a hero

and the teacher as a savior,

that I

as researcher,

have man¬

ufactured in order to distinguish between two very similar
themes.

The teacher-savior is a pedagogical Lone Ranger,

rooting out injustices and correcting educational wrongs.
opposed to being sought out by a receiver initially,
er-saviors perform their good deed first,
or receivers become admirers.

As

teach¬

and then observers

The following segments repre¬

sent strong-willed and student-centered educators who unwit¬
tingly became objects of admiration.

Years later,

the memory

of their actions remains a powerful model of behavior.
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Biologist Sigune Girard talks about her "miracle" teachers
in

high school;

she is a senior,

considering college and

has never been taught before by them.

One day I got a summons to see the girl's dean....She
said:

"Mrs.

Wunder

(a gym teacher)

and I have decided

that you should go to a college where you will get more
individual

attention;

where would you like to

go?...just apply and we'll do the rest."
did).

Somehow,

scholarships;

the dean and my homeroom teacher got me
they found some fund that would help and

the rest I was able to earn.
me

in

(And they

(to Barnard);

wonderful magic;

it was

it was as

I don't know how they got

like magic.

It was like

if all the forces had been

reversed and all these evil teachers who had put a
curse on me were now outdone by these good witches.
have no idea why they took an interest in me.
them for years after.
teacher)

and she

I even asked

just said things

anything specific out of them.

I

I saw

(the homeroom

like

that you were creative and bright",

I

"it was evident

but I never got

felt that they had

been my fairy godmothers... Here were these two incredi¬
bly wonderful women.

Somehow they had done this and I

have never ever forgotten them;
and feel

I still remember them

incredibly grateful to them.

magic.
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It's still

like

In another instance,

Sigune follows the president of Bar¬

nard across the campus without her knowledge.

As she went

(the president)

picked up all the trash

that was there and I was full of admiration.
became an administrator,
campus)

was

I did the same thing;

her's and if

blot on her,

but also

When I
(the

it didn't look good it was a

(there was the feeling)

good administrator does everything;

that a

there's nothing

that is too low to do.

Sigune now finds something more to admire in an educator
besides knowledge or character.

Her respect for the Presi¬

dent in the unlikely position as caretaker almost surpasses
her admiration for that individual

as Professor.

Nothing is

too minimal or insignificant to be acknowledged as worthy of
study or pick-up;

no action therefore is without some in¬

trinsic value.
Pam Ricardo recalls a superficially minor but ultimately
powerful action that directed her toward a degree
tion.

A teacher withdrew from the

in educa¬

library a book about Goya,

knowing Pam would enjoy it.

(What she did)
to any one

(else),

did two things;

was so outstanding and yet so trivial
but to me

one,

it was so profound that it

it perhaps clicked me into pursu-
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ing

(education)

and 2,

as a teacher,

now I can see that

something so trivial that a teacher does for a child
can be meaningful.

Like Sigune,
despite

Pam has focused on an effective action that,

its inconsequential wrapping,

found and

continues to be pro¬

eloquent years after its occurrence.

at any given instant,
transform itself

It is like,

some slight twist in activity may

into an action with value for any who are

ready for the experience.

The Teacher as Anti-Hero

According to study members,
daily when teachers are

educational crimes are enacted

insensitive to feelings and to the

worth or dignity of a student.

Consequently,

the teacher as

an anti-hero becomes a most destructive piece of educational
machinery whose power does much to prey upon the young.

Pam

Ricardo suggests educators should be required to take an
oath upon receiving their degree,

cast along the lines of a

physician.

Such a Hippocratic pronouncement in education

might say:

"Above all things,

damage sustained by a
trievable,

"harmed"

unresolvable,

minished by it.

do no harm";

in her eyes,

child is an image of

irreparable loss.

the

irre¬

Everybody is di¬

Sigune Girard's describes her experiences

with such teachers.
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(When I was in elementary school)

I

really thought

that people became educators because they hated chil¬
dren and that school was this process that would de¬
stroy whatever creativity you had and that you had to
fight against it all the time,

or you would be sucked

down into this abyss of being like everybody
else.

These are devastating words,

the more so when formulated

through the observations of a young Sigune.
one become cynical

How early does

about those who will be in charge of

shaping a mind and being for 12 years?

The sentiment re¬

mained a damning yardstick for the future,

since the less

than pleasant prediction was borne out by further negative
encounters,

all contrived perhaps on the pretext of eradi¬

cating Sigune's obvious

individuality.

her family to an upscale neighborhood,

When she moves with
she is placed in a

class that brings academic misery upon her.

Instead of trying to be helpful,

the teacher was very

resentful because she felt that I was bringing down the
whole class average;

one time,

after an exam,

she actu¬

ally put all the grades on the board and did the class
average with Sigune and without Sigune
was putting the group in academic
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(to show how I

jeopardy.)

During High School,
tion,

Sigune responds with further aliena¬

donning a carapace of

from the emotional
ers".

"bohemianism"

that shields her

scrutiny of all but her "fairy godmoth¬

While they assumed responsibility for the pre-admis¬

sion paperwork to Barnard,

a visit to the guidance counselor

upon her acceptance becomes a reality check,

quelling such

jubilation as she felt.

Fourteen people out of the fifty who applied got in
(to Barnard)

and I was one of them.

I thought the

counselor would treat me nicely then,
ous:

And,
karski
itage.

she said:

but she was furi¬

"you kept out one of my girls!"

as a child of

immigrant parents,

Principal Anna Pe-

is humiliated and made to feel resentful of her her¬
She describes her experiences

in elementary

school.

As a child,
teachers).

I

felt very condescended to by

(the

They were going to lift up the masses.

It

was very clear that they would tell your mother that
she should shorten your dress because girls
country don't wear their dresses so long.
to become a good American.
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in this
Tips on how

But,

unlike

Sigune who dropped out of the main

dropped

into the unorthodox,

invests

in being a perfect and model

student.

don't have

any of my elementary

I

teachers.
what

I

any
just

I wanted and

Anna

affection

conforns,

strean and

for

plays the game,

felt they had the goods;
I

was

going to perform

they had

for

them.

What

instinct

courage

self,

separate

a

total

people.

It

heroic models

emerging

is

must

assume

the

as

another.

arrive

Despite

at the

unusually productive

short comings

of

of

to complete her

partial

responsibility

adventure that

unsuspected world of

learning

and cre¬

allowing

early education.
financial

acceptance to Barnard
for her development.

And

followed cracked open an

for her.

At Barnard,

received numerous heroes where,

ported by their reflective modeling,
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same

strong

fairy godmothers who worked the

magic

each new academic

served or

both women

and a retreat

contributed to their development,

Sigune,

and clerical

individual,

possible that the presence

then to overcome the
With

in one

disconformity with

approaches,

place when nature,
ative

survival must have been present to en¬

such wily behavior

into the
their

for

nourished

she ob¬
and sup¬

she began to merge

their essences and mosaicize them into her personal hero or
super hero,

a composite of many of those ideals that will

shape the mature person.
As opposed to the
ers,

"rescue”

Anna Pekarski,

of Sigune by vigilant observ¬

from the very beginning,

in the academic hunt for heroes.
elementary teachers,

was indomitable

As she has indicated,

however prejudicial,

held the

her

"goods"

and the pursuit of these goods all through high school was
the conscious choice she made.

Though Anna's college experi¬

ence careened and bumped against other pursuits and other
passions so that the fully-formed Anna appeared to emerge
later than Sigune,

both have equaled each other in the final

structure of their creativity.
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CHAPTER 7

FICTIONAL AND PUBLIC FIGURES AS HEROES

Nancy Drew was a real hero of mine.
She had that freedom
and was adventurous and courageous, something I would have
liked to have been.
Anna Pekarski

Fictional or actual characters that are admired from afar,
usually through the media or the arts,

or are observed in

daily but anonymous contact are what I will call distance or
remote heroes.

The extent of the group is vast,

story book characters,

cinematic and cartoon figures,

historic titans of the arts and science,
litical

and social

figures.

hero is commonplace,

to the

to contemporary po¬

The devotion to this type of

for how many have not had their secret

lives enriched with romantic,
ities?

ranging from

exotic or outrageous personal¬

Distance heroes may also exist as a fictional or

historic group to be admired;
courage,

explorers,

women and men of

people who are in caring professions and soldiers

have been mentioned in the range of

interviews.

For those who have no immediate heroes,
relatives,

no parents or

no teachers or friends to set the stage,

the more

remote public hero assumes a role of enormous significance;
that model may be the single source of
an ideal,

and therefore,

identification with

an entire honorable fiction is oc¬

casionally developed around the presumed qualities of that
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hero.

Sometimes that fiction may be undeserving.

The very

distance of the remote or distance hero confers an atmos¬
phere of superiority,
"know"

since the viewer is unable to truly

the person except as he/her character is filtered

through the words or eyes of media,
Alternately,

of the arts,

of society.

any selection from distance heroes serves to

expand the standard repertoire of environmental or "home"
models and may almost reflect a

"rite of passage"

from the

routine acceptability of the domestic setting to that of the
world.

It is my opinion that to some

individuals,

acquiring

distance heroes may mean taking a chance with the unknown.
One travels out of the safety and closeness of the familiar
to those idols that flourish in a kind of public anonymity,
where their breadth and stature may be swelled by the devo¬
tional

strength of their admirers.

Frequently,

distance heroes who are in the public eye,

are

unaware of any specific heroic affect upon their followers.
Because the hero is untouchable or unreachable,
ble that he/she might exhibit,

like the teacher-student re¬

lationship discussed in chapter 6,
one-way heroism.

it is possi¬

a kind of very minimal

The hero is very much aware of a faceless

following and a general

feel

for their sentiments,

ware of a personal or individual

influence.

but una¬

Since an admir¬

ing public rarely is able to interact with their hero,
tance and disconnectedness act as a kind of
against reality,

dis¬

insurance

investing him/her with a greatness beyond
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fact.

Similarly,

the very fiction of the arts

insulates the

hero from the commonplace and creates a character absolute
in its skin of perfection.
Every participant remembered distance or remote heroes of
varying classifications.
characters

Four identified heroic literary

in their youth,

and,

coincidentally these same

four and another also celebrated identical and highly visi¬
ble public personalities.
In the following profile,

the devotion of the participant

to a particular type of distance hero is
nist-oriented.

intense and femi¬

Alice Holland is a woman whose business ven¬

tures have yielded a series of successful enterprises.
there

is the duality of the professional

about her,

Yet

and the playful

for she conducts herself with an individuality

that eradicates the stereotype of an older business
woman.

\

Mother read to us;
were teenagers,
Bull

she read to us right up until we

starting with things

right up to Dickens.

(laughs).

She was a

like Ferdinand the
librarian

I was an avid reader.

She came from an interesting family.
important;

Education was

the daughters were educated as well

as the

sons....But we would lay out on a blanket in the
evening and look at the stars;
preciation of

life.

it was that sort of ap¬

All the while,
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of course not men-

tioning the fact that my father was usually drunk and
not home....So anyhow there was an appreciation for
art,

literature and music,

all through my mother's fam¬

ily.
Mother read Ferdinand the Bull
probably when I was
Ferdinand was

4.

And I

so identified;

just wonderful,

ple sticking things

(one of my heroes)

overcoming the nasty peo¬

in him and sniffing flowers under a

tree...(the story of Ferdinand is about)
do what has to be done,
to dare,

and,

courage.

You

I do think it allows you

it allows you to try what hasn't been done,

try what's not expected,
an.

I thought

particularly if you're a wom¬

Then you're not afraid to be creative or to do

something different and put it out.
was a lovely story,

still do;

I

just thought it

I read it to my grandson.

She read it over and over again;

she loved to read to

us.
I

can't remember how old I was when I

Helen Keller;

I would probably say young teens,

I think I read her autobiography.

because

I was so overwhelmed

that anyone could overcome those odds,
write,

first heard of

that she could

and she wrote beautifully and descriptively,

when you couldn't see and you couldn't hear and you're
locked in this prison.
credible.

To me she was absolutely in¬

That reached me.

I read a lot and the li¬

brary was across the street from where we lived.
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I

spent my summers sitting on the steps of the library
reading the three books that I was allowed to check
out,

(laughs)

more.

to take them back in and check out three

Those were the rules in the 1940's.

The

library was exquisite,

bly built around 1880.
moldings,

a stone buildings,

It was a work of art,

high ceilings;

beautiful

eventually they took an upper

room that was in the front and made
for teens.

proba¬

it as a place

just

It was all done in a pale sea green and had

window seats with cushions and books for teens with
writers for teens.
own.

They were

just coming into their

I would spend afternoons up there,

window seat,

reading.

curled up on a

It was a wonderful place to be

in....
I

loved my teachers;

time because

I was teacher's pet 90% of the

I was the brightest kid in the class.

got from school what I couldn't get at home.

I

I don't

know if you know anything about alcoholic families but
it's a big lie.

You're very careful to look good from

the outside and you're taught from a young age and you
buy it.

There's a saying that nobody sees the elephant

sitting in the
is;

you

living room and that's exactly what it

just don't talk about the problem,

acknowledge that anybody's miserable.

you don't

If you overhear

screaming and yelling it's not talked about.
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(Another hero I had was)
Drew....There she was,
anyone else,

Nancy Drew.

doing it.

She wasn't carrying the brief

Wonder what happened to
definitely,

the sense,
was

along with

She was there;

the problem solving,

absolutely.

loved it.

(those books)...she was a role

by solving the problem,

female,

loved Nancy

a young woman brighter than

case for the male detective.

model;

I

in

the fact that she

She was clever.

it trying to figure

the winning,

You could go

it out yourself so you

were engaged in the whole process.
Clara Barton,

I don't know why she stands out as a

hero and perhaps the girl

scouts did a Clara Barton day

or something or a school project because I know I read
her autobiography and there was another woman who made
a difference.

Tremendous courage and a

those wonderful gualities;

feminist,

all

they were all role models.

One that I didn't put down that I mentioned was Corne¬
lia Otis Skinner;

again the wit,

the

intelligence in

doing something that wasn't considered a female role.
She was humorous;
an;

she was a

she was

funny without being a comedi¬

female writer.

She made me laugh,

lot of what she wrote was at men's expense;
one;

men are

like streetcars;

(laughs).

remember

if you miss one there's

always another one coming along.
that one

I

plus a

Boy,

do I

remember

Just that whole attitude that I
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don't need a man to do it.

Even though she was at the

same era of Robert Benchley and Ogden Nash,
were very,

very funny....

We had no money;
sufferance.

we lived in this house at the bank's

The bank was managing this house for the

woman in the nursing home.

They would call,

thought was extremely cruel,
phone

and if

'cause mother was working,

rent was;

all of whom

I

which I

answered the

they'd ask where the

can you imagine doing that to an 8 year old?

(raised voice)
the rent in."

"you tell your mother she has to have
It made me feel

terrible,

then you'd have to say to your mother,

terrible.

And

and again we

didn't acknowledge there was an elephant in the living
room,

so there wasn't any,

"oh,

I'm sorry,

you had to take that phone call",
subject.

(but she)

there's another one.
better than any man.

In a man's world,

changed the

she do it better and it's
alize till now,
rifle club;

I

was very good,

Good God,

one doing it

I was about 10 or 12.

amazing person plus the skill

a

that

You knew something was wrong but it wasn't

allowed to be discussed....Annie Oakley.

good at I

honey,

when I was

loved it,
(laughs)

I

involved;

She was an

not only did

interesting and I didn't re¬
in High School

I was in the

loved shooting a gun and I

Naturally!

simply don't mention;

The things

I'm not

but I remember J.L.

had

little shooting range and he had a BB gun and targets
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and I

said

shoot?"

"What fun!"

and I

He said:

shot 6 bulls-eyes and that was the last

time he ever asked me to shoot.
that he,

"would you like to

somebody,

You would have thought

would have said,

hey let's do more,

let's do target practice or something.

But anyhow I

think I enjoyed it because I knew about Annie Oakley;

I

felt like Annie Oakley.
Cleopatra!
types!
ful,

Another one.

Boy,

I really have stereo¬

There's a definite pattern.

making it in a man's world.

any strong-willed actress
were a

lot of them;

in the

I would

Beautiful,

Definitely.

like the individual movie

Claudette Colbert come to mind.

characters that they played;

also put

40's because there

they were in but not particularly like them.
ford,

I

power¬

I

Joan Craw¬

liked the

they frequently played the

woman with glasses with her hair pulled back in a bun,
and then they take the glasses off and lo,
beautiful

and they take over the situation.

liked the ones who always came out on top.
Allison;

they're
But I even
Like June

she was very compliant and yet she always won

which had its advantages but it's

interesting that

there were so many roles for women in the movies in the
40's and what is there now.

We're all rape victims.

There aren't any good women's roles.
Madam Curie:
man's world.

Another one was

a strong-willed woman who made it in a
They not only made it but they changed
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the world.

Clara Barton,

Madam Curie,

Cleopatra!

From

high school to the present,

I've loaded my heroes up

with men.

Leonardo Da Vinci.

Thomas Jefferson,

ably learned about them through reading,
learned most of what I

learned.

I prob¬

that's how I

Their minds;

I almost

put them in the same category as Helen Keller,

not that

they overcame great odds but to do that much with your
mind is so incredible.

So they're heroes.

I put Eva

Perron in my yearbook and I thought that my mother was
going to die.

But there was another one,

made it in a man's world,
boot.

who was beautiful and rich to

Again that was before

tive side to Eva Perron.

a woman who

I knew there was a nega¬

Malcolm X,

ography;

that's another one,

Keller.

His prison was different.

I read his autobi¬

I put him in with Helen
To overcome such

odds and to do something that you believe in,
difference.

to make a

Making a difference for the better,

to

turn history in some way.
To make a difference,

to have the courage of your

convictions and fact I think the one thing that runs
through some of these,

is the tremendous courage.

not easy to be courageous,

it's

to fly in the face of popu¬

lar thinking....
...Anita Hill.

It was interesting what I went through

when the whole thing broke.
it started out,

I

fell

Absolutely a heroine.

into the trap of saying:
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When

"what

an

idiot."

system.

What

She

with

and here was

I

friend

telling the

makes

sense

there

and

where

they may,

if

say,

lutely stuck

have

I

started watching the

dignified courageous woman,
it

is

of mine who
truth."

she
I

so

obvious

You

said:

"

who knows
it only

truth.

And to get up

have

to do this;

let the

chips

so wonderful

it to him.

and

Anyhow,
And

so

I

thank God

and would have bought
of

a hysterical

for the

in the paper

woman....I

did the

and

a male-dominated world but

the

in

slightly.

tremendous

and yet

she was

process.

then

of

last,

edged up

women

asked

it,

think

a

mean,

who changed
she did

it's wonderful.

direct question
question was,
forced to

I

as
she

part of
an¬

ask more

answer honestly... she did

one doesn't know how
and more women were
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would

she didn't want to do

they were

she had to

and because

right thing,

courage;

Whatever the

swered honestly;
questions which

I

I

into the

somebody who
again

abso¬

watched myself

it

perception

she has

fall

I

dismissed

FBI

Well,

telling the

it had only been

admire

particularly a

look at her;

if

is

that he was

is

is

shift the world,

an

into the whole

cause

things,

that

this

just by watching her.

system's
here

Until

and to me

whose

hearings

Buying

can not understand how people,

black woman

change

new.

Big Deal.

such grace,

lying.

is

obviously wanted the publicity and so he

rejected her.
hearings

else

long

it

it will

elected to the

senate and the house, more men were examined under a
microscope.
changed.

Things that are accepted all the time,

she

She's a real heroine.

...Thelma and Louise also....I sat through it and
starting with the attempted rape scene,
took notice.

I sat up and

It was absolutely devastating and if

you've had any sexual violence in your past and I have,
the rage,

just the glory,

the wanting to stand up in

the movie theater and say YA-HOO and then to have it
continue.

Even her seduction by the ne'er-do-well sim¬

ply to me showed her human side; how easy it was to get
sucked in.
symbolic,
great!

But then I thought the ending was perfect;
they made a statement... I thought it was

They were my heroines,

I think the women who

didn't like it felt threatened.

A courageous woman is

more courageous than a courageous man.
...When I met my first husband...I was young,
18....I

(became)

pregnant which is always the best rea¬

son to get married in those days.
married him otherwise.
ment,

(quietly)

I never would have

Once I did,

I made a commit¬

the story of my life.

So by that time I

had three children and a very bad marriage,
make it work,

trying to

oddly enough the money never worried me

probably because we had none.
somewhere maybe.
ities,

I was

So it was out there

I used my art,

I was a seamstress.
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I used my sewing abil¬

I was a tailor;

I could

make men's clothes because we needed money so desper¬
ately ,

anyone I could sew for I would and of course I

was dirt cheap.
I did a small amount of art work.

I designed a bro¬

chure for women who made parkas, designed and made a
few myself,

designed a line of girl's dresses.

Fortu¬

nately an uncle was in the fabric business so I went
into New York and picked out fabric and whipped up
these dresses and sold them to a specialty shop....Any¬
way I could make money I would.
...When I left him,

the kids were 12,

10 and 6.

I

really did not think in terms of a career at all.

I

knew I wanted (to move to)
well,

an academic community.... So

I thought I'll go to Amherst.

When you have a

total life change like that,

people ask questions:

Mwhat are you going to do?"

You can't wring your hands

and say:u I haven't the vaguest idea; won't someone
please come and take care of me" which is what you are
really thinking.

Essentially I made up answers.

Where

are you going to go? I'd look and here's a magazine and
it says Amherst and it fits what I know I like,
say,

"I'm going to Amherst."

What are you going to do?

I picked up another magazine. Woman's Day,
jobs for women...Real Estate!
selling real estate"....
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so I

part time

"Well I'm thinking about

I

was

going to be

the best there

going back to childhood,
what you did,
the

sayings

tive

Thinking,

still
that

do.

and other than

you did your best no matter

you did your best.

of

is

I

bought

Power of

Posi¬

all

bought every bit of

that;

Still

that,

I

I'm a

little more

do.

realistic

I

am

taken over.
training,
while he

I

owned

in now.)
was

the

doing the hiring,

advertising,

night

after

also knew,
it;

benefits.

I

had
I

I

also

of

them.

was

petrified;

all

alone

and

I

was

(I

bought

had really

firing,

There was many a
it),

it.

I'll

In a

tell

sense

enjoyed managing and there

came

said.

the

you.
I

already

responsibility and none of

sales

and manage

like both and
I

the

I

running the place

profits.

the

few people who can do
one

I

SHOULD own

all

over the busi¬

Through the years

collected the

sleepless
But

I

in

always work.

...(Circumstances made me want to take
that

of

Peale,

it doesn't

ness

all

Norman Vincent
of

the

into

home

and

I

like
looked

and

the

are very

I

seem to be

the trade-off.

I

in that mirror,

"WHAT have you done? What have you

done?"
(Alice
creative
solving
...I

talks

about her business,

aspects

of

problems,

thought

of

it

Eleanor Roosevelt.

she

enjoys,

and about how she goes

but then
a

what

I
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about

interrupts with:)

few more heroines,
What

the

find

by the way.

fascinating

is

that

I

do

not believe when I was quite young,

in the

40's,

began to realize what an amazing woman she was.
to say it,
looks,

but one of the things,

I didn't like as a child.

woman.

that I
I hate

her incredible homely
She was not a pretty

It's amazing how much this counted.

It's like

Princess Margaret and Princess Elizabeth were the home¬
liest princesses,

it wasn't right

weren't beautiful with long hair.
how we're brainwashed,

beautiful

(laughs)

that they

So it's interesting
is better.

So it was

later that I began to appreciate Eleanor Roosevelt.
...I think the reason that Eleanor took on her life
was a very unhappy marriage and certainly I believe she
was

in

love with her husband.

separate;

They were not about to

she was exceptionally bright and she

channeled this

intelligence.

Had very strong beliefs;

I'd like to know who her heroes were.
thing,

her looks worked against her,

back in the 40's,

I think if any¬
because certainly

first of all men didn't like uppity

women any better then that they do now,
like

it better now,

an uppity,

just

they actually

but I think they would have taken

pretty woman,

counted what she did.

'cause they would have dis¬

Perhaps homeliness worked in the

sense that it didn't distract from what she did.
body was giving her a
ing,

oh,

No¬

little pat on the head and say¬

you cute little thing you,

her at a board meeting,

or,
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or flirting with

any of that other crap that

women have to put up with.
yes,

She was certainly taken and

perhaps it worked that way.

tivated her;

I don't think it mo¬

I think that perhaps she was taken more

seriously because of

it.

...I think there will be people that I admire,

but I

don't think that any heroes will evolve from my past,
in other words people that I

already know of,

think there will be another Anita Hill,
and Louise,

and I'll

there will be some
fore

say yippee,

I'm like you,

another Thelma

right on.

identifying with them;

I wanted to be like them,
tell

but I

I think
whereas be¬

now it will be,

it like it is.

yeah,

So I think there

will be more of an identification with
them.

I believe the hero choices of Alice Holland reflect and
are a reaction to the conditions of her child and young
adulthood.

The absent,

struggling mother,
quent shifts

in

less-than-functioning father,

divorce,

location,

the rootlessness bred of

the
fre¬

existence at the sufferance of

others contribute to a total and devout immersion into the
realm of those fictional
courageous,

and public heroes who present a

feminist and independent personality.

a regimen of continuous

Therefore,

literary pursuit and an active mech¬

anism for critical observation easily generate the network
of personalities that compensate for the absence of environ-
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merit heroes.

Even her mother,

much admired,

is unable to

fulfill Alice's concept of the super-woman,

the distance

hero who accomplishes great intellectual and moral
a

feats in

"man's world".
Alice has endowed all her heroes with a moral superiority

that amplifies her courage.

They are allies in a battle

against predictable conclusions in the life of a woman
thirty-five years ago.
insures a total

That the majority of them are female

and seamless identification,

becomes her heroes.

She lives their words and deeds,

herself upon their courage,

models

and installs them within a pri¬

vate armory of behavioral patterns,
ty,

because Alice

so that now,

in maturi¬

they ride simultaneously with her to accomplish goals.

Heroes of Feminism

Heroes that embodied a courageous feminine consciousness
appeared in a third of the participants.
lar sentiments,

that courage,

All expressed simi¬

overcoming adversity,

superior

achievement in a man's world defined the ideal woman of to¬
day.

If one is to believe Alice Holland when she pronounces:

"a courageous woman is more courageous than a courageous
man",

then the feminine heroes she and others have chosen

represent unparalleled performance.
The topic of

feminism is one in which I had not considered

in relation to this study,

until the focus of certain par-
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ticipants made

it impossible to avoid.

hero as specifically female,
generic heroic role.
women heroes,
in a number of

It is rooted in the

rather than encompassed in a

They were heroes as women rather than

and I would like to believe their prominence
interviews testifies to the freshening char¬

acter of this type of research.

My inquiries activated the

almost forgotten memories of heroic women.
Anna Pekarski points out the need for a female hero.

Well there weren't that many brave,
venturous female role-models,

heroes

weren't put in those positions,
didn't want to

courageous,
for us.

ad¬

Women

particularly if a girl

just see herself as a housewife.... Nancy

Drew was adventurous,

curious,

courageous and that was

so contrary to my household.

To Sigune Girard,
early feminist hero,

the president of Barnard College was an
serving the

institution at a time when

talking about any kind of empowerment was unusual.

She

speaks of her distance hero:

Millicent McIntosh,

the president of Barnard was what

today would be called a super—woman...she was a Quaker,
a real Quaker;
gray,

she never wore make up,

she always wore

she had five children... she was on various corpo¬

rate boards at a time when women
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just didn't do those

kinds of things....This was a time when every woman
wanted to get married and have children;

that was

basically the career plan....She used to give us these
pep talks and say:
work.

"you must get out of the house and

I know that you711 want to get married and have

children but even when your children are young,

and

even if you can only work on a part-time basis,

you

must get out of the house

(and)

keep your brain

active..." At that time it was an amazing thing to
say.... Certainly at no other school

in the country was

it coming from a woman that high up in the hierarchy,
which made a big difference,
it all

from a woman who had done

but had kept her career.... She had an affect on

everyone who went to that school;
do it and be so unpathological

just seeing someone

(was amazing).

Pam Ricardo acknowledges a hero in folk singer Chris Wil¬
liamson,
ment.

who is very much connected to the feminist move¬

That Chris

is open about her lesbian life style is a

point of considerable respect from Pam who
who are true to themselves,

"admires women

non-traditional and are honest,

very honest to themselves and to others."
While Eleanor Roosevelt did not conveniently fit the role
of a feminist icon,

she nonetheless was accepted as a uni¬

versal hero and hero as female by many participants.
name was

Her

invoked with reverence as an example of an arche-
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type of heroism in the most stringent sense of the word.
Rather than being a conscious feminist choice,

Roosevelt

represented a standard of what was correct and desirable,
immensely dignified and courageous in any human.
ther King and Gandhi,

popular heroes for many participants,

trailed behind in prominence.
character
members,

Despite the brilliance of her

(that alone would affirm her heroism),
the

Martin Lu¬

journey to that hero was circuitous,

for study
for it ap¬

peared as if each extracted from the persona of Eleanor
Roosevelt that which was most eloquent,

that which was most

vital to his/her development at the time.

Each speaker dis¬

covered exactly what minute particle of the woman was neces¬
sary to the total of their experience,
priation of the wisdom or skill,
or memory on file,
tion.

For many,

so to speak,

and upon the appro¬

retained the heroic

"shell1'

as a measure of their educa¬

Eleanor Roosevelt remained a nostalgic

hero,

almost a relic of a bygone era,

impossible to repro¬

duce,

substantial and brick-solid at critical points in a

life,

presently set aside but still savored as one would

something memorable.
Principal Anna Pekarski was influenced by how Roosevelt
dealt with her privileged background and because of this,
developed a fierce pride in herself and her heritage.
child of immigrant parents,
circumstances,

As the

reared in lower middle class

Anna was well aware of how her "position"

society might be interpreted.

She observes:
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in

Eleanor Roosevelt came from a social
said she wouldn't

situation that

(be able to function politically)

I came from an orthodox Jewish family.

and

I shouldn't

have been going on to college and making a career for
myself.

I saw her as a model of somebody who was going

to live a life that was fulfilling for herself.
had)

courage and integrity

mitment to equity and

(and)

(She

a strong social com¬

justice.

Professor Bryan Wieland envisioned Eleanor Roosevelt as an
oracle of

inherent wisdom.

The greatest thrill,

one of the few greatest thrills

I ever had in my life was as a doctoral

student at Ohio

State in 1960 and Eleanor Roosevelt came to our state
and I tell you,
affair.

I was there.

It remains a long love

I have probably more respect for her than most

anyone I know.

What I

respected was

just something

about her that was intelligent without being preten¬
tious,

or without being ostentatious about it....She

was a person of class.
woman;

I had an enormous

I thought she was great.

of wisdom as my grandmother.
would say something... it

(She had the same)

it was

just made sense;

just sensible.
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kind

When Eleanor Roosevelt

come from the discipline of knowledge,
anything else;

love for that

it didn't

education or

And Alice Holland connects her admiration for Eleanor
Roosevelt with the circumstances of her life and with other
heroes of feminism;
cidents

the comparison between this and the in¬

in Alice's reality is noteworthy.

I think the reason that Eleanor took on her life was
a very unhappy marriage,
love with her husband.
rate;

(though)

I believe she was in

They were not about to sepa¬

she was exceptionally bright and she

neled this

intelligence.

(She had)

very strong be¬

liefs...she had something important to say,
to do,

just tremendous moral

just chan¬

important

strength.

The specific focus upon what wisdom may be distilled from
Eleanor Roosevelt's life,

or what dovetails neatly into

someone's emotional demands may be united under a universal
banner of perfected heroism.

Her different affect upon to¬

tally unrelated people was extensive because her heroic sub¬
stance was classic.

But how aware Roosevelt was of the tidal

influence she exerted on her admiring audiences is another
facet to consider,

especially in light of what I believe to

be the enduring influence of heroic figures.
In a sense,

apart from a universal magnetism,

tion of specific qualities of Eleanor Roosevelt
scribed by participants),
described in chapter 5,

the isola¬
(as de¬

are comparable to the skill heroes

in which the receiver or observer
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separates the most salient characteristics from the heroic
model.

What assists in specific life study,

as a slice of
utilized;
ties,

learning skill

what functions

is sectioned off,

examined and

whatever attributes remain are heroic generali¬

attractive but not necessarily useful

at the moment.

Heroes and Their Failure

Occasionally heroes might be subject to a kind of cosmic
debunking.

Defending an honored individual

from ridicule,

public censure or less than admirable behavior are tasks not
usually included in the idyllic package.

Participants might

fling a general disclaimer into their heroic relationships:
while the private behavior of a model

is questionable,

they

invest importance in the observable and what prize may be
gained from those observations.
scent from grace of

There was a time when a de¬

any of the heroes of biologist,

Sigune

Girard would have transformed her into a woman of wrath.

She

admired Louis Pasteur

...because he solved problems.... It was
dinary.

He would

just go' into his

that had a very powerful

just extraor¬

lab and solve it and

affect on me.... Recently I

read something implying that Pasteur altered data,

and

I think there's a period when I would have been abso¬
lutely frantic;

I would have devoted myself
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for a year

to proving them wrong....This time I was able to be
very calm about it and I was able to basically
say...even if

it's true,

it doesn't alter the fact that

he really did solve all those problems.... I reached a
point that I could accept that my heroes were not per¬
fect.

Because Sigune Girard is particularly passionate about
heroes from her youth,

she invests them with such fervor

that an ignominious downfall
most.

When,

is more traumatic than for

in scientific circles,

reduced to clay,

hero Charles Darwin is

she responds:

I used to go berserk when anyone would say anything
bad about Charles Darwin.

A lot of books have come

up...making him out to be a psychosomatic malingerer,
neurotic;

I

just got frantic and I once published a

book review in which I desperately defended his normal¬
ity and now I'm much more relaxed.
that as

I've gotten older,

I think it's partly

I've accepted that even

heroes have feet of clay...It's not going to spoil

it;

when I was young there was a kind of perfectionism that
if there was something wrong,
person as a hero.

I would have to lose that

Now it no longer bothers me;

lose them as a hero.
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I won't

Such indignation suggests the fierce proprietary instincts
of the genuine admirer;

the hero

"belongs" to the admirer

and he/she truly acknowledges his/her responsibility as de¬
fender of the faith.

One wonders

if such anonymous trust

would inspire some public figures to entertain a consistent¬
ly honorable existence.

The Hero as Talisman

Sigune admires Darwin through a type of model
the talisman hero.

I will

term

These are literary or artistic configu¬

rations of characters that may be imaginary or actual,

and

since they are usually defined through books or the arts or
history,

they are more remote than most distance figures and

must be sought out.
of hero

Thus the steadfast devotion to this type

is often not thrust upon the receiver but is part of

an active,

conscious pursuit.

The talisman hero is truly private because the owner or
admirer is the landlord of the property,

carrying the goods

or the art or book figuratively

(as well as

some cases)

it at any opportunity.

and able to examine

type of hero is

intimate,

vate vision of one person.

portable,

literally in

immutable,

As the name implies,

This

and the pri¬
it is a

heroic rabbit's foot to which an individual may return again
and again for support.

In high school,
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Sigune gets acquaint-

ed with a hero destined to become a talisman for her.

She

ecstatically relates the following meeting with Origin of
Species and Charles Darwin:

I have this incredible memory of sitting out under
the grape arbor and reading this book,

and being total¬

ly entranced by this extraordinary volume...I had never
read a book that represented such a sustained,
intellectual

tight,

argument and it was clear that...I was

ripe for being impressed by what people had done....I
just loved it,

like I never wanted the book to end;

I

wanted to sit there forever under the grape arbor read¬
ing Origin.

It was as

if

it sunk into my soul

brain and everything... it was as if
for my soul

it was

and my

just food

at that age and I don't quite know

why.

The discovery of Darwin and his work represent a signif¬
icant point in Sigune's

life,

for mental refreshment.

For the first time,

one,

one to which she returns often
something,

chance or circumstance in the guise of Origin,

some¬

revealed

to Sigune the scientific arena that awaited anyone who dared
to enter it.
field,

Later on,

the book in its

grown and accomplished in that very
incidental nature,

of great charm and sustenance.
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remains an event

Talisman heroes of fiction are mentioned by more than half
of the participants,

all of whom read early and extensively.

Each experience was redolent with the profound scent of nos¬
talgia.

It was an atmosphere of enchantment,

for their book¬

ish encounters were a retreat into a private world where,
reality proved difficult,
control.

in that environment,

if

there was

Pam Ricardo admits that reading provided the escape

into fantasy that she craved.
true talisman,

The Wizard of Qz became her

a source of comfort and self-belief.

low brick road tumbled on to a personal

evolvement,

The yel¬
the

straw and tin men were models of Pam who finally grasped her
worth in brain and heart.

Maybe

I was

8 or 9.

I remember going off

into the

pine woods grove in the summer home in the deep dark
woods,

lying there reading this very thick book.

story stayed with me;

The

I have a sign upstairs that says:

"this way to the Yellow Brick Road,"

(because when I

first came to the University)

like the Emerald

City:

it was

I've come to find my wisdom and my way home;

felt lost in terms of

I

finding people to guide me...I

kept going through the yellow brick road....By the time
I

finished the 6 years and was handed my degree,

looked at it,
my name)

and now I have the little initial

(laughs).

of my heroes

I
(after

That is the reason today that one

is the scarecrow from the Wizard of Oz.
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I have his picture on my desk and inside my locker be¬
cause in the movie he was rewarded by the wizard with
apiece of paper that said:
gent?

"you've always been intelli¬

now you have a piece of paper that tell you

so.

With the exhaustive task of education completed,
merges souls with her tin and straw companions.
the talismanic characters,
story,
ment,

an observer is aware of
on pads,

neath desk clutter.
makes sense out of

She treats

in fact the entire Wizard of Oz

like a wise and miraculous relic.

cabinet doors,

Pam

"Ozian"

In Pam's environ¬

personalities behind

pinned to bulletin boards and be¬

It remains a metaphoric connection that
life,

and promises triumphs for the fu¬

ture .
Alice Holland maneuvers the children's story Ferdinand the
Bull

into a position as talisman hero in a similar manner.

The essential bite of Ferdinand

(chapter 7)

merges with oth¬

er heroic fragments to contribute meaning and structure to a
life that might otherwise remain dysfunctional.
emphatic in her identification with Ferdinand's
and

"courage",

heroes;
them,

"overcoming"

words frequently employed to describe her

they overcame adversity,

overcame gender bias;

valorous.

Alice is

overcame what life dealt

they have fortitude,

they are

Ferdinand had the courage to sit and smell the

flowers even though he was being poked and prodded.
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Professor Bryan Wieland's

love for a wandering Granddad is

connected with that of a wandering minstrel
Adam of the Road and the

in the fictional

instructive wanderings of Socrates.

The characters of Adam and Socrates become talismanic in
that Bryan bundles them together and carries them along on
his personal

philosophical wanderings.

He begins with Grand¬

dad :

I

always had this tremendous urge to travel,

der,

to go,

to get out to go to different places...I

think that's one of the reasons
granddad so much;
Adam

to wan¬

he was a traveling man....

(from Adam of the Road)

ever bumped into;

I use to respect my

all

was the first wanderer I

I know was that I was dying to

read that book and that teacher wouldn't let me....I
was not disappointed when I read it.

I read it more

than once...I have a vivid recollection that I
and that young boy wandering around medieval
that's what I wanted to do;

So,

as an adult,

Bryan rambles

loved it

(England);

that was it.

literally and figuratively.

The pieces of his heroic wanderers come together and culmi¬
nate at the moment in the
kind of

intellectual

literary musings of Socrates,

a

seal upon the passage of a life that is

seeking and enjoying the search.
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Bryan reads Socrates,

a

hero whose writings symbolize the ultimate quest,
this instance,

and in

he seeks a more intuitive knowledge that will

unite with self-knowledge.

(Socrates)
role

model

curity,

probably becomes the greatest hero and
I've ever had...for whatever reasons,

inse¬

non-bonding... sort of this lingering stuff

linked with that wanderlust;
thought about Socrates,

the more I read and

the more I realized that he

goes around in circles and tries to work through ana¬
lytically and rationally issues and always comes up to
a dead end....There was an identification there;

I'm

sure there was.

In my opinion,
are intellectual

Bryan's talisman heroes,
comforts.

Pam's characters from Oz

They function as successfully as

or Alice's Ferdinand.

Socrates are connected with granddad,
lease a grand hero.
super hero as
put;

Socrates and Adam,

and all merge to re¬

In comfort and security,

I term it,

Both Adam and

the grand or

insures a continued creative out¬

the talisman becomes a mirror which the observer may

consult at any time,
model,

a reflection of the self as an heroic

representing an exemplar continuing to live on

through the participant.
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CHAPTER 8

THE ABSENCE OF IMMEDIATE HEROES

(People) who were not parented well themselves... are prob¬
ably people without heroes.... people without hope and people
without heroes just disintegrate.
Pam Ricardo

I have mentioned that the discovery of distance heroes is
the means with which individuals find heroes when none are
available in the

immediate environment.

The following pro¬

file describes a situation in which the individual
only without childhood heroes,
sate through fictional,

is not

but is also unable to compen¬

artistic or cultural means,

thereby

reaching maturity almost bereft of models.
The story of Nate Hamel presents an unusually difficult
situation,

one in which the narrator appears to be manipu¬

lated by and unable to control events until
His vocal

early maturity.

sketch illustrates two assaults from a negative

environment;

the absence of viable or legitimate heroes and

an unusual blanket of circumstance which smothers or inhib¬
its growth for some time.
Nate
prints

is a freelance photographer,

producing fine art

individually and as part of photographic essays.

supplements his

He

income by recording weddings and other so¬

cial events.
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I have two sisters,
died

one who is alive and one who

....(My sister who died)

ent and kind of a problem?
at the age of
School
ships.

15,

was always very independ¬

she was a brilliant painter

and she went to Music and Art

in New York City)

(High

and had all these scholar¬

She hung around with hippies and druggies of

the early 60's.

She was 8 years older than me.

just begun to think of her as a hero to me.

I've

I was her

favorite person in the world and I've never really ad¬
dressed this.
She was doing well
years of college,

in painting and in her first 2

she dropped out.

She was involved

with bad people and so forth and then,
schizophrenia,
that time.
functioning.

well,

she had

and that sort of came on right about

She wasn't very well,
The sad part of

although she was

it all was that my

(real)

father...wouldn't deal with his family's responsibili¬
ties;

(they were divorced and my mother remarried)?

wouldn't have Hilda visit him much?
erland half the year.
pose on his
Switzerland,

he

he lived in Switz¬

His nightmare was for her to im¬

idyllic life style in the mountains of
so he would pay rent for her,

...Hilda's death was kind of grim.

etc.

There's not a

whole lot to tell?

she was killed in New York City in

an unsolved thing,

in her apartment building.
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I must

have been about 23 .... Everyone's dead in my family ex¬
cept my sister in Connecticut,
vania,

one in Florida,

some cousins

in Pennsyl¬

that's about it.

...I know I was her favorite person;

one of my good

qualities and one that her and all her friends would
express to me was

just my optimistic presence,

think I'm still that way.

which,

I

I probably had to outgrow it

a little bit or else I'd really be miserable now....
(laughs);

you can't be optimistic all the time because

finally things catch up with you.
well,

You have to say

it really is a bummer that everyone in my family

died and I
things

feel certain neglect and certain anger and

like that.

If you don't deal with that then,

you're not going to be happy.
because

I knew I was her favorite

I could always kind of uplift people.

A lot of

her friends were always a little bit on the down side,
you know.

I would hang around with them sometimes,

we'd have a great time.
so,

that's all.

a genius,

and

Everyone was happy after that,

It's a little bit sad because she was

artistically and probably in other ways that

I'm not aware of.

Everyone knew that,

had scholarships since she was
art schools,

you know.

She

12 years old going to

and painted incredibly,

spontaneously and

clearly would have been a great artist today or whatev¬
er,

but

just gave

it up.

I

feel myself,

I really

struggle to try and make good art work and it does not
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come easily for me and I make tons of bad art work,
it's only I

(who)

can recognize it.

naturally to me at all;
feel

it's a huge amount of work.

came so naturally to Hilda a

(because)

because it

felt so bad about my own childhood

my mother had to deal with her so I didn't

could help her because
I had tried to.

er myself

I

little bit.

get any attention and whatever,

her,

It doesn't come

like I don't let it come naturally,

At the same time I

but

plus

I didn't feel

I

I had talked to people about
If

I'd been a little more togeth¬

I would have been a little more committed to

my sister;

but I didn't know how to do that when I was

16 or 17.
...I went

(to visit my father in Switzerland during

this time)

about 14 times and would hike and run in the

mountains,

and I

over there.
my father,

really had an experience with nature

That was the best part,
this beautiful place.

what I

shared with

As much as we didn't

talk very much about me or him or life or Hilda,
only time we talked about Hilda

(was when)

wanted to go to Switzerland to visit.
to me,

"it

just wouldn't work";

the

she really

He would mention

I think he was petri¬

fied that she would be like a squatter in his house and
never go away.
My mother had a lot to deal with.
optimistic one,

(they thought)
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Myself being the

I could take care of my-

self;

that was

my entire

the whole thing,

life until

I

I

took

care

of myself

finally realized that

I

wasn't

very happy....
I
it,

had
I

a

girl

think

friend when

and her

really

replace my

all.

It was

being

13

family,

family,

which was

kind

like

ful

I

wasn't

also

was

in

anyone

someone

I

family.

started

to tell

guess.

friend,

having

so that

I

school

my mother was

me what to do;

a

maybe

pot

(laughs)

I

but

instead

when

I

was

I

went to

for the
school

knows what

I

year,

one

needed
enough

in

the

day a week.

would have

read books

school

and

14.
when

she was

ninth grade,
For

been today
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so they must not

skipped

The year before my mother died,
hospital

I

there

But nobody cared

probably would have

smoked

neglect¬

They would think they did but obvi¬

else

school

it was

lot.

sick;

have,

and gone to

some

but

there was this

me what to do

Or

at

didn't have to

ously they didn't tell
right?

four

It didn't

liked me,

skipping

me what to do.

or

say

being that young,

family

that was

8th grade,

to tell

to bother,

All

hate to

spending time with her

occupying my time

family.

I

her

I

it wasn't wholesome

girl

so young,

nice;

be with my

When

replaced my

old having a

And,

for three

alienating and weird,

years

scene;

12.

family because

relationship

of

was

spending time with her

years,

sexual

I

some
if

I

in the

think

reason,

I'd done

I

who

any work

in my life.

School work.

I was riding along on my lim¬

ited IQ which isn't anything extraordinary,
ordinary person.

I'm just an

I could still manage to get B's and

C's without doing any work in school.

Until 9th grade,

and that year I got an F in Math and an F in
Spanish....I regret that I had a good excuse: my mother
was in the hospital dying of cancer.

That was an ex¬

cuse for me to do nothing when in fact it shouldn't
have been that easy;
some work,

I should have been forced to do

to endure the suffering of a young kid.

I knew my mother cared (about what happened to me)
but she couldn't do much about it and in fact I was the
favorite kid because I was the one who was never a
problem,
coma,

I could take care of myself.

She was in a

and she came out of the coma the day she died to

tell me she loved me more than anything in the world.
Yeah.

But when she actually died,

girlfriend somewhere.

I was off with my

I repressed the whole thing;

don't even know if I cried.

I

But I was always given the

role of being the strong kid so months before either of
my older sisters knew, my step-father takes me aside,
and he doesn't want to tell Hilda or Lu now but he
thinks that I should know that my mother has cancer and
is going to die.
to know that.
lationship;

He decided that I was mature enough

Maybe I was.

We never established a re¬

like there are so many strange things in my
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life.

My whole

years.

I

didn't go

her

about

her

relatives,

the

current

concerts
skip

life was

ancestors;
I

I

was

didn't deal

doing.

don't know where

born

grandfather was
It's

family

and

in

ask

family,

and

I

see

rock

pot and

still

contin¬

My grandmother who died

what

born....I'm not
I

have no

born...That's

some

and

15

directly with

smoke

she was born,

(laughs).

do

next

used to play cards with me

asked those
I

her

just go off

the

kinds

of

the

(photographing)

of

she

a

did,

sure where my

idea where my

roots

a very repressed thing;

probably why
terest

family,

caring because

after my mother,

mother was

my

our

would

No one was

where her parents were

know.

I

for the

in the hospital

and visit my girl-friend and

year
I

to my mother

reality.

school.

lot.

avoidance

anything tangible,

ued doing what
one

just

I

(laughs)

never confronted

guestions.

things

you

I

the Green's

That's

do now,

my

in¬

farm and their

family.
(When
ity

I

went to

still;

species

I

honestly

like

your values

years
you're

feel

I

was too removed

like

I'm a

because whatever development

staggered by
all

college)

old,
a

and

a

decade,

are
all

I

was

freak of
I

I'm the

formed when you're
these

teenager but

values when

so

22

(things)

for me,
and

I
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I

from real¬
human

have done
example
two or

is

of where
3

or

4

happen by the time

started getting any

started getting creative

when

I

was

in my early

ing that way.
them about
So

the

think,

steal,

I

for

In High

School

(was

had
a

the

(My

of

the

had

close

reason)
for

I
a

a

same,

family and

but not my own

who

say

from my own

lot of

like,

paintings

for my

family

and we'd cross

friends,

but

I

at

really needed

think

when
I

I

steered away
and

as

I

far

father who

(with a girl).

13

I

don't be prejudiced,

except

long time

country

don't
I

think

a mother

from having

think that's

any

really

it.

adviser was

incompetent.

supposed to

got to take

care

it's

feel¬

developed

relationship

visers were

so

families

aren't Cezanne's

guidance,

I

and her

having parents

anything

girlfriend

girlfriends
part

a

friend

into the mountains

hours.

having

like)

never got

8

I

I

getting my own values,

and their

everyone's

would take me

think

was

read books,

that kind of

ski

I

from people

beautiful,

as

is,

(and not

because

pretty strange

do have certain values but

from subsequent girl

family

it's

25.

point

probably

don't

I

30's;

o.k.

pretend to be
(laughs),

of

that
o.k.

really

myself;

no

I

didn't know that

advise).

pretty well;
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figured,

they can't take

one bothered

right?

I

care

especially when

I'm

ad¬

fooling

I've

of me
I

everyone

can

(In college,
(chapter 6)

Nate meets his great hero,

Mr.

Merritt

who introduces him to photography;

he falls

in love with both his teacher and photography and de¬
cides,

in lieu of anything else,

to make it his profes¬

sion) .
I'm lucky I had some money
lege).

(when I got out of col¬

I would get some money from my father;

it was

the same thing as he not wanting to deal with Hilda;

he

would give me some money then he wouldn't have to deal
with me,

so I could buy film and take pictures all the

time....No one in my whole

life had even given me a

clue yet that I had to make a
lege.

I

still didn't know.

be an artist.

living,

even after col¬

So there I am;

I'm going to

Who knows about the living part;

my

father's still giving me a couple hundred dollars a
month;

the rent's covered.

It's pretty weird....

(Nate continues to pursue photography and settles
an area where he begins to photograph people
own environment.

in

in their

He concentrates on a specific neigh¬

boring farm where two elderly bachelor brothers live.)
... I have these surges of creativity which recently
happened over at the Green's

farm.

been doing for a couple of years;

This project I've
I

look around and I

see these things that look really beautiful to me;
tell
is

something about the place.

interesting or the colors.
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they

Maybe the composition
It really fascinates me.

Actually it's kind of interesting I think,

because

I didn't get to know my own family very well at all,
and I don't have a

lot of roots in a particular place

or a particular industry;

growing up working with the

(Green family or anything like that,

I get a kind of a

nice feeling around people who are like that so that's
probably why I
I

just

ended up at the Green's

(went there and)

farm at all.

started finding different

views that I really liked and the thing about it is as
the seasons change,

I

see the same views and it looked

so totally different and it put me more in touch with
the different seasons,

as much as whatever I was photo¬

graphing at the farm like the objects;
ting more aware of the smells
changing light,

Green)

thinks

like get¬

in the air and the birds,

changing temperature,

die and grow up over the year.

it was

Also,

the way things
the way he

(John

is exactly like that.

My photography is pretty much aimed toward anything,
not purely nature usually.

I don't often go out and

just take landscape pictures that don't have any human
elements in them,

like buildings,

all the Green's pictures,
gle photograph,

things

like that.

Of

I don't think there's a sin¬

even of the open fields that doesn't

have a bird house on a pole or something or a piece of
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a building.

So that's what it's about,

of the family into the environment.

the integration

It's appropriate to

that.
(I

often think),

when I'm photographing,

thing that I'm looking for,

it some¬

that I would like my life

to be more

like?

ways,

looking for a closer family connection?

am I

...(To me),

If

is

I photograph people in certain

beautiful things would be portraits of

these people who would be heroes;
traits of poor farmers,
poor,

Walker Evans'

por¬

incredible dignity and are

people who have been through a lot of things and

happen to have beautiful
lot to be thankful
their families;
I guess

for,

faces;

(they)

you know,

go on and have a

they have dinner with

those are beautiful things...

in John Green,

(in both brothers),

first person I've known whose
terms of geography,

he's the

life was so simple in

living on this one little area,

and

I have a sense of what he did his whole entire life and
how happy he was about it and how little
brothers)

(the Green

let their worries get in the way;

they didn't

worry about money because they grew their own food.
What else do you need really,
gether;

and they all worked to¬

they had good years and they had bad years.

Their place allowed me to focus
of things

I

photographed my whole

tain distance away,

in;

well,

the kinds

life are from a cer¬

physically a certain distance.
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(But

here)

is a certain kind of a still

life,

a certain kind

of perspective that I could exercise at their place
very successfully because it was a finite area around
the house and the fields.

It was all

in one place so

it's all thematically coherent no matter what,

it's all

pictures about the same place so it's the same and at
the same time

it was a good exercise for me.

having the theme made me feel
I guess

I

I think

like it was coherent and

felt so happy about them and their life and

how happy they are about it.

In that way,

I'm photo¬

graphing the subject that is whole and wholesome and
very content with its own wholeness,

John and his life.

It's something very rewarding about seeing that in him
and the families there,

if that makes sense.

I guess

in a way not only am I documenting this finite little
space and the

life there and the history of the place,

but also people who are pretty much happy about what
they have done....
I have an

idea but it's a sad idea.

heroes are people that,
Mr.

this

is sad,

Some of my
that maybe,

like

Merritt who picked something that he loved doing

and did it and felt happy about it

(and)

the farmer loved farming and did that,
this,

just like John

I hate to say

but maybe there's a little self pity in there?

Where they're heroes because they could do something
that up until recently I didn't know whether I
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still

feel

like I could do it?

To find something and be hap¬

py about doing it and feel good about things,
that's the depressing side I never let out;

maybe

maybe I re¬

spect people who are actualized in some way because I
feel

a little bit lost still,

are times when I say,
tures

well,

a little confused.

(when)

I've done these pic¬

it's like doing some of these things.

Sister Hilda,
struck down early,

the one model of Nate's childhood,
before she

peripheral heroic support.

To Nate,

she is

dangerous aspects of her behaviors.
he is unable to rise to the level
the excellence of hero-teacher,
in their hands,

is

is able to affect a more than

cuses upon her extraordinary abilities

effortless

There

ideal;

he fo¬

in spite of the more

He berates himself that

of her excellence,

Mr.

Merritt.

or even

What appears

may only be accomplished with ef¬

fort in his.
Because of the bitter events of his youth:
of his mother,
ent,

the mental

the disenchantment with his father as a par¬
aberration of his sister,

to admire in his family,

and this

fault for which I think

he believes himself partially responsible.
titude is couched in guilt;

or

His personal at¬

he blames himself:

little more together myself",

forced to do some work"

Nate finds no one

lack seems somehow to be

transformed into a kind of personal

a

the early death

or

"I

I'd been

should have been

"my whole life was
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"If

just avoidance

for the next 15 years".

Ultimately Nate believes

freak of human species" because,
tells me,

"I'm a

developmentally,

as he

he is behind most contemporaries by a decade.

As Nate explains,

he discovers a second-rate substitute

for the models that never materialized in his

life;

a girl¬

friend and her parents become minimal standards for behavior
and for action

(or non-action),

that barely exists,

replacing the Hamel

mother being dead,

second sister resentful

family

father living abroad,

and step-father parenting absently

if at all.
In retrospect,

Nate admits the futility of this action,

but being young and unknowing,

it is the only solution.

The

girlfriend and her family are stand-ins for the real thing;
perhaps

it was even desirable to an adolescent,

that is,

be¬

ing independent of authority and enjoying the absence of pa¬
rental

scrutiny.

If no one cared enough to bother,

complete the cycle of
There

indifference?

is the irony of a double perception,

Nate and of Nate by his
sea with himself,

family.

While he is completely at

are reassured.

One

His superficial

a distraught

seeing only the easy affabil¬

ity and outward demeanor that appear "mature"

so Nate.

that of Nate by

the remainder of his family,

stepfather and a dying mother,

demands,

why not

and make no

less member to worry about.

Not

ease is the perfect shield for a

precarious existence.
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Nate belabors his

"badness";

lack of direction,

avoidance,

bad grades and pot-smoking thicken into an avalanche of de¬
pressing wrongs so that life until college is described as a
nebulous wander,

equipped with a barely formed and unsteady

collection of beliefs.
match Nate with Mr.
pivotal

Chance,

Merritt,

need and readiness rescue and

the teacher-hero who will be

in developing the person he becomes.

Heroes and Compensation

Nate Hamel's experiences are the more valuable for their
illustration as to the necessity and usefulness of heroes
and models

in a

life

(see chapter 2,

especially parental heroes.
substitutes

The Role of Heroes),

Whereas Nate did not discover

for missing parental heroes until

late,

certain

members of the study were able to succeed and prosper in
similar situations.
Bryan Wieland was fortunate in having grandparents at
hand;

he notes that "as a very young child I didn't know my

parents,

(but)

I did know my grandparents."

To Bryan,

"Gran

was a hero...Some people would identify with the father
(but)

I

identified with the grandfather"

Bryan was successfully able to transfer allegiance from
the traditional to the next in line;
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grandparents were

available;

they impressed him enough to fill the niche cus¬

tomarily reserved for the mother or father and he was eager
to make use of them.
Compared to Nate,

Bryan was fortunate;

Nate relates that

at one point there was no one left in his

family,

other than

a grandmother who apparently did not exert much affect.
recalls no aunts,

uncles,

He

perhaps some too distant cousins.

Even the presence of two fathers did not satisfy the need,
one parent being distant,

as he describes,

and a natural

fa¬

ther whose time was devoted to his ease in Switzerland.
As the daughter of
Pekarski's

immigrant parents,

Principal Anna

life design was frustrated and rebuffed by the

conservatism of her parents.

Her belief

in them as heroes

was replaced by an allegiance to distance heroes.
not that she

loved them less,

It was

but that they were unable to

provide that lively and permissive sense of exploration for
which she was ready.

My parents by the standards of those days were
older...and so they had certain constraints on my ad¬
venturous
kid,

a

(nature)...I came along as a rather spirited

lot of energy,

side of the

so I had to very much look out¬

family for real

you were always

role models,

well,

looking outside your family.

would say most times

heroes;
Well,

I

it's rare that you have a hero in

your family.
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Anna's experiences have made her intuitively cognizant of
the difficulty in finding heroes within the family.
may be so in her case,
pants.
life,

But,

While it

it was not the rule for many partici¬

as she reveals the restrictiveness of her early

it is not difficult to understand how vitalizing it

was to discover and gain heroes from a more exciting and ad¬
venturesome world then that to which she belonged.

While

Anna acknowledges and regrets the pain she believes she
caused,

it appears to me that her actions were part of a

survival mechanism and reflected the most expedient means to
achieve that end.
Therefore,

it is no accident that two of Anna's models

during that young time were Ginger Rogers and Nancy Drew,
distance heroes whose respective foot and brain power became
a metaphor for escape.
natural
heroes

The image of Ginger,

Nancy and a

feistiness tide her over until supplanted by other
in adulthood.

Sigune Girard perception of her parents as
heroic value,

lacking in

leads her to a conscious recognition of a par¬

ticular category of hero.

You know,

I think,

I can look back and understand

some of my nuttiness as a child because first of all
don't think my parents had a very happy marriage....
They were not models,

and in fact for a

long time I

felt I would rather die than get married.
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So I think

I

that one of the things I've always

looked for in my

heroes and role models have been people who have had a
real normal

life,

basically happy,

that were not only creative but had
normal

cheerful... and which I

lives where they could be
saw as not only creative but

which was healthy and something to work
towards.

Sigune's

isolation from a parental hero lasts about as

long as Bryan's or Anna's.
quickly beyond the

She seeks and discovers heroes

immediate family,

attaching herself to

their star till the next batch arrives to expand the collec¬
tion,
the

swell the mosaic of hero-bits that I believe will

form

inevitable super-hero.

The Dysfunctional

Setting

Nate Hamel's experiences reflect the less than perfect setting
from which he operates.
have been

The framework of heroes that should

in place by adulthood was not,

perhaps contribut¬

ing in part to the absent and unstructured chapters in his
life.

While his story portrays an all encompassing conse¬

quence resulting from an out-of-function environment,

it was

not so with other participants.
I use the word dysfunctional as incomplete,
wandering out of the norm.

Dysfunction,
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different,

therefore,

may not

always be the villain it would seem.
irregular,

In the context of the

it serves to represent in this paper,

a state of

affairs in which an individual must struggle with conditions
that run counter to normality but not necessarily negative
in outcome.

For several participants,

such a setting did not

eliminate hero recognition, but arranged it so that inade¬
quacies,

childhood hurts,

unhappiness,

constraints were bal¬

anced with a variety of compensatory techniques,

not the

least of which were actions that released within their user
a measure of risk and autonomy.

In that way,

a sort of human

and personal control could be gained from events over which
there was no control.
The following represent examples of lives that, while not
wholly dysfunctional,

certainly run counter to what may be

considered conventional.

If,

as research suggests,

a chal¬

lenging environment contribute to a more creative personali¬
ty,

it may be evidenced within those few participants I will

mention.

How they chose to solve their particular environ¬

mental problems is related to their selection of heroes.
The difficulties with teacher Pam Ricardo's family in¬
volved a disabled older brother who required special school¬
ing and medical attention.

...(A lot of) my family's energies and attention were
devoted to him...I don't think my other brother and my¬
self felt unloved because of that in any way,
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but I'm

sure that it caused me to be the type of person that I
was in elementary school, which was a fantasy person.
I had to entertain myself a lot of the time;
read,

I loved to draw.

I loved to

I spent a lot of time being

with myself which I still like to do.

My older

brother's medical problems allowed me to be an observ¬
ant person and that has stayed with me all my life.

It

is one of my strengths.

To Pam,

the disturbance of a disabled sibling and the

attention devoted to him bred no resentment, but rather ex¬
ceptionally,
work for her.

became a positive occurrence which she makes
Pam believes herself to be snug in her

parent's affections,
attention to her,

and while they cannot devote complete

she is confident of their inner attention.

What might be seen as a superficial negligence,

Pam has

fashioned into an attribute.
As a child, Alice Holland frequently relied upon the tough
and determined qualities

of distance hero Ferdinand the

Bull to carry her through the rough paths of a life where
one parent was chronically alcoholic or absent. The exact
self-saving qualities that worked in childhood are employed
successfully as an adult.

Holland builds a system of pres¬

ervation with that same Ferdinand the Bull determination in
order to overcome an unhappy marriage,
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financial despair and

the powerlessness of being a single parent.

Nothing will

contrive to unsettle the truly passionate woman that I am
listening to.
With young Alice Pekarski,
energetic

life merely serve to fuel the unrest.

father was a Kosher butcher,
that

the boundaries placed upon her
Since her

there was the constant fear

"the children better behave because who knows for

what reason the rabbi could take away our license",

and

that

...by the time I came along,
too much to offer anymore.
to get what I
it.

needed.

my parents didn't have

There was a natural desire

I was scrappy and I

fought for

I don't say that with much admiration in myself,

but maybe that was a survival technique....
thought I was
I was unhappy;

lost to the world.
I was

I broke their heart.

just restrained,

constrained and I

was really searching and exploring and
Greenwich Village)

I

My parents

(when I moved to

found an enormous freedom and I

felt like my pores had opened up.

The abnormal
Rothstein

element in the family of

illustrator Ben

is more tangible.

My mother was a manic depressive all those years
(when I was growing up).
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There was a

lot of craziness

in the house,

coining home from school and never knowing

whether I was going to be beat up or kissed.
never realized it;
acutely aware of

My father

my sister and I were of course

it and it shaped a

tions to life today.

lot of our reac¬

In those years,

it caused me a

lot of difficulty particularly after my younger sister
was born and she
out.

So I

just about shut my older sister and I

started acting out in school,

getting into

lots of trouble with the kids or doing nasty things to
gain attention,

however the thing that always gained

the most attention was that I drew better than
anybody...I was always the class artist and always a
person who people would say,

"draw this;

draw that."

I

think that in many ways the fact that I could draw kept
me from becoming a

juvenile delinquent.

Ben's hero at that time
skill,
sion.

the attention,
So indirectly,

is his father who provided the

the materials to fuel his drawing pas¬
it may be said that Ben learned to use

his abilities from a distance,

that is,

in school,

pensate for the eccentricities of home life.
indeed,

"save lives"

is verifiable here,

to com¬

That art does,

where Ben's gifts

permit an acceptance into the genre of his peers and rescue
him from social

isolation;

he will not be responsible for

any emotional craziness at school even though he is the re¬
cipient of such craziness at home.
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According to Ben,

Mr.

Rothstein was unaware of any irregu¬

larities on the domestic front.

He,

therefore,

was

in the

difficult position of balancing his father as hero against
that of his mother who,

perhaps as a kind of anti-hero,

resented the antithesis of Mr.

Rothstein's attentions.

rep¬
I

would like to believe that art stabilized the two extremes.
The pleasure derived from the one parent,
balanced by the

his father,

was

indirect pleasure derived from the other,

where Ben's art became the vehicle for acceptance.
Following these
Hamel

"success stories",

what happens to Nate

appears to have a happy ending also.

perfections of Mr.

Subsequent to the

Merrit and an ambiguity of focus,

Nate

directs his sensibilities toward photography and a yet unex¬
plored dimension of his work.
with the farm,
liefs,
of

along

their animals and their assortment of be¬

are light-years away from Nate's experiential

family order.

because,
with

The Green brothers,

To Nate,

the brothers have become heroic

like the characters he wants to photograph,

"incredible dignity"

and "poor",

those

they show him how to

belong to and accept something completely:
countryside,

image

each other,

the

their position in the environment and their re¬

lationship to the greater design of life.
family of his own and,

Nate discovers a

for months to follow,

records the

minute details of their lives.
To Nate,

the brothers,

takers of the

part-time farmers,

full-time care¬

land and now collapsing into the decrepitude
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of age,

are fingerholds upon an ideal world,

spect for the land and nature.
be".

But ironically,

Nate,

alive with re¬

It is the way things

"should

while the brothers represent this to

they appeared almost unreal,

for Nate's description

frames and defines an existence that is perfect in the
brothers'

perfect harmony with their surroundings and them¬

selves .
He attaches himself with a fastness and dedication that
expresses a dual
way of

intent;

extrinsically to record a vanishing

life and intrinsically to belong to that for his own

self-health;

the Green's become the family,

as Nate admits,

he never had.
There is a selfish and selfless dedication here.

It is a

summation of the search for some heroic faction in Nate's
life that will teach,
his art,

supply the nourishment to stimulate

model what has been missed emotionally and,

more earthy level,

permit him to be at first hand,

a preservationist effort.
photographically,
he preserves;

when he records their words,

such a remarkable achievement,
life,

a part of

As he records their actions

he preserves;

and being part of a

on a

belonging to

was an impossibility while growing

up.
I

like to think the Green brothers would understand and

applaud their affect on the life of a photographer.
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But in

actuality,

what does anyone know of the affect he/she exerts

upon another?

What Nate Hamel's story seems to suggest to

me is that everyone

is

"on show"
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to everyone,

all the time.

CHAPTER

9

ONE'S SELF AS HERO

(What I do is) in a weird way, a heroic endeavor.
It
reminds me of that poem about Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came.
This guy is riding through this desolate landscape
which is littered with the memento mori of those who have
gone before and have failed.
Every hero and would-be hero
has ridden to the dark tower to do battle and they have
died.
He comes riding up and he's the last; nevertheless,
he rides up and blows his horn.
Sigune Girard

According to the study,

it appeared that the attitude to¬

ward heroes acquired in maturity was often different from
that of the heroes acquired in youth.

While the latter are

utilized by the receiver as part of the rites of youthful
passage,

that is,

as a source of

learning,

the former seemed

to work in conjunction or parallel to the individual.
In maturity,
the

though the hero and receiver are separated by

innate superiority of the hero,

there yet exists a mutu¬

al respect between the hero and the admirer,
hero.

admirer and

It may be that heroes gained later in life reinforce

those decisions and passages that are already in circula¬
tion,

or that they persist not to instruct,

the extant heroic arsenal.
upon an entirely novel

but to augment

Unless the individual

adventure,

is embarked

(in which case new heroes

to model that activity must be sought out),

the heroic icons

of the older admirer function as refined and well-chosen
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witnesses of the individual's actions.
equals;

It is a meeting of

the receiver or observer is capable of appreciating

the other without depreciating her/himself.
It is a bit different with the heroes acquired as a child
that are retained into maturity.
to influence,

Most often,

they continue

but in the more subtle role of companion or

confidante rather than teacher.

In many instances,

heroes

assume the status of a much loved but retired possession in
the mental closet of a grown person;
tains,
time,

seals beliefs,

the presence of

perpetuates growth,

reflects past accomplishments.

considered an heroic talisman.

and at the same

Perhaps,

then it may be

Usually nothing extraordinary

is discovered upon continued observation,
bility must not be discounted.
been

it sus¬

though that possi¬

While presumedly the hero has

"milked dry" through the actions of youth,

there are

the occasions where a special childhood hero is so complex,
so amazing,

that every turning,

every survey reveals a new

facet for examination.
Ultimately,

there must be a need to incorporate the heroes

of youth and of maturity,
that is,

all of one's heroes,

internally,

absorb them so that they fuse and become one with

the individual's

inner self.

On that occasion,

there is no

distinction between the beliefs of acquired heroes and one's
own,

because what has been learned,

the operational

what has been modeled,

system of those admired persons has saturat¬

ed the inner mechanism of the individual.
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The skill heroes,
life lessons,
how-to,
bine,

the talisman heroes,

the one and two-way heroes who provide the

and the models of morality and strength,

mosaicked into what I call

blue print of our actions,
being,

the heroes who give

a super hero,

all com¬

a gigantic

our perception of the world,

of

that makes us into our creative selves.

It is my belief,
isolated,

however,

that when the super hero remains

outside of the self,

detached and peripheral,

it

is possible that there may not be a true assimilation of
values or attributes.

It would seem the collection of heroes

then remains a distant object of adoration,

and the integra¬

tion that leads to a higher understanding may not occur.
Such a situation remains one of hierarchal

admiration rather

than evolving into a parallel or mutual admiration.

I then

imagine the accumulation of heroes to rest distantly upon a
pedestal

instead of being internalized.

Alternative Self-Heroism

There are occasions when heroes or collections of heroes
work indirectly.

The acquisition of a sense of self-value or

esteem might be the natural offspring of the meditative or
spiritually inclined personality,

realized circuitously,

cause of or even in spite of youthful heroes.
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In Ben

be¬

Rothstein's
catalyst

case,

for his

ing personality
As

related

during his
tion,

his

cient

anyone

to

achieve

velop and
Ben

heroes

in

and

able
in
a

skill

those totally devoted to
his

art.

none but those

is

however,

form the

and his

lov¬

eventual

sharply
to

heroes

the

forma¬

During an early

skill-giving

and teachers who

contributed to

commercial

focused upon

individu¬

a

success.
career of

il¬

contribute to that dream was wel¬

recognizing particular heroes

desirable

that would,

At this

the

while

status

point

the

skill

exterior person,

presentation

rectly provided the

man.

spiritual

and become

the

ena¬
profi¬

artist.

Ironically,

al

the

Ben gathered only

machinery and

Such patience

Ben

5,

friends

future

a more

was

describes himself.

and grooming of

relatives,

lustration,
comed.

he

he mentions

Because his

bled

as

in chapter

technical

the Maharishi,

transformation to

development

the

adult hero,

early years,

interview,
als,

an

advertising world,

is,

shape the

interview,
and

the

profession¬

they also

indi¬

that readied him for those

in maturity,
our

that

to the world,

conditions

in

heroes helped to de¬

is

inner or

Ben has

spiritual

found his niche

climbing rapidly toward the

top.

...I

worked

all

kinds

of

crazy hours

lustrations .. .we were

doing major work,

trations,

you name

billboards,
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it;

turning out
magazine

and here

I

il¬

illus¬

was mak-

ing

125

dollars

illustrator;
about

I

a week....I
was

reproduction,

one

color,

I

was

do whatever they wanted
right you want that,
feeling of

and why was

I

doing

of

the

don't

I?

self...I

would

stuff,

I

get there

by

decided
out

I

had had

in the

and did

went

for my

spot drawings... It was

you know;

it,

and

really

I

I

still

a

decided

loved drawing,

do.

was

I

driven;

wanted to do

want to

I

So

after

2

took my port¬

question of making mon¬

succeed which meant doing
I

I

a tremendous market

always
I

underly¬

illustrators

studio.

found there was

all

You certainly

enough....

folio,

ey,

and

this

look at the big name

sitting

it was,

going with this

day...and how do you get there?

years...I

point

wash,

style;

Where was

learning

line,

But there was

this

journey-man

was

color,

in whosoever

all

I'd

two

I

finding my

sure!

who was

keep doing this?

becoming a

learning my craft,

etc....It wasn't that

ing

was

I

and
was

I

liked doing

driven to

samples,

where

sports.... The

at that

object was

to make more money....
In

1974,

because

of

children,
more

I

was

life,
stuff

protective,

might be

casual

walls

between me

aware

of.

really

stressed out... because

difficulties with
like

that....At the

much more
on

the

a

shielded

outside,

and the

There was

Bruna,

and

marriage,
I

catharsis,

Which
a whole

I

the

was much

although

there were

outside.
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time

of work,

lots

I
of

wasn't even
change

in

1974,
it;

it was

ence
of

in which

a very,

started to meditate... I

wonderful,

I'd never had

in

unique

any way or

was

I

could hear the

traffic

form before

deep within myself

really

experienced while

a weight had been

member walking down
ful,

in

fine

a

silence,

off

stopped yelling at the

(Most

of

but

in terms

for me

and

I

if

it was

felt more

think partially,
assignment
entirely,
inside.

for
is

And

of

I

I

all

the

and

releasing

of

this

founder

of

focus.

that
I

of

re¬

calm all

have dropped

later,

I

as

the

stress....

had better

level

never

feeling wonder¬

less

for

I

so buoyant

calm,

reason that

had that

course,

Maharishi....He was

I

a year

The

I

resonated with that

related,

Shel.

that

kids,

a technique

it was

felt

within

And yet

place

smiling,

learned with me

for whatever reason,

space;

a

became more

time,

st.

my shoulders,

street

and great....I

those who

46th

awake....I

taken
the

on

loved

and deep experi¬

being within that deep space within myself,

where

if

first...I

I

inner
stress
I

did that

didn't

calmness

emanated

it),

freak
on the

from the

transcendental medi¬

tation ....
At one
ers
love

in

the

your

do this

point my
United
style;

States)
I

assignment

explain what they

friend

like

Shel,

your mind,

doing
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of

turned to me

for this
are

(one

the
and

said..."I

what do you

corporation.
in

top design¬

their

say you

Drawings that

labs”.

I

was

scared shitless,
ment,

because it was a major,

I had never done anything like

major assign¬

it before;

I had

no idea what I was going to do....he was getting me big
money and he was sending me around the United States to
visit the labs.

So already I'm up to my neck with re¬

sponsibility.

Plus,

this.

"I'm giving you this,

He said:

do it,

and he was very point blank about

but if you f...

was terrible.... I

up on me we,

and I know you can
are finished."

It

started the assignment... and without

conferring with him I decided I wanted to change the
background.

There was this white,

lovely background

with all these fine

line drawings,

needed a tone in it.

I took all

tone

5 drawings,

put the

in the background and showed up at his office with

this thing.
You f....
this.

so I decided it

He looked at it and said:

this up;

this

is terrible;

"What'd you do?
I cannot accept

You've got to redo it."

I was totally,

totally devastated and the deadline

was approaching.... So I took bleach and went over the
entire background but it left the drawings that were
there at 50% of their values.

So I

sat down for 5

days...and spent the entire day re-inking line for line
everything that was there.
that

What was

interesting is

it affected the ink a little bit,

gave it this

fuzzy,

the bleach,

and

soft appearance and different col¬

orations that were gorgeous.... This thing went on to
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win.

Shel was happy,

duced great,

the client loved it,

it repro¬

the art director called me and said

wouldn't you to do this for us?

And that was the be¬

ginning of what I do.
...Thereafter,
I

everything kind of fell

into place and

started marketing myself as doing this kind of work.

There's been good fortune involved and
one believes

in Karma,

If

or astrology or the influence of

the planets or how one's life
very Karmic,

just luck.

is supposed to be on a

self-conscious way,

then my life has real¬

ly gone along on a very interesting and expanded way
and it still

is.

And I

still don't feel

I'm arriving.

I can't say the Maharishi was a role model;
tainly was a hero;
things and still

this

is.

is a guy who did phenomenal

He seemed to offer answers to

life's struggle to what it was all about.
when I

first read what he talked about,

the world is made of,
anything;

he cer¬

of consciousness,

it wasn't till

Even though

love or what
it didn't mean

later when I started to expe¬

rience that white light or bliss,

or connectedness,

that I began to understand what he was talking about.
He was a hero for what he offered;
many other gurus;
rishi,

there were certainly

it doesn't even have to be a maha¬

it could be Christ for that matter in terms of

what they say.

They all

say the same things,

love and about everything;
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about

basically everyone that has

any religious or spiritual bent says the same thing.
It's

just that for me I was able to experience things

that connected me to what he was saying.

What starts

to happen in meditation is that you are on a
consciousness that is the bottom;

level of

it is the place that

is attached to every place else in the world,
verse,

the uni¬

at least that's the philosophy and that was my

experience in doing it.
of view regarding life,
and Karma and power,

It lead to a much deeper point
the universe,

my future,

myself

which had to do with influencing

the universe from within me through meditating,

and so

there's a major influence there that goes on to this
day,

and even why I married Kris.

through meditating and if
role model now,

We really met

I was going to say who is my

who is my hero now,

I could say it's

Kris because I have married Kris for many reasons,
among them are,

that she is the most spiritual,

but

good-

hearted human being I know....
I met Kris when I was taking the Sidhis program
means super power)

in Iowa;

thought she was a tall,
too soft for me,
ladies.

(it

I met her at lunch and

skinny lady that was a

little

being used to these hard boiled career

Kris came along at a time when I

ized that I had to get out of New York,
longer handle the negativity,
I truly wanted a guieter life,
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the filth,
a more

fully real¬

that I could no
the fear,

introspective

that

life,

a more spiritual

life and one surrounded by more

beauty and New York had none of those things....I
thought

(Kris)

spiritual,
looks;

was too soft,

airy-fairy,

etc.

she was too tall,

(laughs).

But I

not driven enough,
I wasn't sure I

too

liked her

she was taller than me

liked her a lot and ultimately when I

finally moved up here and Kris said I'd like you to
think of me as a girl
really determined,

friend.

(I knew that)

she was

she really is very determined.

you get into a person,

but more so,

As

there was a point

when I realized I really did love her,

but I resisted

it.
I

remember sitting on the sofa with her one day and

she was

leaving and we were

just kind of

looking at

each other and talking and I began to feel that same
white

light bliss.

I couldn't believe it;

thing to have that when you're meditating;
to be looking at someone's face and get it,
having the same experience and I

it's one
it's another
and she was

realized that we had

some enormous connection there and that's when I
to her,

why don't you live here,

said

because I didn't want

her to leave.
And I think Kris

is a heroine for me.

There are a

number of things that I provide for her in a very defi¬
nite way but she also provides for me.
stability,

the tree trunk;
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For her I'm the

she even likes that I have

this kind of stocky build and for me she's the nurturer.

She's the ultimate in terms of nurturing,

ing and by her example,

I

and what service means.
somebody,

in giv¬

learn so much about serving
What does

it mean to serve

because she's the kind of person that I can

come home and feel tired and she will take off my shoes
and socks and massage my feet,
always,

and do things like that

without any thought for what she looks like or

is that appropriate;

this is her way of showing not

only her respect but her care in the sense of really
caring for someone on every level...it was a whole oth¬
er thing
learn a
others

(from my old girlfriends).
lot about the

from Kris,

And so I began to

idea of serving others and loving

from her example.

At the same time,

there was a tremendous growth in having to let go of a
lot of the things that ran me
that were rigid places,
liked,

in my life up to then,

whether it was the need to be

or have things done a certain way as opposed to

letting someone do

it their way,

and that it would be

o. k.
So there was an interesting process of
constantly and that putting Kris'

letting go

feelings before any¬

thing else and that was fascinating,

because what it

seemed to do was always create this atmosphere of lov¬
ingness that was continually expanding and still

is.

learn a tremendous amount every day from her and she
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I

helps me along.

Her whole direction in life,

from what her career may bring,
enment,

aside

has to do with enlight¬

has to do with achieving that state of bliss,

detachment and witnessing that one no longer needs life
in order to exist,
realm,

that one can now move on to another

so to speak.

and why she

That's what she

is out to pursue

is such an ardent meditator because medita¬

tion is the path she's following to do that;
more cynical,
ened,
In

I know that if

again,

I'm

I'm going to be enlight¬

that would be terrific....
(regard to)

you experience is

self-esteem in meditation I think what
love on the deepest level and I think

that as one meditates over a period of time you wash
away all

of the encrustation of bad influences,

of

things that cause low self-esteem or a lack of loving
oneself,

and ultimately you arrive at a place where you

are more unconditional with loving in general and
therefore also love yourself
before

I meditated.

I think what happened is that

through the meditation,
more,

I experienced loving myself

being more tolerant of myself,

ting some of the walls down,
er of

in a different way than

focus.

what I did,
tivity;

but also in let¬

a general

increase of pow¬

I don't think I could have done a

lot of

in terms of my career and drawing and crea¬

I certainly was more creative and more focussed

in my creativity and more productive because
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I meditat-

ed,

and I

felt more relaxed all the time and more in

touch with the deepest part of me from which all the
creativity also springs from.
strong,

There

is really a

a very strong influence in my life in general

and in my career as well.
Meditation was a wonderful turning point and at first
I only embarked on

it as a way of siphoning off the

tension that I would build each day or in general
life in a marriage that wasn't quite working,
ing with the children,
on.

I

felt this kind of
be there.

in deal¬

in dealing with my work and so

found that when I

really fascinating,

in

learned to meditate

it was

I no longer had a nap and I

just

inner calm that would grow and would

Sometimes

I wouldn't realize it was there

except in a emergency.

I'd go and see some client and

there would be some catastrophe and everyone around me
was going off the wall,
on.

what are we going to do and so

Somehow I would feel this kind of

inner calm;

it

kept me back from the problem and I'd come up with a
solution,

whatever it was,

found that in general

and go ahead and solve it.

I would not get upset with things

that were going on around me.
wouldn't get as upset as
(In the beginning,
everyone noticed it.

I

I wasn't Pollyanna but I

I had before.

when I

first began to meditate),

Initially Bruna noticed it and I

just stopped yelling at the kids;
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I

just didn't yell

at

them.

Getting them out to school was a trial

ulation.

I hadn't seen

(a friend)

in a year and we

went for lunch and he looked at me and said:
pened to your face?"
said.

"You look different,

(laughs).

"what hap¬

"What are you talking about?"
something different,

different about your face?"
me"

"

I don't know;

I

what's

you tell

He said my expression had changed,

there was a kind of

that

lack of tension in my face that he

had never noticed before,
ly is very subjective.

that kind of thing.

It real¬

What started to happen was that

people began to perceive me as fairly stable,
not perturbed in most situations,
wise.

and trib¬

reliable,

particularly work-

So that was quite a change for me and it was the

beginning,
downward,

and at the same time as

I was expanding

I would be expanding outward.

interesting.

It was really

It was a kind of connection to the world

on a very,

very deep level,

spiritual,

an interconnectedness whether it be attached

to the trees or to anything,
wonderful kind of

almost like,

people,

etc.

interconnectedness;

I won't say

It was a

a feeling also of

confidence that whatever I did would turn out o.k.,
period.
kind of

I was a little bit cynical

about most of it,

feeling that it would turn out alright,

though it was disastrous in the middle.
all the way through life,
Bruna;

even

It helped me

in terms of breaking up with

everything that went on at that point was raiti-
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gated by meditating.

There was always that place of

inner peace that I could find twice a day and sometimes
for a week when I go away or whatever.
almost like

I brush my teeth;

tual curiosity about it.
more,

erybody more,

I was

than I was
...I

loving.

I was feeling

loving myself and then loving ev¬

more tolerant;

gotten there yet

it wasn't much intellec¬

As I experienced it more and

I became more and more

loving inside;

I did it

(laughs).

this isn't to say I've

But it's a much better place

in before.

reached a point about 5 or 7 years ago that I re¬

alized that it truly didn't matter whether I ever won a
prize,

whether I got a gold or a bronze or anything

else.... There were nice shifts there,

certainly not

feeling that I had to pressure myself to win prizes or
to be any better then I was being,

and accepting the

fact that there were a whole lot of other things I
loved doing and
ured,

well

I do,

so what,

just wasn't worth it to me,

someday I'll get to it,
(laughs)

and if

and I fig¬

I die before

It doesn't really matter,

and

what really mattered was what I was getting at every
day and it's
his

feet,

like what I'm doing for my father,

cutting his toenails,

it's almost like an honor,
thing.

washing

help him get dressed,

it's a kind of whole other

It has nothing to do but with my connectedness

to my father and to my,

I don't even call
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it a respon-

sibility,

an homage,

a respect to the past,

from where

I come from....I couldn't have done that 10 years ago.
I know I couldn't have done

it because when my in-laws

died and I remember my father being a lonely man,
ing in Florida,
here.

Why did I

why did Bruna

liv¬

I don't know why I didn't bring him up
leave him down there,

leave him down there,

why am I here,

why didn't we make

the moves to save his

life;

we didn't.

It was where I was,

so I,

well,

I guess

it's

like,

I

guilty about anything,

feel

I could feel
sadness over

things that I couldn't have done at that time whether
it be treat Bruna as a woman in the way that she wanted
to be treated in the way that I treat Kris,
incapable of

it.

but I was

Having grown to that point,

I began

to understand the process of growing and letting go and
letting go and growing and so on and all of
was helped by meditating.

That was really the fertiliz¬

er that was helping me to flower.

I'm not saying that

you leave those vestiges totally behind,
those little trickles that stay there,
er

it be the part that feels

different,

drives of ego,

it I think,

there are

you know,

wheth¬

inadeguate or that feels

except they're diminished;

they're still kind of under there somewhere.

But it

also offered the opportunity as I started to let go of
that stuff,

to open up other places.
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...I do feel

as if

I'm still growing;

I think that

growing is almost like a peeling away in order to,
a crustacean,

in getting out of one shell

and usually

it's not even like going into a bigger one.
out of one shell

is hardening and your growing big¬

ger so it has that kind of
it's

unattainable;

You get

and then your soft and vulnerable

while the new shell

enment,

just a word;

feeling.

As far as enlight¬

it's so distant and almost

I can't say that that's my goal;

be headed there,

like

as a goal.

Right now I'm still

I might
in this

kind of construction phase of trying to see what I
would like for the future which is kind of a false
thing because one never knows what is going to happen.
We could die tomorrow;

we could die next week.

really the future

is right this second;

had any real goal

it would be

possible.

It ain't easy

So

I suppose if

I

in the moment as much as

(laughs).

It was mentioned earlier that the skill heroes of Ben's
early years

indirectly created the stressful conditions that

warranted the spiritual heroes of his later years.

The for¬

mer heroes had much to do with modeling the outer individu¬
al;
ner;

the

latter heroes had much to do with modeling the in¬

each in their own time was dependent on the other.
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I had a really wild period of
of things
here

life.

There were a lot

I had to explore....I couldn't have gotten

(at peace with the Maharishi and Kris)

without

having gone through that because there was a great
impediment in my life,
about myself.

this feeling of not knowing

There was a feeling of

inadeguacy,

an

unfulfilled guality of something wrong....(Going
through this crazy period)

freed me in terms of my ca¬

reer....! had to go through this period to arrive on
the other side in order to be spiritual or
whatever.

While Ben's early heroes
fessional

survival,

"formed" him with skills for pro¬

they may have done little to provide

that guidance that was necessary to his spirit.
contributed by default,

forcing his hand perhaps,

him to receive the Maharishi
was a true

"growing"

But they
preparing

and a spiritual awakening.

It

in which all the pains of being created

anew,

enduring the negative in order to arrive at a posi¬

tive,

culminate

in the flowering of the individual.

Alice Holland's arrival
parallels Ben's,

at a similar level of evolvement

though with differing antecedents.

Her ear¬

ly heroes blaze with a more abstract substance rather than
prescriptive skill,

to usher in a spirituality bound in

religion.
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I think it's a matter of my being a survivor,

and

when you survive over and over again you begin to real¬
ize that they can't take you away from yourself;

you

can't be destroyed.... So you get...a sense of self;
there's a safeness within.
(upon the self),

But if you draw,

draw,

draw

the well keeps filling up inwardly,

you realize that it always will

and you become much

more spiritual.... Once you put yourself
you're not really drawing on yourself,

in God's hands,
you're drawing

on God's great kindness and you won't be abandoned and
it's there....You say God is within,
and you draw on

it.

You never use

ways something to draw from.
Nothing is that important,

God gives strength

it up....There's al¬

I will be protected.

outwardly that can defeat

me....I have courage but I think it's a God-given cour¬
age...and I think all the heroes had it....You're not
going to die,
tragedies,

by that I mean,

all of

life's little

whether it's being dumped by a boyfriend or

a business reversal or death isn't going to destroy
you.

So that gives you courage.

Since Nathan Hamel
heroes to shape his
hero in spite of

it.

admits to not having the reguisite
life

foundations,

he becomes his own

He describes how his

nings have nudged him into heroism.
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"hero-less" begin¬

Maybe

just a

longing to get

me get my life together
heroes to guide me).

(my life)

(even though I had no models or

It didn't come very naturally;

it's always been very forced for me.
ter now.

The source of

it all

(laughing)

I'll

that's

I'll be my own hero.

it,

The

together made

show them;

Individual

It's getting bet¬

is my repressed anger,

I'll make my own heroes;

as a Hero to Others

Clearly a daunting image to many participants was that of
being perceived as heroic

in the eyes of another.

While it

was reasonable to recognize their own worth or heroism,
ceptance as a
times a

legitimate hero by family or peers

ac¬

invoked at

laugh and denial.

But there is a trickling effect involved in the personal
indulgence of one's empowerment,
need to patrol

and it is possible that the

emotions and shield them from display becomes

a wooden modesty.

It is difficult for individuals to escape

the honorable qualities they project,

for what makes them

heroic to themselves may also be what makes them heroic to
others.

It can not be buried or diminished,

albeit subtle at times,
that does spill
one observes,

because it is,

a genuine and affective condition

over and influence the environment.

Just as

learns and synthesizes what is learned from a
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hero,

others,

observing the observer,

do likewise,

that chain of recognition and reception,

and in

heroes are continu¬

ously recognized.
In the context of the

interviews,

however,

participants

were occasionally emphatic in the denial of themselves as
heroes to those around them.
even amusing.
false show,

It was dismissible,

trivial and

I don't think it was a personal reserve or a

but the belief

in the tradition of the hero as a

superior being whose qualities are not to be assumed by
anyone.
tempt,

If,

as the worn phrase goes,

then on a minor scale,

just

familiarity breeds con¬

familiarity with themselves

made them scornful of any virtues perceived through the eyes
of others.
Eventually,
possibility.

reason and their own musings yielded to the
The evidence emerged from their stories,

but I

was never convinced that any of them truly believed in the
admission that they were heroes to someone,
Under certain rules,
ceptable:

somewhere.

it became perfectly correct and ac¬

they may be a hero to a friend or a relative be¬

cause the measure of such from others

is vastly different

than that measure of one's self.

It is far easier to assign

the quality of heroism to others,

and therefore,

tinuance of this reasoning,

in a con¬

it is also easier to accept a

secretly modified version of that role from others.
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(It will

do no harm if they believe I'm a hero,
real truth,

can not really

but I,

justify it.)

who know the

Everyone carries a

very tyrannical version in his/her heart.
Bryan Wieland,

for instance,

because his vision of

denies heroism for himself

it is clearly defined by powerful mod¬

els .

Yes,

in a way,

(heroism)

I'm my own person,

either,

but at least,

but I don't have

like Socrates,

come to realize I know I don't.

I've

And at one level

it

sounds sad but then I haven't met anyone else that has
(heroism)

either.

An extensive study of
contented mental
ceptable because,
and...

stew;

Socrates has placed Bryan into a
the absence of self-heroism is ac¬

as he says,

very liberating",

"in some ways

it's

joyous

a phrase that displays a genuine

reserve before the great unanswerable questions which absorb
him.

There is comfort that the master,

same boat.

Yes,

was

in the

Later on Bryan says.

in a very small,

cause what I'm doing

minimal way

(as a teacher)

underdog at a risk-free
If

Socrates,

I was a young Prof

be greater because

level,

(I

am a hero),

is defending the

let's put it that way.

just starting out,

I can recall when I
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be¬

the risk would

first got out of

grad school,
lishment,

I was a young Turk.

probably more outspoken then I am now....For

people like Ghandi,
free;

I was very anti-estab¬

it's total

for the true hero,

it's not risk¬

involvement....

Anna Pekarski believes total

involvement and commitment

to a cause is a heroic standard she is unable to achieve.
She describes her perceived inadequacies

in relation to her

dance heroes.

(Alvin Nikolai,

Murray Lewis and Doris Humphrey)

were models of single-mindedness.
I had.

I

Which I didn't think

couldn't measure up to them....That whole Hen¬

ry Street experience had a big impression on my life.
What it said was that's what it means to be an artist
for real....I knew that I didn't have what it took to
really stick it out as
courage.

Later on,

in dance...I didn't have the

It's that simple.

the question of heroism as courage and commit¬

ment assumes a different tone:

(A strong social commitment to equity and
part of my choice of work;
portant to me

justice)

I know that that's very im¬

in the way I work at school

and the way I

work with children.... My commitment is so strong,
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is

peo-

pie know it at school
children,
do feel

(because of)

the way I deal with

the initiatives I start with people,

I'm making contributions

I really

in terms of social

justice.

And again,

comparing herself to her heroes of courage:

I've never been tested in regard

(to having courage)

although I've got to say I've stood up for certain
things....I

find frequently I'm in a position where

people say,

wouldn't it be nice to do this or that and

I say,

well,

why can't we?

I consider that there is a

certain amount of courage in doing that because it of¬
ten means work for me.

I

suppose in that regard I can

be courageous but that's nothing compared to
berg and Morris Dees,

(Wallen¬

two of her great

heroes).

Like Bryan Wieland,
plishments,

Anna minimizes her actions and accom¬

perhaps reducing them to clay.

a hierarchy of heroism:

the traditional

dinary by the extraordinary

There is clearly

standard of extraor¬

(always admirable),

that which

is performed by ordinary people under extraordinary circum¬
stances
finally,

(satisfactory but not as

"real"

as the former)

the unexciting and daily actions of living

distinguished as unusual,

consequently unimportant).
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and

(never

Musician Jack Holberg demands the most if the badge of
heroism is to be worn honestly.
to be a hero,

His vision of what it means

emphatically does not include his small

achievements.

I can't look at myself as a hero that way because I
know there are things that I do that aren't consistent
with what I want to be or what I

strive to be....I

could never be a hero to myself because there are
things that I know about myself that I can't go and
change.

I could never be a hero to myself because

there are particular things that I've done

in my life

that I cannot accept.

When so many participants deny a heroic role in their so¬
cial
dy,

environment,

it is startling to listen to Lillian Hama-

a human-rights activist who is empowered through hero-

artists Buckminster Fuller and Paolo Soleri.

I perceive myself as striving to be a Hera for the
people of the world.

I'm sure other people have other

roles to play but this

is the one that I have decided

on.

It has to be a totally individual decision and

it's

like trying to find your intrinsic wisdom

der)

to know who you are.
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(in or¬

Aside from the unusual tone of the last speaker,

the

ordinary actions of daily life frequently do become invisi¬
ble in the face of predetermined concepts.
Jack

judge their contribution,

Bryan,

Anna and

their personal courage,

mitment and heroism stringently.

Their small

com¬

successes fade

before the vast social accomplishments churned out by oth¬
ers.

However,

upon reflection,

they are willing to admit to

modest triumphs.
Towards the conclusion of many sessions,

a kind of hesi¬

tant mini-heroism emerges from Jack Holberg.
that,

yes,

he probably is a hero to those

around his office.

He has to admit

students who hang

He also listens to one who plainly sees

another facet to his achievements.

My wife says that I do contribute to people because
when

I give concerts

the music and that I

I give them a sense of

joy through

am imparting my values or what

have you to my students here....

Alice Holland is surprised that some clients call her at
work and confess their admiration.
most,

however,

of my strength,

What impresses her the

is that her children call her hero "because
courage,

(to the establishment)

if

being different and not caving in
I believed something was right."
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Anna Pekarski's children admire her for
entrepreneurship,

my "go-gettership"

"my initiative,

my

in increasing situa¬

tions for myself."
Sometimes a recognition of heroism in others and oneself
is a mutual experience and one that may be considered an ex¬
tension of

loving one's self

(pg.

19).

When there is a

shared admiration between two people for a particular quali¬
ty or characteristic that each commandeers,
ality,

it is,

in actu¬

like staring into a mirror of self-admiration as it

is perceived through the eyes of another.
Ben Rothstein describes this

loving of self as

a tolerance and acceptance of faults;
us to love others,
love,

it,

leading to

in turn,

permits

therefore recognizing their heroism and

being accepting and seeing only the most honorable

vista of their nature.

I know that for Lou
lutely.

Lou thinks

(a friend)

I'm his hero.

I'm the greatest thing going:

mires my talent and the way I do things.
things that I admire about him
Interesting isn't it?
same traits
selves.

Abso¬
he ad¬

And the same

he admires about me.

Obviously,

we identify with the

in another and we don't perceive it in our¬

(Continuing,

Ben describes a similar situation

with his daughter.)
My daughter Jess

is a hero to me;

she's quite an

impressive person and I think what always
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impressed me

the most...was that she had this
even as a small child,

lovingness and wisdom,

totally giving,

very

nurturing.... If you think of souls having many lives to
live,

she's an old one and I guess somewhere along the

line,

I've come to believe that we choose our parents,

and we choose our children and they choose us in order
for us to learn....I'm sure I'm Jenny's hero in some
ways.

I guess it's actually an ego thing.

a very accomplished person,
love me and I

I know I'm

and a loving person,

they

love them back and I show it and I commu¬

nicate with them on a level that many parents don't and
they should.

For the most part,

to maintain that position,

I respect them and try

so why shouldn't they look

up to me....What they admire is what I've accomplished,
what my points of view are and so on....I think they
see my faults and are fully prepared to let me
know.

Pam Ricardo pursues a similar theme.

Maybe you learn to recognize the heroes
As you grow,

in your life.

you recognize the strengths and weaknesses

in your personality by identifying those things that
you want to work on and pursue and again,

you become

better attuned at finding these same qualities in other
people.
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The Legacy of Heroes

One useful and practical consequence of
that the process of discovery,
technical

is hastened;

information or ideas,

whether it be emotional or

it is an expedient means to transmit
to build on experiences,

more elegant solutions and
Heroes remain vital

and are continually replenished when

forth or produce their own kind,

After all

model

that is,

similar mental or emotional scale,
perhaps,

to present

to correct mistakes of the past.

the supply of persons that inspire,

is,

"owning" heroes is

and thereby bring
more heroes on a

remains constant.

That

the most elegant example of perfect heroism.
is accomplished,

the purpose of heroes may also

be described as the guarantee of a continuous supply of cre¬
ative people.

Isaac Newton summarizes the process of hero-

begetting when he admits that if he has seen further,
by standing on the shoulders of giants.

it was

Though his giants

were spectacular examples of thinkers and doers,

study mem¬

bers subscribe to a similar doctrine of hero-begetting but
on a more reasonable scale.
Sigune Girard's philosophy combines a kind of solidarity
within her field,

loyalty to a cause and a vision of herself

as part of a seamless strand of creative and intellectual
germ plasm.

She relates:
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There's this whole community of people through the
ages and in all countries who are trying to solve prob¬
lems....I'm part of that chain of people...and it's a
chain composed of all kinds of unlikely people...I work
all alone but in another way I see myself as belonging
to this community and getting heroism by proximity and
belonging.... I

also feel not necessarily that I'm a big

success but that it is something worth doing and there¬
fore it's worth forming the next generation who are go¬
ing to carry on the task.

There

is a convolute,

sense of

and perhaps not quite understandable

fair play and value given in Pam Ricardo's concept

of the chain of heroism.
chain of continuity but a

Hers,

however is not a directed

loop that turns back upon

itself.

My models were a great influence in my life and in
some ways

I

look at what I do here as paying them back.

I thought so highly of them and what they did for me
that in my own way,
doing now...I

to honor them,

find myself

the end of that payback;
alright,

I'm doing what I'm

feeling that I'm coming to
that I've closed the circle...

I've paid back all you people.
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Study members who
torch"

as

are teachers

an obvious

component of

because they acknowledge
This means
to

the

edge

that

efforts

transference

and more

claims
cause

is

it performs

and

the

"passing the

educational

accept their role

process

as models.

to be

superior

educators

are vital

a more

critical

appraisal

of

sensibilities.

learned

teaching to be

Jack Holberg
cal

of

creative

incorporate what

describe

the

into their

lives.

in turn,

will

Pam Ricardo

"greatest profession there

that very

explains

Students

knowl¬

is"

be¬

function.

how a teacher-hero passed his musi¬

legacy on to him.

(When Ray was
die,
to

I

went to

apply

more

than

that was
I

very
see

for my

sick

him)...He

job".

right.

said:

"I

hope

Which to me was

anybody could
all

and they knew he was

I

was what Ray wanted

say...I

going to

you're going

like,

that was

didn't get the

job but

wouldn't be what they wanted but
and that made me

feel

very

good....

Jack
sitive

interprets
to

the

he wishes his

I
sure

think
that

his

role

as

responsibilities
students

I

am an

one

of

to

leave

hero-model

is

sen¬

involved and with what wisdom
his

accessible

"protection."

contact

them would go out
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keenly and

for them.

and

emulate

I'm not
every-

thing that
way.

I

I

which

think they'll

me....One
critical

of

at the

in

part

of

the

same

study,

now

sense,

this

heroes

remains

young

in

(as

time

of

adults);

may be

a

some manner;

narrowly defined

of

means

static,

structure

grown up to

Listening to members
human beings
to their

are

fullest,

never

the

of

if

a

not
any

In one

vision

of

instruct only the

the

task,

they van¬

to

to me to be

grow up,

a very

a hero.

they are

and non-creative.
shield themselves

It
incapa¬

It also
from any

or threaten what they

correct.

the

study has

"complete".

they must

open,

individual,

function of

interfere
is

in which

and to be

formed."

appears

dead-ended

believe

the way

we don't have

exist to

individuals

that may

is to be

any new heroes developing

This

that they wear blinders

mental
have

change,

on;

already

concept of

say that when

one

assessment

of

from

Evolvement

upon completion of

summation

any¬

to themselves.

people who

one becomes mature.

of

in music

MCome

we're

when

ble

critical

interviews,

correct

that of

some things

want them to do

and

chided me:

along with the

to

I

true

the

ish,

means

remember

to do what they do

course

heroes

wouldn't want them to do

a bad way,

Heroes

During the

I

the things

not

they decide
but

do,

If

consider
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convinced me that

people wish to develop
self-evolvement as

a

constant in life.

New adventures,

new pursuits will continu¬

ously be popping up as will personalities to admire.
be

It will

in a person's nature and interest to explore and discover

this,

because,

formed,

ideally,

this nature was at least partially

developed and packaged by supposedly creative models

they acquired when young.

These models have not done entire¬

ly well

if their idols are all done with,

baked,
life.

by their devotees

removed and consumed upon reaching a certain stage of
Their heroes were not the legitimate heroes they

claimed to be.
Self-evolvement,
makeup;

then,

is a necessary component of heroic

it insures the continuance of a quality product.

Just as there

is a transmission of creativity and knowledge

in the generative aspects of a hero,

the unfolding of that

hero through the eyes of the receiver or observer is the
continuance of a scheme toward a greater and greater reali¬
zation of self-heroism.
Ultimately,

the surety of a person is directly in propor¬

tion to the amount of heroism contained in that person.
has been

"claimed"

from heroes should have been,

the more obvious behavioral codes,

along with

the understanding that

even while the qualities of one's heroes may be finite,
search for more

is

What

the

infinite.

Pam Ricardo's evolvement or maturity assumes an interest¬
ing tack for the future.
in her older age,

She claims to be waiting for a hero

someone she can
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"belong"

to and be part

of.

This

is

in keeping with a personality,

as she says,

that

alleges not to be the Joan of Arc riding before the troops,
but a second or third in command.

But what follows may ne¬

gate somewhat that supportive role.

I want to become a wise old woman;
say,

"Here comes Pam;

thinking but they're

Pam knows,
ence,

I want people to

she's got some wild ways of
interesting.

is certain that all the knowledge,

the experi¬

the nurturing accumulated through a lifetime,

partial¬

ly attributable to the clustering of heroes that are inte¬
grated into her history,
continue,

will not rest or stagnate,

and in some form allow her,

graduate of

life-lessons,

she tells me.

but will

as a summa cum laude

to pontificate to the world,

as

She knows what she has become and looks for¬

ward with pleasure to the future.

I think it is very important that people,
what they do

in life,

recognize that they are constant

learners throughout their life,
that,
one

no matter

that they acknowledge

and be aware of that and that they understand how

learns.

Alice Holland sees evolvement as a conspiratorial gallop
toward the future in the company of her heroes.
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...I think there will be another Anita Hill,
Thelma and Louise,

and I'll

say "yippee;

another

right on."

think there will be some identifying with them;
before I wanted to be
I'm like you,

tell

like them,

whereas

now it well be,

it like it is.

I

yeah,

There will be more

of an identification with them.

Perhaps there is a darker side to this,

a negative side,

at least from the perspective of one participant.
Girard finds heroes everywhere,
as her Darwin and Pasteur,

not such powerful

but quieter,

and that is troubling.

Sigune
figures

performing great bi¬

ological

feats,

ing up",

trying to maintain one's own self as hero,

own esteem and belief

The burden of

"keep¬
one's

in the face of other's monumental suc¬

cesses becomes a constant struggle not to feel

like a fail¬

ure .

In a way you are overwhelmed by heroes and the fight
becomes,

to some extent,

to maintain your ego and your

ability to keep going and doing what you're doing even
though it's not as

important as what these other people

are doing.

With Nate Hamel,
life.

As

photography becomes a metaphor for his

it has evolved and matured toward a more exquisite
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medium of expression,
it,

also moves

so his

life,

as he puts

forward and upward.

(In my work)

what I'm seeing in terms of evolving is

in some ways who I
camera is how I

am.

feel

What I choose to document with a

about the world and what I think

is worth putting on the film,
me

begun late,

in some way....(When I

and something that moves

look at my prints),

a lot of

times things you didn't expect to be particularly in¬
teresting turn out to be increasingly so,

and the fun

part is that a lot of the things that turn out to be
really incredible,

are pictures that I've taken 10

years ago....They have a whole new meaning and it's
this whole evolutionary thing;
about myself then;

In many ways,

I

see new things now.

evolvement is

of the hero within,

it reminds me a lot

insurance against death;

death of the hero without.

death

With it,

the

self as hero has a greater prospect of remaining whole and
powerful;

the hero continues to influence and regenerate

him/herself through the observer/receivers that recognize
that heroism.

Bryan Wieland believes that the ultimate hero

is one who is profoundly convinced that he/she knows noth¬
ing,

possesses no wisdom,

hope of discovering it.

but continues to search in the

The heroic solution then,

one of continuous self-study,

becomes

inguiry and expansion.
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CHAPTER 10

OUTCOME OF THE STUDY

The

information gathered from over 600 pages of interview

material yielded interesting parallels between participants.
Had there been,

unknown to me,

minds or hearts?
awareness,
history,

a mass collusion in some

I say this because without a collective

without a common understanding of each other's

heroes or beliefs,

the study members

identical rhythm of excitement,

discovery,

joined in an

and repose;

the

responses resonated with a sameness not of repetition but of
connection.

So it happened that every participant became a

hero to me,

if not immediately following the interviews,

then later,

upon reading and making sense of their stories.

And I,

true to my research,

was startled and flustered to

discover through conversation,
roles,

became a hero to them.

that I,

in a reversal of

Typically,

as noted in my

findings and dovetailing neatly into form,
would not accept such praise,

I

laughed and

seeing in their circumstances

more cause to celebrate heroism than in my own.

Thus it was

that I modeled my own paper to a certain extent,

and in do¬

ing so,

have proved to myself that recognizing a hero and

becoming a hero is
able only as

indeed a very personal thing,

and believ¬

it is seen through the eyes of an observer/re¬

ceiver.
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Observations

People recognize models because they are an efficient and
satisfying means of
ciety.

learning the behavioral codes of our so¬

When people recognize models who,

also heroic,

in their eyes,

are

it is hoped that behavioral codes will be fur¬

ther translated in a way that is more creative and produc¬
tive .
What follows

is a summary of observations drawn from past

research and perceptions gleaned from the analysis of the
interviews and the study itself.
A general

examination of the questionnaires of those who

responded suggested a connection between the selection of
heroes at a young age and the future course of an adult
life.

In many cases,

the choice of heroes appears to have

influenced the choice of careers directly or indirectly,
causing a goodly number to emulate their heroes profession¬
ally.

Those who entered the arts had heroes in the arts,

those who were in caring professions expressed admiration
when young for similar groups,
sciences were
innovators.

and those who pursued the

involved through childhood with discoverers or

Whether the trends and instincts of childhood

also motivated preferences,

or whether chance,

need or cir¬

cumstance accomplished that same end may be material
ture examination.

for fu¬

It is enough that when an association ex¬

ists between hero and admirer,
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I believe

it becomes emotion-

ally and mentally profitable to the receiver and in some in¬
stances,

to the provider.

In the study specifically,

the direct relationship between

the heroes chosen in childhood and the outcome of a
participant's life as well

as career,

finely drawn and traceable thing.

appeared to be a very

The actions or beliefs of

the adult mirrored the actions or beliefs of those admired
when young.

In my opinion,

the members of this study became

their heroes either professionally or philosophically,

and

when these heroes were no longer useful as an aggressive
means to

learn,

they continued to admire and preserve a

alty toward them.

Conversely,

loy¬

the absence of childhood

heroes worked ruinously in that it appeared to halt or re¬
tard the beneficial

social

and personal growth toward adult¬

hood .
The mirroring or reflection of an exemplar may be noted by
examining the rich accomplishments of many study members
whose heroes of

skill

extended their protective influence.

The stories of Ben Rothstein and Nate Hamel reveal this;
their skill heroes shaped and became inseparable from the
persona of the

individual.

The adult perceptions of Bryan

Wieland and Alice Holland were modeled initially by parental
heroes;
mental

powerful teacher models supported and shaped the
and career perspectives of Jack Holberg and Pam Ri¬

cardo.
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Unquestionably,

the presence of strong parental and teach¬

er heroes assumed the greater burden of modeling responsi¬
bility.

The study therefore,

however peripheral,
much to
on,

implies that the passing touch,

of such individuals in a lifetime does

prepare a person to meet the vagaries of life head

and to be comfortable with their individuality.

It does

not appear that people consciously select someone

to admire like one would a book from the library;

there was

no

but rather

"shopping’'

around for the best value or skill,

a recognition when the need arose,
circumstance and a readiness to

coupled with chance or

"see" or receive,

being receptive toward that hero.

that is,

It may be as simple as

those coincidences that site beings

in the

proper place,

at

the correct time and with an inquisitive frame of mind.
As the

literature suggests,

someone above others,
and ideally,

when an individual prizes

they may want to be like that person,

hope to also find admiration and esteem for

themselves through their admiration

(Slater,

1961).

Thus I

believe that discovering a hero may be likened to a love af¬
fair of the mind and soul,

in which a person commits

him/herself to another in an association of great trust and
devotion.
formed

There is a total

(or re-formed)

immersion in the process of being

within the boundaries of who or what

is admired.
The process of recognizing heroes
mental preparations

initiates a series of

in order to be part of that hero's spir-
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itual or physical
it is.

arena,

no matter how simple or complicated

Breaking down barriers

in order to see beyond one's

own reference points are significant first steps;

the re¬

ceiver is open to the experience of permitting him/herself
to admire someone.
I have mentioned that people appear to recognize and ac¬
knowledge heroes when a need surfaces.
aware of this need,
quest,

While they may not be

I believe it exists as a subconscious

and within the ensuing circle of recognition,

there

is a relaxing of the guard and a heightened sensitivity and
perception that permits awareness to blossom.

This may oc¬

cur at any time:

in the case

during child or adulthood or,

of some study members,

retrospectively,

as an adult examin¬

ing his/her past.
It is possible that an individual may only recognize a
hero if that person is able to provide something of critical
importance for that time,
well-being.

something essential

Viewing ordinary people therefore,

for his/her
becomes an

act of discovery and any person a potential heroic model;
this

implies that the capacity to influence for the good of

another is a powerful tool,

dependent on what will

"click"

on the receptive and observational apparatus of who is in
need.
Certain groups,
nerable"
cessible.

position,

therefore,
that is,

That is why,

are in a more visible or

"vul¬

easily observed and ideally,

in my opinion,
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parents,

ac¬

teachers and

those in the immediate environment,
fluence

in and on one admirer's vision but in no other;

claimed heroes,
a sense,

exert such intense in¬

they connect with some private need,

their devotees have

long to their hero.

"become theirs",

On the other hand,

as

and in

that is,

be¬

publicly acclaimed

heroes connect with a more universal recognition;

they are a

commodity shared by many as opposed to the ordinary hero who
remains an exclusive possession.
The study also suggests that once a person begins to open
up to the possibility of receiving or observing heroes,

it

is easier and easier to recognize and incorporate them into
a life.

At this point,

when the mental or emotional door in

charge of experience is cracked,

I believe the tiniest bit

of self-heroism or esteem begins to surface and one initi¬
ates the process of becoming a hero to him/herself.

Categories of Heroes

Heroes reveal their worth in a variety of ways.
vide a personal
experience;

image that addresses a wide range of human

others are narrowly defined,

cific skill or belief,

representing a spe¬

or bound by exact ideals.

fluence may be abstract and broad,
and pragmatic.

Some pro¬

Some heroes

Their in¬

as opposed to specific

furnish nebulous and all-encom¬

passing values that must be reinterpreted through the re¬
ceiver or observer,

and others concentrate upon a very meas-
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urable and definable performance that leaves no doubt as to
meaning or intent.

It is the broad-based hero as opposed to

the narrow-based one,

both delivering the heroic goods but

the former in a more subtle and the

latter in a more concen¬

trated manner.
Members of the study whose heroes modeled a measurable and
specific performance seemed to focus on that one quality,
ignoring personality and any anti-heroic action that might
be considered unpleasant.
consequential

The

"whole1' person was not as

as that morsel of heroic character that served

to intrigue an admirer.

On one occasion,

an examination of

the entire persona yielded displeasure when compared to the
observation of that single fragment or category of princi¬
ples .
Ultimately,

people extract a personal meaning from a hero

according to their needs.

An identical hero may function

differently for different individuals,
that bit of useful
require.

Again,

for each will distill

information or comfort as his/her demands

it is what the receiver is willing to

"see"

or receive.
It appears that heroes also have a rippling influence that
may affect life performance,
vironment of the participant.
ence" because as

future growth and even the en¬
I call

I have mentioned,

it a

"rippling influ¬

the breakthrough discov¬

ery of one hero admits a more curiosity-laden appraisal of
what is

in the proximity of the
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individual.

It is the dis-

covery of something new and then the sudden awareness of
repeatedly;

it

a fresh vision is continuously manifested.

Therefore sensitivity toward one hero frequently removes the
barriers for recognition of others,

though this phenomenon

ordinarily seems to happen when the individual
When obstructions are dismantled,

is an adult.

the person becomes a

sponge of receptivity and it is as if the individual respon¬
sible,

the hero,

is transformed from a single entity into a

group.

Participant Alice Holland demonstrates this when she

collects accomplished women into a specific company of
heroes:

Annie Oakley!
Another one.

Cleopatra!

Boy,

definite pattern.
man's world.
actress

I

Madame Curie,

Clara Barton!

really have stereotypes!
Beautiful,

Definitely.

powerful,

There's a

making it in a

I also put any strong-willed

in the 40's because there were a lot of

them...

Biologist Sigune Girard now has heroes everywhere.

Now I

see that I

am mosaicizing heroism;

to see little pieces of
know.

I'm starting

it in a number of the people I

I'm seeing elements of heroism in my friends,

family members,

people that I know.
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in

It also surprised some participants to discover how re¬
markable and persuasive their heroes could be.

The interview

process allowed information to surface and connections to
develop that otherwise might never be considered.

Alice

Holland speaks:

It sort of surprises me that I have integrated these
heroes because I never thought about it till you
brought up the topic,

and I would have said,

gave

that they were separate,

it much thought,

before I
that I

have heroes the way I have favorite colors or some¬
thing. ..

but when I think about them I think the first

thing that the experience
was)

(of having them gave to me

the courage that I've integrated.

Environmental

Heroes

According to the study,

the dominant heroic group that in¬

fluenced and modeled behavior were parents,
by friends and relatives.

I

followed closely

am calling this body of individ¬

uals environmental heroes because of their location within
the operational

landscape of the receiver.

There was a perception that parents are inherent heroes
and that one of their purposes
model

to their offspring,

is to provide a performance

as should relatives in the absence

of parents.
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Good friends were not widely regarded as environmental
heroes and that may be because they are difficult to receive
as such;

it may be too

them in stature

"dangerous" to separate and elevate

if the closeness of the relationship breeds

a knowledge of frailties.
Teachers closely follows that of parents and relatives as
environmental heroes.

Because the teacher exercises an al¬

most all-exclusive power to counsel,

examine,

and listen,

it

is a given that his/her actions will almost always influ¬
ence,

if not command a life to some degree.

behavior,

however,

is heroic,

Whether that

indifferent or anti-heroic,

the outcome will modify young people in some way.
In contemporary times,

the teacher may function as surro¬

gate parent and instructor,
to one participant,

counselor and friend.

there are three qualities,

According

among many,

that contribute to a memorable or heroic teacher.
1.

outstanding expertise or knowledge in his/her field

2.

personal

3.

outstanding pedagogic skills

attention to the student as an individual.

In my opinion,

the heroic teacher frequently models beyond

the classroom and may be either a source of information
and/or a life facilitator.

From this,

types of heroic teacher emerge;

the concept of two

the one-way knowledge and

life skill giver and the two-way knowledge and life skill
giver and taker.
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With the former,

teacher-initiated information of any kind

successfully goes out;

it is mostly all outtake.

Students

admire him/her for his/her ability to communicate and to
model his/her technical and life-management skills.
latter,

With the

teacher initiated information of any kind success¬

fully goes out,

but student information is returned.

is outtake and intake.
agement and technical

Certain students may admire life-man¬
skills but crave personal attention.

With the two-way teacher,

they are allowed to communicate

personal needs to someone in power,
advises,

There

and acts upon

these needs.

way teacher may be more interactive,

who in turn recognizes,
In doing so,

the two-

more dimensional,

per¬

haps revealing a character beyond the instructional to the
student who needs this advice and attention.
privy to the substance of the heroic-model.
sions,

The student is
On these occa¬

teaching may become a more connective and unifying

process because both sides,

teacher and student profit from

the symbiotic relationship,

if the student is in need of

such an arrangement.
There occasionally appeared to be a desire to
teacher,
in an

that is,

to be

inguisitive way,

"claim"

integrated into the hero's

not

but as a means to define that

teacher's actions within a framework of reference.
dent wants to know in order to
Most importantly,

life,

the

The stu¬

"belong" to that teacher.

I believe that those who have a heroic

teacher believe they are the torch-bearers of that person's
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wisdom or skill,

even if they claim an inability to measure

up to an heroic standard.

Distance Heroes

Contextually the opposite of environmental heroes is a
group I am calling remote or distance heroes.
have no immediate or local heroes,
afar,

as

For those who

the hero as seen from

in any public arena or fictional

situation becomes

their distant hero.
Distance heroes are usually one-way heroes in that they
may be unable to initiate a give and take with their admir¬
ers because of that distance.

They present their excellence,

are usually aware of the admiring group but not of individu¬
al

personalities.
The role of a distant hero frequently insures a greatness

that may not be merited.

Because the receiver is separated

by time or space from any more insightful examination of the
distance hero,

he/she may admire a skill or performance to

the exclusion

of personality.

Anti-Heroes

This concluding group serves as the antithesis of environ¬
mental

and distance heroes.

When individuals are without

heroes

in their immediate environment,
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they may attach them-

selves to any model
someone.

in an effort to belong to and learn with

This attachment is of no value when the model

is an

anti-hero or one who characterizes the most negative aspects
of behavior.

Of

less harmful but still doubtful value are

those substitutes for positive models who do not deliver
creative or high standards.
of strong heroes

As the study suggests,

the lack

in childhood and early youth may contribute

to a delayed behavioral development.
However,

a certain amount of irregularity,

or dysfunction

in a family setting sometimes contributes to that
individual's selection of distance heroes,

or compensatory

techniques to translate the situation into one of comfort.
The person,

unable to rely on environmental models,

turns to

other sources.

Types of Heroes

Skill Heroes

Those heroes that provide a workable,
ticular
strate

practical

skill or par¬

information that instructs the individual,
a course of action or a method of

or

demon¬

life-performance

establish a procedure for mental or emotional growth that
pares the individual

in that particular narrow band of

terest are what I call

skill heroes.

They are confined to

an immediate and clearly defined subject.
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in¬

or
pre¬

Life Heroes

Those heroes that model

a more abstract and broad reper¬

toire and provide the individual with ways of dealing with
his society and himself through a personal
and beliefs are
ior,

life heroes.

system of ethics

They may teach codes of behav¬

provide spiritual or emotional understanding or

practical manual

for living.

a

Life heroes furnish rules that

are interpreted and reinterpreted by the participant
throughout life.

Super Heroes

Those different heroes collected during the course of a
life coalesce to form a composite representing an ultimate
ideal.

I term these super heroes.

They represent a mosaic

of successful bits and pieces of diverse heroic personali¬
ties which the individual utilizes or stockpiles according
to need,

eventually forming them into a personal,

heroic be¬

ing.

Talisman Heroes

Within the skill,

life and super hero,

two-way heroes and the talisman hero.

may be found one and
I believe this

last

functions almost as a charm and usually is the product of an
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admiration for the heroes gleaned from the arts,
contemporary events.

history or

Talisman heroes almost always are seen

from a great distance,

and it is that enchanting space that

contributes to their remarkable aura.

Maturity and Heroism

While

it appears that the heroes of youth "grow"

the per¬

son in that they may develop him/her further and with more
distinction than is the case with ordinary models,

heroes

gained during maturity sometimes present a model that is
parallel to the admirer as opposed to hierarchically ahead.
As

I perceive it,

this occurs when the

individual

is not em¬

barking on some new life adventure or in need of guidance
(for which activities,
sary) ,

recognizing heroes might be neces¬

but is observing or receiving heroes as companions

with mutual views.

Such heroes persist in their worth,

but

as an affirmation or representation of what the observer is
now experiencing in maturity rather than as a model of in¬
struction.

Hero and admirer ride together toward shared

goals.
Belief

in a hero may overcome any hurt inflicted by or

upon that hero.

It appeared that people are very willing to

accept the frailties of their idol,
"belongs"

to them as

is

especially if that being

frequently the case with talisman

and those heroes uncovered in youth.
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The very nature of be-

ing heroic inspires a

loyalty that prompt a fierce defense

against a wrong even if that wrong involves the individual.
It is my view that when a person claims a hero,
in a sense,

that hero,

becomes an extension of that person's self and

therefore must be protected and defended.
Ultimately,

I believe there is a need to internalize all

heroes so that they fuse and become part of the individual.
In the most ideal of circumstances,

the super hero,

of the best of admired people is absorbed within,
in an individual becoming his/her own hero,

composed

resulting

assimilating all

the characteristics of what is perceived to be valuable in
that hero for him/herself.

The receiver assumes the excel¬

lence of the super hero mosaic and is,
longer a receiver.
recognition,
selves) ,
semi

Individuals,

at that point,

no

through a process of self¬

then become their own heroes

(heroes to them¬

and the collective heroes of the past lapse into a

or complete retirement.

There are several

reasons why individuals find it diffi¬

cult to admit they are heroic to others despite a recogni¬
tion of their own heroic qualities.
A.

Expectations of what constitute a

"real" hero may con¬

tinue to be cloaked in the traditional belief of the hero as
a superior and therefore unattainable character.
B.

The power of an individual's personal heroes

that it may be difficult to equal.

This also becomes the

measure of his/her definition of heroism.
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is such

Therefore,

since the degree of heroism is interpreted to¬

tally through the eyes of a receiver,

it is difficult for

that person to believe that they could possibly assume that
role for him/herself.

Perhaps there is no heroism except

what may be seen through eyes of another.
However,

sometimes people love and admire what they see in

others especially when what they see is what they admire or
would like to admire

in themselves;

recognition of mutual gualities.
esteem building procedure,
are lacking,

then there is a mutual

It may be interpreted as an

for if certain admired qualities

acquiring a hero is an excellent means of as¬

suming those virtues for oneself.
like that person.

It is a way of becoming

It is a reason for having heroes.

Those admirable traits that are transmitted from hero to
receiver will

in turn be transmitted to others who,

based

upon the heroic evidences that the receiver displays,
admire him/her.

will

A productive chain of hero and admirer,

ad-

mirer-turned-hero and his/her admirer speeds up the process
of discovering new ideas and revitalizing old ones through
the transmission of

information.

It is as Newton suggests:

one may see further when standing on the shoulders of gi¬
ants,

but in the context of this study,

of more modest stature for the word

substitute someone

"giants".

The entire

procedure of heroes begetting heroes may be visualized as an
efficient blueprint for cultural
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operation,

as

it insures a

constant supply of creative models for generations to imi¬
tate,

in addition to the adventure of continuous

inquiry and

evolvement.
People who are heroic usually generate admirers who will
become future heroic persons themselves.

Ideally,

they at¬

tempt to model a continuous growth or evolvement within
their own lives.

Such a boundless display of expansion de¬

fines exploration in terms of an unattainable yet self-ful¬
filling task.

Therefore,

while one goal might be to attempt

to reach the peak of creative performance in a lifetime,
very nature of
for perfection.

the

its elusiveness suggests a perpetual quest
It is

like one's mission is infinite and all

that may be expected is not completion but continuous move¬
ment.

While those who strive in this manner may always feel

that they have set themselves against impossibility,

I be¬

lieve such evolvement insures a personal completion no mat¬
ter how distant the finale.
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CHAPTER 11

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Theorists have reasoned that if,
process,

potential

in a normal

learning

is enhanced by a number of models,

then

creative potential will be greatly enhanced by a number of
creative models

(Simonton,

1988).

Therefore,

the presence

and availability of a wide variety of heroes will contribute
to a population that functions more uniquely and independ¬
ently.
The reports of study members appear to reflect this rea¬
soning in that the

influence and inspiration of those heroes

to whom they were devoted,

served to enhance and refine the

creativity of their life performance.

The study suggests

that the affect of heroes upon the course of social develop¬
ment is significant.
Observations such as these imply the usefulness and neces¬
sity of the hero in
prospective

life and that the vision for a creative

in years to come

is simple:

be certain there are

enough hero-models so everyone has the opportunity to dis¬
cover their own personal

identification mark,

heroes that are negative,
ute few advantages,

are

and that those

that are anti-heroic,

in the minority.

or contrib¬

The difficulty in

this arrangement becomes evident when the nature of our cul-
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ture

and the

its heroes

attitudes

and

ones,
are
an

at times,

limited
attitude

lucrative
dinary,

The

even

there

by

if

thinking that may

limits

of

This

much

is

foster

society

that

instincts.

and there

is

action that

recognition,

see

environment will

Few observers marvel
little
is

publicity

inhibit the pre¬

fit

to

heroic-models.

rely on

only

those

promote.
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Therefore,

only one

strong

it

or heroic mod¬
particular

and the heroes

that

for some

intellectually unusu¬

consequently

for observation,

realm are

and

and diminish the value of more or¬

are without heroes

within

sources

sensational

people who

culture

less heroic

partially due to

may happen that

of

is better

traditional

of

segment

it

de¬

than merely

assortment

in their

and keep

and certainly

an

els

to creative¬

Obviously
ones,

in

early

are no models,

the

in

an

The

process

positive models,

choice-worthy.

our

necessary

means

or heroic models

or not

triumph or

of

If

come

accomplishments

sentation

practical

are

ones.

difficult to

over minor victories,

al.

a

than negative

good or creative

artistic

is

creative

indefinite

may be

our environment.

arrested or blocked.

far better to have

However,

in

a minimum.

positive models

or

some kind

smooth the developmental

error to

velopment may be

positive

and celebrates

of

easily

heroic models

ly and elegantly

to have

that models

function more

discovery of

trauma

it perceives

are understood.

Research agrees
order to

in which

forces

contained
in our

I am not suggesting that it is impossible to find heroes
in the arts,

sciences or environment,

but that because these

areas are not actively championed by the most powerful arbi¬
ters of our culture,

the opportunity narrows.

Options and

access are limited because anything that is not actively
celebrated is without status,
less
with,

important.

People will

becoming less acceptable and

admire what they are comfortable

what they can connect with,

and more subtly,

have been told they should connect with.
material based society,

what they

Therefore,

in our

the worship of products and the

worth of that product is oftentimes more important than the
process that lead to that product.
instance,

The sports figure,

inseparable from dollar earnings,

habitant of our material culture,

for

is a perfect in¬

as are the very visible

heroes of pop entertainment with whom most individuals,
pecially the young,

can easily connect.

es¬

They are a collec¬

tive observance of culturally perceived skill and worth,
while the price tag signifies success,

and

the value as a model

or a hero may not be legitimate.
Being a nation of doers

(Arieti,

1976),

our tradition for

some time has been to believe in the immediacy and practi¬
cality of performance and its monetary results,

and it is

difficult to give credence to what goes against a tradition.
The community of

scholars,

ordinary others are

artists,

less valued,

evidenced by their social

humanists and the more

or valued not at all

recognition and financial
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as

status.

We reward what we value,
status,

and when rewards are in money and

concepts of heroism are tempered by that amount.

this mentality is unable to change,

If

then it must be supple¬

mented by expanding the popular understanding of who or what
is heroic to include those who would ordinarily be excluded.
The base of recognition must be broadened by actively and
radically promoting this recognition using the same methods
employed in the marketing of mass culture.

Challenge those

responsible for the selling of the pop vision to work suc¬
cessfully for this awareness through a sponsorship that,
while continuing to market popular icons,
more creative populations.
vailing heroes,

would also support

The aim is not to eliminate pre¬

but to swell the ranks to celebrate others.

The arbiters of our mass culture do not realize that there
is a distinct connection between hero types:
extraordinary and unsung,
the best-selling and the
the parent.

All

those that are

the sensational and the creative,
intellectual,

the pop leader and

are bits and pieces of the super hero,

a

composite that contributes to the development of the total
personality.
who

All may be necessary to complete an individual

is able to function synchronistically.

keted" with equal

All may be

"mar¬

enthusiasm and success.

A proverb states that it takes a whole village to raise
one child.

In the context of the study,

of heroes to "grow"

one creative person,

it takes many types
but only if that

person is able to dive into a stew of options.
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The concept of many heroic types is rooted in the family;
parents as very visible first heroes,
study,

according to the

appeared to have far more influence over participants

than any other category.
their intrinsic value

they must be made aware of

(commonplace as some may observe it)

as models and hopefully,
the paper,

Somehow,

heroic models.

At the beginning of

I discussed the idea of heroes in one's environ¬

ment and the belief that ordinary people harbor extraordi¬
nary skills,

and that their insignificance in status,

in fi¬

nancial reward and in voice is no reason to be dismissed as
meriting heroic value.
must spring from the
friends.

The recognition of grass-roots heroes

individual,

the family,

and extended

It is especially essential that new parents be

made aware of what it means to be a model and a hero to
their children,

and how their performance,

beliefs will take root.
through the media,

This

education,

projections,

"indoctrination",
at hospitals,

and

perhaps

should be re¬

peated with the birth of every child.
If those within the

immediate environment create a portion

of the blueprint for a child's future,
that anyone

in that environment with the proper mental out¬

look and self-development,
model or role-model
eryone

esteem and skill may be a hero-

at any time.

It further implies that ev¬

in a life has this same capacity to develop or "grow"

someone
tial,

the implication is

in some manner.

When people admit to this poten¬

they also admit to an empowering of the self and an
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ability to recognize and appreciate and value one's self.
Therefore,
spiritual

it becomes a mandate toward an emotional

and

"best foot forward."

Education follows closely in the development of heroic
types.
ing,

If one believes

it is an institution for total

then the teacher is responsible for knowledge,

and life skills.

Ideally,

in this context,

learn¬

values,

educators become

heroic models when they model what is taught.

This

implies

that the ordinary must gain the tiniest bit or more of the
extraordinary,

and act as one would beneath the microscope

of those who are
will

involved in a search for identity.

Students

also find heroic the teacher who recognizes the ambi¬

guities of his/her situation,

for there is both a satisfac¬

tion in accomplishment and a desire for a continuous evolvement.

Students must continually stay tuned to the ongoing

expansion of a favorite teacher.
Understanding the vocabulary of heroism in the school
something that must be
it is

learned at a basic level,

learned by parents and family.

And,

if

its function.

exactly as

it is fitted

philosophically into the curriculum of education,
seen as an integral part of

is

it will be

This might be ac¬

complished through a modification of traditional educational
courses to

include a more humanistically oriented liberal

arts program,

and not a series of studies that focus solely

on methodology and discipline.

The arts must figure highly

as a humanizing influence as must courses
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in the nature and

history of creativity,

creativity studies,

in techniques to

stimulate creative thinking and in classes that enhance es¬
teem both in teachers and their pupils.
I believe there are bits and pieces of things that fit to¬
gether to complete a more heroic teacher.
passion for something,
personal

skill;

into lessons,

One might have a

a devotion to a specialty,

that kind of

intensity,

a study,

a

when spilled over

maximizes the level of social and intellectual

energy in the classroom.

In some cases,

a deep commitment

indicates a great vitality of spirit and a willingness to be
part of and belong to something,

and that same sense of vi¬

tality will be transmitted in the classroom.
A teacher might balance the curriculum with a crosssection of

individuals who exemplify ordinary and extraordi¬

nary heroic achievement.

Because one who educates teaches

both a subject and a person,

it is education's responsibili¬

ty to expose students to the concept of heroism and the many
types of heroic models
it mean to be a hero,
heroes necessary,

in contemporary society.
who may earn that title,

What does
why are

are questions which may be addressed.

The

opportunity then becomes one of understanding and observing
many different individuals

in an educational

atmosphere.

Such a program must be written into the ongoing curriculum
and be part of

it from kindergarten to high school.

And because the option to observe many heroes will encom¬
pass different groups,

contemporary icons of popular culture
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must not be excluded; only through the realization of the
different types of available models will students be aware
that their vision need not be confined to what popular cul¬
ture glorifies.
At the beginning of this paper,
ment:

I paraphrased Plato's com¬

a society cultivates what it values.

context,

In a contemporary

I will phrase a parallel belief: the ideals of a

nation are revealed through its media promotions. While we
don't "sell" education through our advertisements
very peripherally),

(except

the image of television or public events

promoting the cause of hero-models is arresting.
For many young people, the "real world", that is, what
matters, what is important is what wisdom the tube markets,
or the movie-house or media provides.

If one subscribes to

this description of reality-in-learning,

it awards media the

role of arbiter of education as well as popular taste.
Some educational factions voice concern over the too pow¬
erful position that media occupies as information giver, be¬
lieving that it has assumed the role of education.
certain types of media,

as perceived through the eyes of a

young person, reflect what is vital to life now,
by schools then,

While

education

functions in an opposing manner;

it eguals

or means a kind of non-education or non-learning.

It is not

usable for the "now".

The time devoted to school reflects

little or nothing while the "real world" is going on. Media
performs the task because it is seen to be more meaningful,
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more relevant and more responsive to the pressures of the
times. As part of that outside reality, media becomes the
genuine educator,

and schools exist for those hours of in¬

carceration until the prisoner is released. Mark Twain un¬
derstood this when he breezily stated that he never let
school interfere with his education.
The outcome of the products of printed matter,

radio,

television and electronic communication are an education
into themselves because they create standards of taste,
behavior,

of correctness.

charge of lives,

of

It is the reality that is in

and that reality is not learned except un¬

der the conditions of how the media wishes it to be learned.
When the media assumes the role of standard bearer for con¬
vention,

and in that powerful calling,

the classroom,

supersedes that of

it is a more powerful influence than educa¬

tion for many. Media becomes or exceeds education.
Education,

then, become non-education. What is learned in

school remains at school, halting at the door because for
many,

it is non-applicable and irrelevant.

There is little

carry-over of information or learning when the more powerful
glut of media-induced "stuff" can engulf anyone who cares to
use it.
Therefore,

using the mass media to learn beyond in--school

educational offerings, may be an acceptable process if it
can understand and be sympathetic to what should be an edu¬
cational as well as commercial mission,
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that is, being re-

sponsible,

being aware,

being the

ments the development of complete
within this context,

"lay teacher" who comple¬
"working" products.

the task of the media should be the ac¬

tive trumpeting of people who accomplish good things,
pendent things,

And

creative things,

inde¬

beyond what is paraded by

popular consent.
Through the media,
formational
braries,

there must be exposure to as much in¬

stimuli as possible;

special programs and

try to bridge the gap.

it is not enough that li¬

educational video productions

Education must invade the spirit of

the media and make the system work for it;

programs must

not be sacrificed but multiplied to flood the environment
with enough fact and detail to insure viewing equanimity.
I have mentioned in chapter 10 that heroes are selected
when there
chance.
is

is need,

when the individual

is receptive,

and by

If the media is deployed as an educational tool,

impossible not to regard the range of

it

informational

sources as rich occasions for chance encounters that will
include the possibility of discovering,
nizing a need.
luck,

If there

of seeing or recog¬

is no opportunity for chance,

or

or circumstance or whatever you call the happening

that ignites

interest,

young people may work blindly,

with

few resources.
But a dedicated media
dents are active,

is not a replacement.

decision-making individuals,

Classroom stu¬
unlike those

in the passive and non-interactive grip of the electronic.
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To change the formula,
room,

to create a union of media and class¬

the connection between what's in and what's out must

not be separate or disconnected and unrelated.
becomes
"in"

"in"

and nothing becomes

and "out",

"out",

Everything

because there is no

but a blurring or elimination of boundaries,

where the class room becomes an extension of the environment
and not distinct from it.
But should the media become an educational ally?
moment,

as

I

face my students every day,

tion never seemed more difficult;
pete with the reality of what is

perhaps

learning by educa¬
it can never com¬

"out there".

The most de¬

manding task of education then becomes apparent.
beyond the media,

overwhelm it,

overcome it,

It must go

bury it,

that learning by schooling is seen as more exciting,
valuable,
means.

more dazzling than that of

but until

creative standards,
presenting a

more

more vision,

more

it can supply a more appealing set of
superior hero-models,

"product",

better ways of

it will be difficult to pry loyal¬

ties away from more popular forms of

*

In a study such as this,
exist.

so

learning by worldly

Education must offer more answers,

choices,

At the

*

"public learning".

*

correct or final

answers do not

The mountainous portions of unused data convince me

that the

interpretation and analysis of any work on heroes
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and models will be an ongoing and never-ending process,
which will evolve and improve upon itself.
all graduate students,
nale,

one

Fortunately for

this exploration entertains no fi¬

since the hunt is constant and continuously being

reinvented.

Now while it is possible that my personal opti¬

mism may be a risky assumption of the workings of future
minds,
spirit.

I have faith in the creative and therefore inquiring
It does seem that the insights and connections

gained from further study can only insure future acts of
discovery.
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APPENDIX A

THE PARTICIPANTS SPEAK ON HEROISM

The conclusion of interviewing sessions signaled a tacit
permission for the participants to reexamine the perspective
of heroes from without and deliver their observations. I
will present some of the most relevant to the study.
Pam Ricardo on heroism today:
There's something within us that wants to create a hero
and there's something within us that wants to tear a hero
apart.
Society creates the hero and when the hero does
something that's very human; we recognize that frailty in us
as a society and so to purge ourselves from it, we tear the
hero down, and burn him up.
People without hope and people without heroes just disin¬
tegrate.
The rise in teen-age suicide speaks to that; the
rise in drug use speaks to that.
There is something within
every human that wants to alter their state of mind.
How we
chose to alter that is vastly different.
Some people walk
in a garden...and another person has to take cocaine.
A lot
of that comes from hope....The only way we are going to af¬
fect change in drugs is to alter their behavior... and give
them a replacement high and that replacement high is to ex¬
press themselves, having the heroes and seeing the good in
life, giving them goals and allowing them different ways to
express their feelings....
Bryan Wieland on the teacher as hero today:
Security (as a teacher) usually is interpreted to mean a
solid set of beliefs and a foothold in which one can view
the world.
I would argue to be really courageous, which I
have never achieved, one has to recognize not only one's ig¬
norance but the fact that there (isn't
ever) going to be
that solid security, so there has to be a recognition that
that's the way it is and I'm part of it but that's o.k.
Anna Pekarski on heroism in education:
In so many ways, finding creative heroes has to do with
the whole fabric of life, finding ways where we take joy in
our creative people, where they are part of the fabric of
everyday life.
In so many ways, other than our athletic
heroes, our rock heroes, artists are very marginalized...we
take (our students) to the museums one or twice and then
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that's their encounter with art and the creative life; we've
marginalized the arts and by doing these special things once
or twice a year, we only reinforce it; and that is true.
Artists and creative people are not a normal part of our
life world, our work world with the children.
In fact, peo¬
ple who are exploratory and creative are often penalized for
that fact. We appreciate what they've done and then we get
rid of them.
In so many ways, we have schools with passionless people.
I don't know why we have to run organizations like that.
That's not the extraordinary hero but those others who can
be models for kids. To make more heroes it comes back to
people who are...heroes. We have to have the role models
within our own institution s working with young people.
Not
that your teachers have to be great brains; unfortunately, a
lot of people get into public school teaching are banal,
boring; there are people who are not great minds but they
have interesting interests, they have their passions, they
have certain areas where life really opens up for them and I
like them to bring that into the school.
Jim Holberg on teachers and passion;
What I'm trying to do here is to convince (my students) to
take that talent and to get in love, to get addicted to the
music for the music itself.
They have to have a passion for
it otherwise they're not going to be able to deal with the
sacrifices they're going to have to make for playing music.
You've either got to love it or forget it for there are few
people who have made it.
Ben Rothstein on heroes today
There seems to be a problem in our entire culture in terms
of who the heroes are.
Who are the heroes?
The basketball
players: because they make so much money?
They're athletic
freaks! They can do one thing, but they're paid huge amounts
of money.
It just kept growing, this sports thing, the idea
that all sports figure will make so much more money than a
teacher....So, I would hate to be pessimistic, but why
should someone not just practice basketball rather than
paint or draw, or be a scientist; then (basketball) is the
hero.
Lillian Hamady on Heroism today
I think that is what the (hero) does, is speak the truth
whenever she can.
That (is heroism) and to take on that re¬
sponsibility; it's the artist who takes the responsibility
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for their work....It is a spiritual force to be an origina¬
tor, an event maker, a non-conformist, to stick out like
that, to take on the possible martyrdom of what your ideas
and their results do.
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Friend;
I am a graduate student in the Creativity Studies depart¬
ment of the School of Education at the University of Massa¬
chusetts.
My doctoral study involves the investigation of
heroes (male and female) who may act or may have acted as
role-models to people who are involved in a profession or
enterprise that demands creativity.
This preliminary questionnaire will screen individuals in
an effort to select participants for a series of interviews
that will comprise the main body of my research.
It is be¬
ing sent to friends, students and associates in the arts, in
the Creativity Studies program and in careers or activities
that require independent and innovative thinking.
All re¬
sponses will remain confidential.

EVEN THOUGH THE QUESTIONS
MAY APPEAR BRIEF IN CONTEXT, THEY
WILL PROVIDE ME WITH THE INITIAL INFORMATION TO CONTINUE MY
STUDY.
SO THEN, PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO SEARCH YOUR MEMORY
FOR ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING:
1. Using the time frames provided, who (or what) were some
real or fictional heroes* that you admired while growing up?

*

from youth to adolescence:

*

from adolescence to the present:

2. Which of these heroes also acted as a role model*
you, if at all?

for

3. As an adult, who are some of the real or fictional heroes
that you admire now, if any.
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4.

Do any of these heroes act as role-models for you now?

*

see explanations on reverse of sheet

* a HERO in this context, is anyone who stands out above
others because of his/her independent thinking or actions,
extra special qualities or abilities; heroes could be:
—someone close to you: a friend or family member
—someone you read, heard about or know: a scientist,
artist, leader, entertainer or sports figure—someone
fictional: a mythical, cartoon or story-book character
—some category of persons: secret agents, seaman, explorers
*
a ROLE-MODEL in this context, is someone whom you want to
imitate. (It is possible to have a hero who is not a rolemodel to you and a role-model who is not a hero).
NAME-AGE
ADDRESS-TOWNDAY PHONE-NIGHT PHONEHIGHEST EDUCATIONAL DEGREE EARNEDPLEASE DESCRIBE WHAT YOU DO PROFESSIONALLY

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO CONTACT YOU?-

MY NAME AND ADDRESS
I

CAN BE REACHED AT:

IS:

DIANE SCHLAPPI
FALLS RD, SUNDERLAND,

MA.

01375

day
467-7105
evening 665-4250

I WELCOME YOUR CALLS CONCERNING THIS INQUIRY OR MY STUDY.
Your generosity in responding to this questionnaire will
enable me to continue the work on my dissertation.
Thank you sincerely.

DIANE SCHLAPPI
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1.
Sigune Girard, 54: biologist, self employed, researcher
in animal waste, specializing in marine by-products.
2.
Lillian Hamady,
self-employed

38:

writer,

poet and feminist activist,

3.
Nate Hamel, 36: photographer, self-employed,
ing art pictures, weddings and events

photograph¬

4.
Alice Holland, 62:
Real-Estate business-woman,
several agencies in area
5.
Jack Holberg, 35:
Musician,
specializing in swing and jazz

music teacher,

owner of

band leader,

6.
Alice Pekarski, 59:
Ex-dancer turned elementary princi¬
pal, specializing in theater
7.
Pam Ricardo, 45:
child-birth educator,

Health teacher in Jr-Sr.High School,
specialist in Aids education

8.
Ben Rothstein, 56:
Illustrator,
cializing in sports illustration

self-employed,

spe¬

9.
Bryan Wieland, 63:
Retired teacher in Philosophy and
Education at college level
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APPENDIX D

DISTRIBUTION OF HEROES BY RESPONDENTS

number of heroes named by respondents
as adults

in youth

at present

# of quer¬
# of
ies sent
replies

0

1-3

4

0

1-3

4

0

1-3

4

MALE

40

14

2

7

5

2

10

2

2

9

3

FE¬
MALE

50

31

3

18

10

0

25

6

3

19

8

total

90

45
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